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1 PROCEEDINGS

2

3 JUDGE BECRHOEFER: Good morning, ladies and
.

4 gentleman. Before we -- the Board has a few more

5 questions of Mr. Goldberg. But before we start that, are

6 there any preliminary matters?

7 MR. AXELRAD: We have none, Mr. Chairman.

8 MR. SINKIN: Yes, Mr. Chairman: I have sent a

9 letter to the Board and the parties that we were

10 attempting to get the transcripts of the radio program

11 about the seepage at the cooling lakes. I was able

12 yesterday to secure those transcripts and as soon as we

13 have a chance to get some time, we will be proceeding to

() 14 file the motion for new contention that we have mentioned

15 before.

16 That's all I have, Mr. Chairman.

17 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Okay, anything further?

18 JEROME H. GOLDBERG

19 testified further upon his oath as follows:

20 BOARD EXAMINATION CONTINUED

21 BY JUDGE BECHHOEFER:

22 0 Mr. Goldberg, do you recall yesterday you were

23 asked several questions about whether you had any

24 reluctance to release the Quadrex report to intervenors

25 or something along that line, or whether you had

<
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(]) 1 considered releasing -- considered intervenors in your

2 decisions not to at least publiclicize the report prior

3 to September of 19817 .

4 MR. NEWMAN: Mr. Chairman, is there a reference

5 in the transcript that we could help the witness look at?

6 I'm concerned about characterizations like " decision not

7 to publicise." There may be --

8 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I have just received the

9 transcript and I haven't had a chance to look through

1 10 where it was.

11 MR. NEWMAN: I think these questions are --

12 MR. AXELRAD: There are copies of the

13 transcr.ipt available.

) 14 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I just got it. I have not

15 had a chance -- when I was looking through these

j 16 questions, I did not -- I had recalled Mr. Goldberg

17 saying that intervenors did not play any part in their

18 decision to either publicize or not publicize that to the

l
! 19 extent that has happened. Maybe my recollection is

20 incorrect.

21 MR. SINKIN: Mr. Chairman, perhaps I can help.

22 JUDGE BECHHOEPER: You were asking --

23 MR. SINKIN: I was asking questions. I asked

24 about myself, and we talked in terms of did he think of

25 Mr. Sinkin when he was going to get the report that -

Ih
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'(]) 1 publicly or not, and he said I was not in his mind, and I

2 think you have abstracted that to "intervenors."

3 JUDGE BECHBOEPER: That is the dialogue I was

4 referring to in any event.

5 MR. AXELRAD: May I make a suggestion, Mr.

6 Chairman. Without characterizing the previous testimony,

7 perhaps if you have a direct question.

8 JUDGE BECHBOEFER: I just wanted to use it as a

9 starting point. I did not really want to characterize it

10 or do anything like that. I just wanted to provide a

11 frame of reference. I would like Mr. Goldberg to explain l

l

12 some language which appears in the -- well, it's document

13 No. 44 which was sent to us. It's a management meeting

() 14 of June 26. I have a copy, and if it would be useful, I

. 15 would like Mr. Goldberg just to comment on one phrase in

16 here which I have marked, but if you have a copy, I can

17 refer to that.

18 MR. AXELRAD: We have a copy of it, Mr.

~19 Chairman.
|

| 20 I have handed the witness a copy of the

| 21 document that the Chairman has referred to.
-

22 JUDGE BECHBOEFER: I understand that to be the

23 minutes or notes of the management meeting of June 26,
'

24 '81.

25 MR. AXELRAD: As we have explained before, Mr.

(O
TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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(]) 1 Chairman and as we indicated in the identification of the

2 documents, these were the notes of Mr. Thrash.

3 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: That's correct.

4 MR. AXELRAD: Okay. They were not the minutes

5 but the notes.

6 JUDGE BECHHOEPER: I'm sorry, yes. That's

7 correct.

8 0 (By Judge Bechhoefer) Mr. Goldberg, could you

9 comment on what the meaning of the phrase which appears

10 opposite the name of Mr. Poston about slightly below the

11 middle of the page, where it says: Re copies to

12 intervenors? Were you present when that portion of the

13 discussion was going on?

() 14 A I'm sure I was present, Mr. Chairman. I was at

15 that meeting. I'm not -- I'm just looking at this and

1G I'm not able to decipher any of Mr. Thrash's notes per

I 17 se. These are notes he writes to himself and from which

18 he prepares the minutes. I have no idea what Mr. Poston

19 might have said.

20 There was not any dialogue that I can
!

| 21 personally recall that addresses intervenors. There may

22 have been a question about it's hard to know what there

23 could have been a question about. I think Mr. Poston is

24 going to have to hope that he can recall what he said

25 because I can't.,

|

0
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[]} l Q Do you know what it means two lines farther

2 down where it said: " Austin reporter had asked Gold ",

3 I assume that's you, " Gold about"?

4 A Mr. Chairman, I think I characterized yesterday

5 in testimony before the Board that I was approached by a

6 reporter during the week of the hearings and I'm just

7 trying to get my bearings on when was this set of notes

8 taken.

9 0 The transmittal to us, at least, indicates that
,

10 it was June 26.

11 A It's probably making reference to that same

12 hing.

13 I think Mr. Hancock who represented the City of

() .14 Austin on the management committee, he may have -- he may
~

|

! 15 have known independent of me that a reporter in Austin

16 was aware that the Quadrex report existed, and then again

17 it may have been just a further paraphrasing of a

18 conversation I may have had with him that a reporter from

i 19 Austin had approached me during the hearings.

20 It's hard to construct what may have been said

21 about it. I'm sure it relates to the fact that there was

22 a reporter, I am reasonably sure he was from the City of

23 Austin, and he did seem to know about the Quadrex report.

24 And it was first brought to my attention by questions

25 from that reporter during that week of the hearings in

(o
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'({} l May. I think it was the week of May lith, 1981.
1

I 2 0 I see, so this is not an additional communique ;

3 with reporters that may have occurred at the end of June 7

4 A well, I couldn't tell with absolutely certainty

5 but I am of the mind that it was probably related to the
'

6 same thing. But I can't recall the context that this may:

7 have come up at that meeting in June, whether it was Mr.

8 Poston bringing the matter to my attention, whether he

9 was recounting a conversation I may have had with him, I

l 10 just don't know.

11 MR. AXELRAD: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Goldberg said

'

12 Mr. Poston, I believe --

| 13 THE WITNESS: I'm sorry, I meant Mr. Hancock,

14 thank you, Mr. Hancock who represented the City of

15 Austin.'
-

16 0 (By Judge Bechhoefer) Mr. Goldberg, turn to

17 the bottom of page six of your testimony.

18 MR. AXELRAD: Mr. Chairman, could you repeat
i
t 19 that, please.

20 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I'm sorry, the bottom of

21 page six of Mr. Goldberg's present testimony.

22 O (By Judge Bechhoefer) In the sentence that

23 says that you were not interested in an analysis of B&R's

24 procedures, do you believe that the Quadrex report as it

25 turned out had such an analysis of at least some of the

O
TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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(]) 1 procedures?

2 A Well, there's no question that the report

3 touched on information that could have an influence on

4 procedures. For example, how activities were being

5 carried out, if there were better ways at which these

6 matters could be addressed would undoubtedly have an

7 influence in procedures, all of the quality related

8 activities for the most part are documented in a

9 procedure and any time anybody chooses to make any

10 adjustment to the manner in which the work will be

11 performed, go undoubtedly have an influence on the

12 procedures.

- 13 So any inst:nce where Quadrex highlighted a.

() 14 practice which it might well have been adequate but there

15 could clearly be a signal that there is room for

16 improvement would have an ultimate impact on procedures.

17 Q Did you think that Guadrex was going beyond

18 it's charter when they made comments or findings to that

19 effect?

20 A Well, I think in a broad sense the Quadrex

21 review turned out to a lot different than its originally

22 stated purpose. The fundamental thrust of what I wanted

23 to do was to use other pairs of eyes, if you will, to
'

24 help get a quick perspective as to where the engineering

25 was on South Texas Project.

O
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l And the areas that I believed were the -- or{}
2 the areas that deserved the most attention were related

3 to the nuclear aspects.

4 This, as we have discussed on other occasions,

5 was Brown & Root's first nuclear job. And I felt that if

6 they were struggling in any area, that would be more than

7 likely the place we would be able to spot it.

8 When Quadrex framed the original set of

9 questions to explore the job status, that was my first

10 feeling that maybe this review was going off in a totally

11 different vein. The question seemed terribly detailed to

12 just be able to go out there and examine the status of

13 the job and look at the general approaches that.were

() 14 being used to carry out the work as it might give de the

15 benchmark as to how sophisticated if you will, was Brown

16 & Root, how much aware were they as to the methods that

17 people had developed in the industry and that seened to

18 be working well. ,

19 So I guess it's fair to say that I got a lot of

20 details that weren't in the mainstream of the original

21 premise or purpose of the review. I wasn't -- at that

22 juncture, I went interested in knowing to the Nth detail

23 about a particular activity.

24 The whole purpose of the review was to try to

25 get the status of the job and more importantly, to get a
-

,

| (O
i

|

|
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(]) 1 feel for the depth and the degrees of sophistication, the
;

! 2 depth experience and levels of sophistication currently

i 3 in use by Brown & Root.

4 0 Now yesterday -- turn to Page 9. I don't

; 5 really have too much of a question here, but there was

6 some -- I just wanted to point out that there was a lot

7 of discussion about the word " orderly" yesterday in
,

8 connection with some questions from Mr. Sinkin. The word

9 " orderly" is used toward the bottom of the page here, and
J

10 what did you have in mind when you used " orderly" in this

11 context?

| 12 This May help to pinpoint some of the
. .

13 discussion of the term " orderly" which we had yesterday.

) 14 A The frame of reference here in the use of the

15 word " orderly" is in a businesslike manner; and it -- you

16 have to be careful in the use because if you read, I

17 think it's ANSI N45 2.11 where it talks about design

18 procedures and I think they use the expression that the

19 that design activity should be carried out in an orderly

20 fashion, but that's an intrastructural type of usage on

21 how one goes about performing a particular design

' 22 activity, you have a procedure and you should have it

23 organized in such a way that,you can carry out the
24 function in an orderly fashion.

25 In the context that was used here, it was more

(O
TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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~]j 1 in the context of an efficient engineering effort, one{
2 that would give us a quality product in a minimum amount

3 of time at least cost.

4 0 When Mr. Sinkin asked you questions using the

5 word " orderly" yesterday, is that the sense in which you

6 used the term or believed he was using the term?

7 A Well, he also, as I recall, got into the

8 context of when an activity was carried out. if I

9 remember the dialogue. And I think I indicated that

10 there clearly was a practical limit as to when one could

11 start something and still call the process orderly.

12 I used as an example, that if one didn't get

13 around to performing an engineering function, it might
,

() 14 result in the development of a feature that needed to be

15 known before one poured concrete, I would hardly call'

.

16 that a very orderly process from any perspective.

17 0 But that was not the sense you were using it

j 18 here?

19 A No, sir.

20 Q On page 52 of your testimony, I believe that

21 there was some discussion yesterday about the words that

22 you used here around lines --

23 MR. SINKIN: I'm sorry, I can't hear you.

24 0 (By Judge Bechhoefer) Starting about line 19,

| 25 where you mention that the report could be misread or
1

(O
TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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({} 1 quoted out of context. Was that a reason that you

2 assigned for not reporting it under -- or the report

3 under 50.55(e)?

4 A Main reason it wasn't reported under 50.55(e)

5 is because it didn't, in our view, have the

6 representative facts to support it being of that broad

7 concern.

8 To have done it gratuitously, would clearly

9 have caused some of the concerns that I really feel are

10 related to the report. It is, as I stated earlier, I

11 think if you just picked that report up and read it and

12 take no time to evaluate what it really means, you come

13 away with a very concerned feeling and --

,() 14 0 I recognize that your discussion yesterday was -

|

| 15 in the context of gratuitous release. But do you

16 consider this a reason why the report didn't fall under

; 17 50.55(e)?
|

| 18 A No. As I tried to just reply, there wasn't the
!
! 19 substance in our' view that justified putting that report

20 in as a broad indictment of engineering. We did not did

| 21 not see it in that light once the evaluations had taken

22 place.

( 23 Primary reason for not reporting it under

24 50.55(e) was that we did not see a technical basis that
25 suggested that this was in fact, on a broad scale, an

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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'(]) 1 indictment of Brown & Root engineering. We did not find

2 that the engineering of Brown & Root was flawed.

3 Interestingly enough, of the three matters.that

4 we reported, the shielding was withdrawn, the subsequent

5 reviews of the Brown & Root computer code verification

6 which Brown & Root maintained was a bookkeeping problem |

7 but we didn't know that for sure, it represented a

8 serious uncertainty, we have not found in the reviews

9 that were conducted by Brown & Root before they were

10 removed from the job, any instance,where that did prove

11- to be a deficiency. We didn't find a deficiency. We

12 found what we saw as a breakdown in quality assurance,

13 but we never found the deficiency. The system we felt

) 14 was weak, but it didn't result in a deficiency.

15 So there isn't much meat on the bones; there's

16 a lot of potential but not much meat on the bones in

17 terms of just looking for facts to back up what the

18 report says.

19 0 Was this same -- 1:ese same reasons here,

| 20 misread or quoted out c- tw . ext, et cetera, did that

21 enter into your consideration of whether to send the
,

1

'

22 report to the Board?

23 A No, sir. I think that was in the context of

24 when the NRC asked me am I going to send thea the report

25 as a gratuitous report and I said "No, I'm not going to
,

co
TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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({} 1 send it as a gratuitous report, the report's on file and

2 it's available for your review," and that would have

3 provided the environment for the NRC to review the report

4 to whatever extent it felt necessary. I saw that it was --"

5 I just didn't see how it would be useful to gratuitously

6 send that report into the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

7 which would then make it a public document and it would
,

8 be misquoted and it would be misunderstood by people

9 without appropriate knowledge and training to be able to

10 review and understand what that report really meant.

11 And that's that's the context of this answer.

12 And it was not in the context of keeping it from the

13 Board because the Board certainly is in the position to

() 14 know the context.

| 15 Q During the period when you were considering the

L 16 potential replacement of Brown & Root during -- well,
.

L 17 July, August and the early September of 1981, did you

18 consider whether it might be desirable to seek a

19 postponement of the hearings before this Board that

20 occurred during that particular period of time and

21 particularly the testimony that you were not a witness,

22 but where your other witnesses presented, concerning the

23 new Brown & Root programs in concrete, for instance, the
3

24 concrete restart program, several corrective programs in

25 welding, I believe it was, testimony which looked to the'

i
| TATS REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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1 future as well as to the past.

2 A No, I don't think that was inappropriate. The

3 whole process of trying to decide whether it was possible

4 to make a change involved a host of activities starting

5 with first finding out if there was anybody out there

6 that was even interested or able to do the job, and we

7 got the authority to go forward with that search back on

8 June the 29th, 1981.

9 When we came back with our preliminary

10 intelligence, which was within roughly, I think, seven to

11 ten days after that, we were encouraged that there were

12 people that appeared interested, but it was still not

13 clear how this could be done. And we went through, of
.

Q 14 course, a process of enlisting proposals from

15 candidates to understand not just what kind of resources

16 they were going to commit, which was vital, but more

17 importantly, how were they going to go about the task of

18 taking over the design responsibilities from the previous

19 contractor.

20 We didn't even know if this could be done. And

21 it didn't make any sense to us during a time when we were

22 exploring the a very unusual and ' tenuous situation to do
|
| 23 anything to disrupt continued improvement of the project.

24 There was no reason to discourage the

25 continuation of the project with the contractor we had, .

i -

'0
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.

' (]} 1 until we were convinced that there may be a possible

2 better way that we might go forward with the job. And
,

i 3 that wasn't known certainly in that time frame.

4 Q I'm talking July, August, essentially.

5 Possibly even early September, but mostly July and August
,

6 when those hearings took place.

7 A No, sir. I'd say that obviously things look

8 better as time progressed; we didn't get into any kind of

9 a situation where we were going backwards. But at the same

10 time, there was no way of knowing this thing would come

11 to a successful conclusion if we talked success in terms

12 of finding an alternative.

13 I mean, the fact was that until we were able to

() 14 get a key responsibility nailed down with the oncoming

15 contractor, which was that he had to accept the full

16 design responsibility for the entire project including

17 the work done by the previous contractor, we don't

18 bifurcate the design responsibility for a nuclear plant

19 in my opinion, and this was an important technical issue.

20 And until we had a contract in hand where a contractor

21 was willing to accept that responsibility, there was no

22 guarantee we were ever going to be able to make a change.

23

24s

25

(O
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1 Q Did you ever consider giving the Board and the( )
2 parties information concerning this search process in

3 camera treating it as proprietary data so that we

4 couldn't distribute it or publicize it?

5 A I don' t think, Mr. Chairman, that even came up

'

6 in the conversation. I don' t recall any dialogue on

7 that.

8 0 Now, the tinal questions I have. Wnen you

9 made the three at first reports, the three reports --

10 MR. SINKIN: Mr. Cnaltman, I'm sorry, I can't

11 hear you.

.
12 Q (By Juoge Bechhoef er) Wnen you mace the

(O
13 reports ot 50.55(e) items to the NRC, J ust f or the

14 moment take only the ones of Hay 8th which were

15 confirmed roughly thirty days later in writing, why in

16 making the confirmations in writing would you not have

17 ref erred to the source or one source of the inf ormation

18 reportea as the Quadrex report? My recollection is that

19 50.55(e) reports on many occasions relate exactly how

20 the information giving rise to the report arises, arose.

21 A I can't tell you why it is or it isn't done
r

22 simply because. if you review the host of 59.55(e) L

23 reports that I know our company routinely files, there

b) 24 is -- the more common situation is that we don't get

25 into a lot of dialogue on source of inf ormation. It we

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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1 uncover a problem, it may well be that we were assisted

2 Dy a consultant in finding tne problem, but I don't

3 think that you'll find that we routinely say dais

4 problem was found by company X who was under contract to

5 EL&P to perf orm a review. Tne substance of the

6 inf ormation is clearly articulated. Tne precise

7 contractual source of who found it is rarely, it my

8 memory serves me, ever discussec in these reports.

9 Q Well, tnere are some reports that say like one

10 of our workers nappened to look at something and it was

11 incorrect or no did a test --

12 A Oh, I wasn't suggesting unat it is an all or
(A

,\~h 13 nothing situation. I wasn't trying to say that at all.

14 Q I'm not trying to say it's done on overy

15 occasion either.

16 A I don't think that there is really any

17 pattern, there's certainly no instructions tnat would

i 18 tell a man you should or you shouldn't identify the

19 source. I think it's almost a writing style as to now

!

20 these things end up being written.
|

21 Q Thank you.

| 22 JUDGE BECUHOEFER: That's all the questions
!

23 the Board has.
.

! (( ) 24 Mr. Axelrad, redirect?

| 25 HR. AXELRAD: May I nave a minute, Mr.
l

|
| TATE REPORTI11G (713) 496-8442
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1 Chairman?

2. JUDGE BECHHOEFER: S ur e. Would you like a

3 anort --

4 MR. AXELRAD: Yes, can we have & short recess,

5 please?

6 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Why don' t we ta ke a

7 fif teen-ninute break.

8 (Recess.)

9 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: On tne record.

10 HR. AXELRAD: Mr. Chairman, we have a few

11 questions on redirect.

12 First, to deal with a subject which came up in

- 13 this morning"s questions by Casirman Becchoerer, I woulo

14 like to nano to Mr. Goldberg a copy or the document

15 whica Cnairman Becahoerer referred to enis morning,

16 namely the document that nac been procuced as number 44,

17 Mr. Thrash's notes of the meeting of tne management

18 committee on June 26, 1981.

| 19 Q (BY liR. AXELRAD) Mr. Goldoerg, Canirman
i

!

20 Bechboefer asked you some questions with respect to the'

21 ref erence in that document e to whether the Quaorex'

( 22 report copies would go to the intervenors. Do you

l
! 23 notice a couple of lines soove that are references to

24 the PUC and the 11RC7

25 A Yes, I see enat.

i

TATE REPORTI!1G (713) 498-8442
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: -1 Q Do you recall any discussions at a management

2 committee meeting as to whether the Quadrex report would

3 De sent to the NRC or the PUC7

4 A I can't recall with any precision whether Ac

-5 was this particular meeting. I wasn't even sure of the

6 date of this meeting. But I believe that there were

7 some questions posed by tne managemenc co.nmittee

8 regarding whether or not this report would be going to

9 either the PUC or the NRC. And, as I recall, une

10 response was no, there was no plan to do enac. Tnere

11 was no regulatory requirement coat we were aware of in

12 either the PUC or the NRC that would normally require

13 this report to be filed.

~

14 Q In conjunccion with sucn a discussion, could

15 there have been any adoitional discussion with respect

16 to whether any other public disclosure of tne Quaorex

17 report would take place?

18 A I think in the context of that kind of a

19 dialogue, that's I'm sure the case. I think there was

29 an interest in understanding whether this report would

21 be a matter of public inf ormation. Our management

22 committee would clearly be given a lot of questions troa

23 various people shoulo the matter be a matter of public

24 dissemination. And I think the question was being askeo

25 so as to enable the members to understand whether or not

TATC REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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( l they would have to become extremely knowledgeable about

2 the details of the report in the event that questions

3 might be directed to their particular office.

4 So, as best I can tell, that would not be an !

5 unusual dialogue for memoers of the management committee

6 to undertake.

7 Q Tnank you, Mr. Goldberg.

8 Mr. Goldberg, yestercay Mr. Sinkin asked you

9 to identify certain pages f rom your testimony bef ore the

10 PUC whicn was received as CCANP Exhibit No. 90 in tais

11 proceeding. I would like to hand you a copy of tnose

! 12 pages.
.

(#9i

V 13 As a result et examining those phges, would'

14 you wish to modify any part of your testimony in this

15 proceeding?

16 A No.

17 Q Mr. Goldoerg, who made tue decision on bendlf

18 of HL&P to select Bechtel from among the competing

19 vendors?

20 A Well, as Mr. Jordan discussed yesterday, he

21 mace the decision to go forward with the replacement and

| 22 he made the decision to select Decntel as contractor to
.

23 take over the engineering and construction management

Ih 24 responsibilities.

25 Hy reference to a group or four in my PUC

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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1 testimony consisted of the following: Mr. Oprea, myself

2 and Mr. Newman were an evaluation team where Mr. Oprea

3 and myself were responsible for management and technical

4 competence and Mr. Newman supplied a review of the

5 licensing and contracts administration aspects of this

6 undertaking. We reviewed the contractors and had

7 numerous discussions in effect identifying their

8 relative strengens and weaknesses in the areas that we

9 were reviewing. Tnat took place prior to ene morning of

10 September 12th.

11 On September 12th, we met with Mr. Jordan and

12 I characterized in my PUC testimony that that group of

.() '

[
13 three becume a group of four anc I even think I

14 characterized it as decision makers. Well, what the

15 real thrust of what we were doing is this was a group of

t 16 four who were conferring on the substance or these

17 matters, but the decision was really a decision of one,

18 Mr. Jordan.,

l

19 I would like to think I had some influence in

20 the decision, but he made the final decision. I don't
|

I

21 think that there's any inconsistency in my testimony'

22 before this Board and my testimony Detore the Public
|
| 23 Utility Commission.

() 24 Q Did Mr. Newman provide any input to tne

25 decision as you have explained?

TATE REPORTING (713) 496-8442
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1 MR. SINKIN: I'm sorry. I can't hear you, Mr.n
O

2 Axelrad.

3 Q (BY HR. AXELRAD) Did Mr. Newman provide any

4 input at the meeting?

5 A nr. Newman supplied a number of things. He

6 assisted Mr. Oprea and myself in evaluating toe

7 candidates that were being recommenced f or key 3cbs with

8 various contractors in terms of their knowledge of the

9 rather complex licensing implications associated with

10 the takeover. He also assisted me in the preparation of

11 the request for proposal in the area or the contractual

. 12 implications.

(C)\s 13 Mr. Newman at my request was asked to put.

14 together a contractor sumuary type oocumenc, a

15 contractor selection summary type document wuere I gave

16 his some rough notes of things that I telt it snould
|

17 include and he undertook to do a cratt of tnis document

18 wnich he supplied to Mr. Oprea and myself for our review

19 and comment. He dio not nave any direct influence in

20 the selection beyond supplying advice on matters of

21 contract and on licensing. And I guess it's f air to say

22 I didn't either because I didn't unke the decision. I

23 woulo have liked to have Deen able to make it, but enat

24 was Mr. Jordan's prerogative. And I supplico Mr. Jorcan

25 the benefit of my aovice and counsel in the various

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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1 areas that I evaluated.

2 Q Hr. Goldberg, do you recall yesterday when you

3 were asked several questions by Cnairman Bechhoefer

4 relating to why you did not mention your May 6,1981

5 letter to Mr. Saltare111 in answer 13 of your 1981
i

| 6 prefileo testimony in Phase I of this proceeding?
i
'

7 A Yes, I do.

8 HR. AXELRAD: I am handing tne witness a copy

i

9 of his prefiled testimony in 1981.

10 Q (BY HR. AXELRAD) Will you please explain

11 further why you did not mention enat letter of May 6tn,

12 1981 to Hr. Saltarelli in answer 13 of your 1981 .
,

13 prefiled testimony?

14 A The questions le througn 12 dealt with how we

15 were organized in our pro]ect engineering group, how it

16 was organized and what its activities were. Ana then
.

17 the question 13 was to give examples or how the proJuct

18 engineering group carried out those activities.

19 Hy letter to 72. Saltare111 on May the 6th was

28 clearly outside the realm of the pro]ect engineering
,

21 group activities. In fact, the whole Quadrex review was

22 outside the scope of the project engineering group

23 activities. And my letter to 62. Saltarelli was a

O 24 manasement document from one maneser to another

25 identifying some activities that we required Brown &

'

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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1 Root to undertake..-s

|v)
2 So, clearly tnis would not have been an

3 example of the activities of the project engineering

4 group.

5 0 And can you explain why you did not otnerwise

6 provide the May 6tn,1981 letter to the Board?

The whole sub ect of the Quadrex review, as I7 A 3

8 said previously to the Board, in my view was not in

9 concert with what I understood the activities or

10 interests of the Board to te regarding South Texas. As

11 I explained, the focal point in my mind about the

12 Board's area of interest was on the construction

h
k/ 13 activities, the construction quality, the quality

14 control / construction relationships at the Job site. I

15 cid not connect the Quadrex report as being of

16 particular interest to any issue penoing pef ore the

17 Board.

18 MR. AXELRAD: That is all we have, ik.

19 Cnairman.
1

20 JUDGE BECHUOEFER: Mr. Sinkin?

! 21 MR. SINKIN: II I could nave about five
i

( 22 minutes Just to review this last part, I think it would

23 be more efficient.

|() 24 JUDGE DECHHOEFER: Five minutes.
x/ .

| 25 (Recess.)
i
t

| TATE REPORTIliG (713) 498-8442
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.

J

l JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Back on the record.

2
.

3 RECROSS EXAMINATION
4

'

4 BY HR. SINKIN:

i 5 Q Hr. Goldberg, in response to a question from

6 Mr. Pirf o, you stated that when you went to meet with
;

7 Mr. Sells you recalled that you had the whole report and

8 priefing notes on a clipboard. Do you remember tuat

i 9 answer?
.

la A Yes.
i

11 Q Do you still have those oriefing notes?

12 A I don' t believe so.

(
'

13 Q Have you at any time recently lookea for those
,

14 briefing notes?

15 A In prephration tor tais pnase of the heeringu,

16 the attorneys gathered up every piece or paper enat naa,

j 17 any Dearing on Quadrex and I can tell you unat caere's

18 any number ot things that I dian't even know existeu

19 that turned up. It was hard to keep track of where

20 every piece of paper goes dealing with day to day

21 ousine ss.

|

22 Q Judge Lamb asked you what would be necessdry

23 for the entire report --

24 HR. SINKIN: Can we go off the record f or Just

25 a moment, Mr. Chairman?

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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1 (Discussion off the record.).,

2 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Judge Lamb asked what would

3 De necessary for the entire report to be given to the

4 NRC as documenting a quality assurance breakdown. Anu

5 in your response you said that if there were a number of

6 broad concerns in the report and then you gave three

7 examples, absence of an adequate design control program,

8 extensive errors in calculations or the macninery was

9 not in place to insure systems integration. It any of

le those three elements were proven by the facts, then the

11 report would have portrayed a oesign system exte..alvely

12 flawed potentially without limit. Do you rememoer that .

(
13 responce to Judge Lamb?

14 A Yes.

15 Q Didn't the Quadrex -- or let me ask you, did

16 the Quadrex report in your view taken as a whole point

17 to an absence of an adequate design control program?

18 A No, I don't believe it did. I taink it

19 certainly alleged that it perceived tnat that migat be

29 the case.

21 Q So, you disagreed witu the Quadrex report of

22 the allegation as you have termed it?
-

,

23 A When we revieweo the substance of the matters

j ) 24 being addressed by the report, in many areas we coula
|
| 25 not find suf ficient substance to support the manner in

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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1 which the conclusions were being drawn.

2 I think there's a big difference between a

3 concern being voiced based on limited information

4 reviewed as opposed to a final perception based on more

5 thorough examination, more review of the facts. And I

6 think I cnaracterized that one of the inherent

7 weaknesses of the Quadrex review stemmed f rom the f act

8 that we had set a f airly tignt time constraint. I was

9 interested in trying to understand where we were and I

19 had hoped that I would have enat inrormation by March or>

11 maybe early April at the latest. Anc as it turned out,

.
12 ene report dragged all tne way into May.

A.0 13 Ue didn' t aff ord Quadrex cuf ficient

14 opportunity to revisit with tne key areas waere many or

15 their concerns had been identitled. Ana that didn't

|
i 16 constitute the kind of review nececcary to really be

| 17 sure that some of those observations were on tne mark.
l

18 0 You're cnaracterizing, I believe, toe review

19 on May the 7th and May 8th as more thorougn than the

i 20 Quadrex review, are you not?

21 A What I'm suggesting is that the particular

22 areas at issue which were in the report were visited oy
,

. 23 the key members of the entire Brown & Root engineering
I

) 24 team. And as I said f urther, there was also at least a

'

25 participative but more in the way ot a monitoring role

|

|

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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l

I

, 1 of two HL&P engineers, Dr. Sumpter and Mr. Robertson.

2 But once the specific issues had been

3 identified with the supporting evidence as to what those

4 conclusions were based upon, which was, in fact, the

5 Quadrex report itself, then Brown & Root had something

6 that they could attempt to evaluate and make some

7 Judgments. And that's wnat took place during the

8 af ternoon of imy the 7th and all through tne evening ot

9 May the 7th and into the morning of May the 8 th.

1B Q Let me understano what in your view are the

11 elements of an adequate design control program. Huat uo

.
12 you expect to see it you have an acequate oesign control

i) 13 pr ogran?

14 A I think that question was asked at least once

15 and it was answereo in explicit detail. I think we

16 talked about the process of the key elements f or une

17 doer and for the verifier.

18 Q I don't remember the dialogue being exactly on

19 tne definition of an adequate design control program,

20 12 . Goldberg. If you could just higulight what you see

21 as the key elements. We don't need to go into any depen

22 or detail.

23 11R. AXELRAD: lir. Cnaltman, these kinds of

k() 24 matters have been discussed at some length in the past

25 few days of this hearing and I don't believe that the

TATE REPORTIllG (713) 498-8442
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I type of questions that Judge Lamb raised warrant
,{)

2 follow-up in the detailed matter that Mr. Sinkin is now

3 proposing.

4 HR. SINKIN: Let me try a separate question,

5 Mr. Chairman, and snorten it up, make it simpler.

6 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) I would ask you, Hr.

7 Goldoerg, to turn to Applicants' Exnicit 60, tnat's the

8 Quadrex report, page 3-2. Just the first paragrapn is

9 what I'm looking at for the moment, 62. Goldoerg.

10 A I've read the first paragraph.

11 Q All right. It an architecc engineer hao an

,
12 adequate design control program, would you expect to

Uh
13 find that plant arrangements und equipacnt layout take

14 into account such f actors as physical separation, system

15 and equipment pertormance compatibility, access f or

16 maintenance and ISI and other similar aspects of the

17 design?

18 A That's not the parlance of design control.

19 We're talking here in terms of possible experience and

20 skill for people who are working on the job sensitive to

21 the need f or providing f or access for maintenance and

22 ISI. If you're looking at this statement as some form

23 of support on the question of design control, I don't

I- 24 see that as the point at issue here.

25 Q Quadrex says that in the abacnce of plant

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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1 arrangements and equipment layout that do take into
.O

2 account such factors, things can be too easily

3 overlooked or missed. If things are being overlooked or

4 missed, do you have an adequate design control process?

5 !!R. AXELRAD: Mr. Cnairman, I'm not sure I

6 understand where this line of questioning is going. Mr.

7 Sinkin is now beginning to discuss -- the previous

8 question was a hypothetical. He apparently is now going

9 into another hypothetical. I don't believe that any

10 aspect of this was called ror through Judge Lamo's

11 question.

12 12. Sinkin had at least three days, I think,
.

(O 13 of cross-examination of * Mr. Golooerg in whicn he coula
~

14 have gone thoroughly into every aspect ot 1:r. Goldberg's

15 testimony. And it appears to me that what Mr. Sannin is

16 now doing is unoer tne guise of a rollow-up on Juuye

17 Lamb's question, going into anotner rounu of

18 cross-examination. That is not the purpose of allowing

19 other parties to ask questions af ter tne soaru asks its

29 questions. And I think what we have here is a perfect

21 version of the discretionary ability that the Board has

22 granted to other parties to ask questions based upon the

23 Board's questioning.

24 11R. SINKIlis Well, !!r. Cnairman, first of all,

25 it's obviously not a hypothetical in the sense that

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-0442
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( 1 Quadrex concluded that under the current plant

2 arrangements and equipment layout, under the - excuse

3 me, under the present design review process, the plant

4 arrangements and equipment layout do not take into

5 account the f actors listed here to an adequate degree

6 such that those f actors can be easily overlooked or

7 misse d.

8 I'm asking Mr. Goldberg if that characterizes

9 a design process that is an acequate design control

10 program in the sense he used those woros in responding

11 to Judge Lamb's questions as to what woulo lead to tne

12 entire report being turned over.

(]' ~ ~

.

13 (!!o hiatus. ) *

.

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

'

23

r.o 24

25 )

TATE REPORTItiG (713) 490-8442
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/~ 1 MR. AXELRAD: That's even a mischaracterization'\ li
2 of this paragraph. This paragraph doesn't say that they --

3 that plant and arrangement equipment layouts do not take

4 into those factors. -

5 MR. SINKIN: It says "sufficiently," I think I

6 add.

7 JUDGE SHON: Doesn't even say that, Mr. Sinkin.

8 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I think we will, at least on

9 that basis, we will sustain that objection, because the

10 paragraph doesn't state what it's alleged to have stated,

11 asserted to have stated, I should say.

12 MR. SINKIN: Excuse me, the paragraph in
,

13 question states that under the present design review

' () 14 process, you don't, find or you can too easily overlook or
15 miss entirely assuring yourself that plant arrangements

16 and equipment layout take into account the factors listed

17 in that paragraph. Can we agree that that's what the

18 paragraph says?

19 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: It does say that.

20 MR. SINKIN: Okay. Under the present design

21 review process, you can -- well, we'll leave it as how I

22 characterized it. .

23 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) Let me ask Mr. Goldberg, maybe

24 to be sure we're clear on the question, how you

25 understand that paragraph, what is it Quadrex is trying -

(.

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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(} l to say?

2 MR. AXELRAD: Mr. Chairman, I have the basic

3 objection that I made before, that this is improper

4 redirect based upon -- recross based upon Judge Lamb's

5 question that Mr. Sinkin is taking add advantage of the

6 discretionary ability that the Board has granted of

7 asking follow-up questions to in essence begin another

8 round of cross examination. He could have easily asked

9 any question he wanted to ask with respect to this

10 paragraph in the three or four days of cross-examination
,

11 that were granted. And I believe it's incumbant upon the

12 Board to make him sharpen any questions that he wants to

13 ask at this time to be truly a follow-up to Judge Lamb's

() 14 question. .

15 Judge Lamb recalls the questions and answers he

16 got and I don't believe Judge Lamb would agree that the

17 cross-examination based upon this single paragraph under

18 the heading of Brown & Root's systems levels integration

19 is a proper cross-examination on the quesitons that he

20 had asked.

21 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I think that we'll sustain

22 that objection. It does go beyond the scope of Dr.

23 Lamb's question.

24 MR. SINKIM: Maybe I'll approach it this way.

25 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) The three elements that you

(D
TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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( ^3 1 responded to Judge Lamb with as to whether the report
'xJ

2 might be turned over with absence of an adequate design

3 control program, extensive errors in calculations and the

4 machinery not in place to ensure systems integration. .

5 Was it your opinion on May the 8th that Brown & Root had

6 an adequate design control program?

7 A Yes, it was.

8 0 Was it your opinion on May the 8th that Brown &

9 Root was not making extensive errors in calculations?

10 A Yes, it was.

11 0 Was it your opinion --

12 A Let me finish that answer.

13 0 I'm sorry.

((<~s) 14 A On the strength of the information provided in
,

15 the Quadrex report, we had no reason to believe that we

16 had extensive errors in calculations. There were very

17 few calculations examined, and I think there were four

18 instances which Quadrex cited constituted a possible

19 error, and when you review the character of those, I

20 think that only one and possibly two were errors.

21 One of them was a very conservative assumption

22 which I wouldn't call in itself an error, and the other

23 one I can't recall the character, but it was definitely

24 not an error. And that hardly makes a case for indicting

25 the entire design verification process,

b
LJ

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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,
1 Q Based on all of your experiences to date -- all

2 of your experiences from October 1980 to May 8, 1980, you

3 brought that to the meeting, too, not just the Quadrex

4 report?

,5 MR AXELRAD: Was that '817

6 MR. SINKIN: '81, excuse me.

7 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) From the time you came in

8 October 1980 to May 8, 1981, you had a great deal of

9 experience with the project and with Brown & Root's

10 project engineering. Correct?

11 A I had the benefit of approximately I guess it

12 was almost six months, right.

13 0 And you brought that to the meeting on May 8,

-['') 14 as well as receiving the Quadrex report?
v

15 A I had -- that's correct, I had certain

16 knowledge.

17 O The opinion you had about Brown & Root's errors

la in calculations, were you basing that solely on what was

19 in the Quadrex report or were you also reviewing in your

20 mind other information you had about previous errors in

21 calculations that Quadrex may not have found?

22 A I was basing that on the input from the

23 engineers who were conversing with the review that took

24 place the night before with the information availabic

25 regarding the character of the particular errors that

(p)c
TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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1 Quadrex claims to have found. And on the strength of
(v^')

2 that information, we did not have a basis to believe that~

3 we had a significant number of errors.

4 I don't know whether they visited any previous -

5 reviews of Brown & Root calculations during the review

6 that ensued the night before. I didn't, certainly in my

7 meeting with Mr. Robertson and Dr. Sumpter, on the

8 afternoon of May the 8th.

9 0 We're very close to my question, but I don't

10 think it was quite answered. I'm talking about what you

11 knew from your own experiences from October 1980 to May

12 8, 1981 about errors Brown & Root had made in design

13 calculations, whether there was anything from that group

{(tm_) 14 of experiences that you brought to this meeting?

15 A I was not aware of any pattern of Brown & Root

16 errors in design calculations when I went to the meeting.

17 0 Was it your opinion on May the 8th,1981 that

18 the machinery was in place to ensure systems integration?

19 A Yes.

20 0 By "in place," do you mean actually integrated

21 into the system and operating at its full effectiveness?

22 A !!r. Saltare111 -- excuse me, !!r. Sinkin, I

23 don't believe that anything that's in place is

24 necessarily at its full effectivenons. We're always

25 looking for ways of improving the quality of operations.

[]
-
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( l Mr. Saltare111 started the systems integration group. He

2 put that in place earlier in 1980. And it's before my

3 arrival on the project. I would suspect that it had been

4 in operation for probably not more than a years time, at

5 the time of the Qu drex review.

6 I'm persuaded that it probably would have

7 performed even better had it been in place two years.

8 And I suspect if it were in place three years, perhaps

9 even better tha that.

10 0 Given that, was the system that had been in

11 place for one year adequate to ensure systems

12 integration?

13 A I believe that is the case, yes.
,

14 0 One of the reasons you selected Dr. Sumpter for

-15 the May 8 review was his extensive kn>wledge of the

16 project. Is that correct?

17 A That is one of the reasons.

18 0 He had been there from the beginning of Brown &

19 Root's design engineering, had he not?

20 A That is another reason.

21 0 Did you ask Dr. Sumpter on May 8th whether in

22 his view, Brown & Root had an adequate design control

23 program?

24 A I can't help but think that certainly related

25 elements of your question had to have come up. Each

(.

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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fx 1 matter that was in that report was being considered. We
G were looking at discipline 'indings but we were mindfulf2

3 of the generic findings.

4 If Dr. Sumpter had indicated to me that he was -

5 concerned about any elements of Brown & Root's activities

6 which constituted a matter of a character that might

7 suggest broad breakdown in the quality of the Brown &

8 Root engineering role, that matter certainly would have

9 surfaced.

10 I didn't disagree with any concern brought to

11 my attention. It took a lot of intelligence by Mr.

12 Robertson and Dr. Sumpter to help me put in better

13 perspective what that Quadrex report really said.

() 14 Q Did you discuss at all with Dr. Sumpter prior

15 calculation errors by Brown & Root other than those

16 Quadrex addressed?

17 A I can't recall whether that came up in the

18 conversation or not. Clearly we were looking at these

19 various findings. But I don't recall specifically

20 bringing that up. It might have come up.

21 Q Did you discuss with Dr. Sumpter the prior

22 history of Brown & Root in successfully achieving systems

23 integration at the South Texas Nuclear Project?

24 A I think it's fair to say that before Mr.

25 Saltare111's arrival on the scene in April of 1980, that .l
.

((~'\ <

(J '
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(. 1 there wasn't the quality of technical leadership

2 available that the project was fortunate to have. And

3 while it still had plenty of room for improvement, Mr.

4 Saltare111 knows a considerable amount of information

5 regarding how to carry out the design of a a nuclear

6 power plant. And he was in fact instructing that

7 operation to carry out that role in an effective manner

8 and I had in place the systems integration group.

9 Q My question was whether you discussed with Dr.

10 Sumpter the previous history of Brown & Root's ability to

11 achieve effective systems integration.

12 A I'm sure Dr. Sumpter pointed out on occasion

13 some of the difficulties in the early days, both prior to

14 and possibly during the review of the Quadrex report.

15 Q There's been some controversy about the systems

16 integration group and whether Quadrex talked to them or

17 not during the survey. I believe Brown & Root repeatedly

18 said, "We had this group and Quadrex didn't even talk to

19 them." Do you remember that particular controversy?

20 MR. AXELRAD: Mr. Chairman, I don't know where

21 this controversy appears. If Mr. Sinkin has a specific

22 portion of the Quadrex report or some other reference.

23 MR. SINKIN: It's not in the Quadrex report;

24 it's Brown & Root response to the Quadrex report. Said

25 that they had a systems -- it's in your testimony, Mr.

(O
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r~ 1 Goldberg. I thought we could just do it very easily.
%-)J

2 O (By Mr. Sinkin) All right. Let's talk about

3 the systems design assurance group developed by Brown &

4 Root. That's what you are referring to that Mr. -

5 Saltarelli put in place?

6 A Yes.

7 Q After the Quadrex report was delivered, was it

8 Brown & Root's position that Quadrex had not talked

9 directly to the systems design assurance group and

10 therefore didn't understand that Brown & Root had more of

11 a systems integration process than Quadrex perceived? ,

12 MR. AXELRAD: Mr. Chairman, we've been patient,

13 but I'm not sure that I can relate the extensive line of
|

' ( ( [) 14 questioning that Mr. Sinkin is now going through as being|

15 related to Judge Lamb's questioning of Mr. Goldberg. As

16 I mentioned before, opportunity to question based upon a

17 Board member's question is not an opportunity to go back

|
18 and revisit the Quadrex report, its entire history and

19 what Brown & Root's reaction may or may not have been to

| 20 a Quadrex finding.

21 Mr. Sinkin had ample opportunity three days or

22 more, to cross-examine Mr. Goldberg on these very

|

23 questions that he's now attempting to bring up. There is'

24 nothing in Judge Lamb's question which would have
,

25 initially raised these kinds of question that Mr. Sinkin

|

b)v
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1 couldn't have well conceived of while he was cross

2 examining Mr. Goldberg.

3 And I believe some restraint has to be placed

4 on the length of this re-examination.

5 MR. SINKIN: The problem of Mr. Axelrad's

6 arguement is that it proves far too much, supposes I

7 asked about what I could have thought of while I was

8 cross-examining. And I believe the whole idea of

9 allowing questions after the Board is the Board

10 approaches the problem from a different point of view

11 than I approached in in my cross-examination. An area

12 that I explored comes up in a different light, I then

13 follow up on the Board's perspective of that area and

14 develop the record further.
,

- 15 Obviously if I can't ask --

- 16 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I think the Board will

17 sustain that objection. I do think it's going far beyond

|~ 18 what the Board had in mind when the particular question

19 was being asked.
;

20 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) In response to the question

21 from Judge Lamb, I think it's in response to that very

l 22 same question -- you stated the review is was done by

23 engineers who had nothing to gain by minimizing the

24 report. Do you remember that?

25 A That's right.

|
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( ]) 1 Q But if you did minimize the report, would it

2 not be less likely that you would have to turn the report

3 over to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission?

4 A You're asking a hypothetical question. <

'

5 Q Right.

'6 A Clearly, if there was nothing in the report, I

7 quess we wouldn't be here talking about it.

8 Q But if you -- well, that's a good answer right

9 there.

10 You stated that as part of the answer you went

11 through in deciding whether to turn over the report to

12 NRC, you made inquiries regarding whether supplying
.

13 consultant reports to NRC was the practice of HL&P. My

) 14 question is: Who did you ask?
,

15 A Dr. Sumpter.

16 Q In discussing finding 4.6.2.1 (n) , with

17 Chairman Bechhoefer, you stated that a re-analysis was in

; 18 progress. Do you remember that?

19 A That is correct.

20 0 Would the fact that a given problem is

21 undergoing re-analysis be a reason in your mind why there
'

22 would not be a potentially reportable deficiency?

23 A That was only part of the answer. The answer I

24 think I addressed to the given question addressed

25 two things: One, Quadrex believed that Brown & Root

D
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1 had not analyzed for one of the conditions set forth in

b--
2 the regulation, or the reg guide, I should say dealiing

3 with ultimate heat sinks.

4 Brown & Root had done both of those analyses.

5 I don't believe that Quadrex was able to see the analysis

6 for the case of both plants shutting down simultaneously.

7 But that analysis had been performed, it had been

8 reported in the final safety analysis report. Brown &

9 Root was in the process of redoing the analysis. We

10 didn't have in my mind sufficient -- not just my mind,

11 but in the minds of the people who made the review for

12 reportability, we did not see sufficient conc;_;4 at that

13 point for this particular matter, because the thrust of

i(~
t

14 Quadrex's concerned stemmed from the belief that the|
'

15 analysis had never been done.

| 16 Q Well, then let me turn that into a

17 hypothetical. In your view, if you have an identified
,

| 18 problem in the design proces: that is undergoing
i

19 re-analysis at the time you see the prob)em, is that, in

| 20 your mind, a reason that makes that particular deficiency
1

21 not a potentially reportable deficiency given that it

22 would meet all the other requirements?

23 A Well, I don't want to pick apart your question,

( 24 Mr. Sinkin, but I really have to. You started by a

25 connotation that I have a problem. I don't have a

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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(~) 1 problem, I have a question. I attempted yesterday to try
v

2 to at least alert people that in trying to apply the test

3 forr reportability, you don't apply it before you

4 understand the character of the question. -

5 0 Maybe something about my question was

6 inappropriate. Let me try again.

7 A You said I had a problem. I don't believe that

8 we had a problem; we had a question.

9 0 I'm creating a hypothetical, Mr. Goldberg.

10 Maybe that's what you didn't hear. I'm creating a

11 hypothetical. We' re not directly address 4.6.2.1(n)

12 we're completing a hypothetical that's a similar
.

I 13 situation and changing one fact.

{4( m_) 14 You discover there is a problem that meets all
1 .

!

15 the other criteria of 50.55(e) but there is currently a

16 re-analysis underway of that problem. Do you therefore

17 not have a potentially reportable deficiency, in your

18 view?

| 19 A Given that hypothetical --

20 MR. AXELRAD: Mr. Chairman, I believe that type

21 of hypothetical which Mr. Sinkin is now raising have been

22 discussed at length in previous hypotheticals that were

23 discussed by the witness. He explained what type of

24 information he would have to have before he would

25 determine that he knew sufficiently that a problem

'

)
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f 1 existed, that he would have to file something as7-
\
''

2 potentially reportable. And Mr. Sinkin is now trying to

3 go over the same ground that we've been going over at

4 length in the past three or four days.

5 MR. SINKIN: Mr. Chairman, I don't believe the

6 last three or four days would reflect that this

7 particular situation came up. Yes, we've talked about,

8 you see something you need to get enough information to

9 know whether you have something and therefore you're

10 doing some analysis.
.

11 Tne situation I'm creating is: You've done the

12 analysis, you see you have a problem, but you know

13 there's re-analysis already going on within the design

({} 14 and engineering group.

15 I don't believe that specific question has ever

1 16 been raised.

HR. PIRFO: That specific question, Mr.17 )

18 Chairman, is not relevant to 50.55(e), then. It shows

19 that your -- well --

20 MR. SINKIN: Excuse me, I don' t believe Mr.

21 Pirfo is the witness.
|

22 MR. PIRFO: I'm responding to the objection. I

23 thought I had a right to do that and I did not attempt to

24 testify.

| 25 My objection was that it was irrelevant and the

| -

)
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' g-)g
.

material to what I've said.

, 1 fact that I'm not the witness, I don't see how that's

%
2

3 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I think we'll overrule this

4 objection, inasmuch as I did ask Mr. Goldberg about where *

5 the threshold would be. We will not allow an unlimited

6 number of questions testing that threshold, however.

7 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Do you remember the question,

8 Mr. Goldberg?

9 A Yes, I do.

10 MR. AXELRAD: I'm sorry, I don't remember the

11 question. And I'd like to make sure I know what the

12 question is when I hear the answer. So if you or either

i 13 the reporter or Mr. Sinkin can repeat the question.

k(]) 14 MR. SINKIN: I'll let the reporter do it.

15 (The last-above question was read back

16 by the reporter.)

17 A I'll be glad to answer the hypothetical. It's
(

| 18 totally unrelated to 4.6.2.l(n) .

19 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) If you would answer, please.

20 A The fact that a re-analysis would be taking
!
! 21 place would not change the the test for reportability.

22 Q Thank you, Mr. Goldberg. In response to a

23 series of questions the Chairman was asking you about the

24 application of the 14 day rule, in 50.55(e), the guidance

25 about 14 days, you remember that?

)
!
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f 1 A It's guidance.,.

"
2 0 The guidance from the NRC?

3 A It's not a rule.

4 0 Not a rule, you are correct. You mentioned two

5 areas or the Chairman brought up two areas; my notes

6 don't accurately reflect. I think it must have been the

7 Chairman brought up two areas, the heating ventilation

8 and air conditioning and the computer code verification,

9 And you explained that on heating ventilating

10 and air conditioning it was a matter of 14 days, and that

11 had been a problem for a year?

12 You never actually answered the second part of

13 the question, computer code verification and how the 14

i (~~'3' 14 day rule might or might not have applied in the computer
G

15 code verification. And I'd like you to do that.

16 A Well, it may be inccrrect, but I seem to recall

17 that I think the Chairman was asking the question and I

18 chose to use the heating, ventilating and air

19 conditioning as an example. I don't think it was a case

20 that I wasn't responsive to his question.

21 0 That may well be, Mr. Goldberg, either you or

22 the Chairman brought up both heating and ventilating and

23 air conditioning and computer code verification in that

24 context and you explained HVAC but you did not explain

25 computer code verification.

(-
v,
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1 A And your question is what would you like to

2 know about --

3 Q Applying that 14 day rule -- well, let's back

4 up. On the computer code verification, that's a -

5 notification that the NRC found was late, in their view?

6 A NRC found that it was late in their view, that

I 7 is correct.

8 0 The context in which you were discussing that

9 with the Chairman was the 14-day rule and how that might

10 influence whether it was late or not late. That's the
'

11 context I wanted you to apply to that finding of the NRC.

12 MR. AXELRAD: Well, Mr. Chairman, I'm not sure,

13 I understand how to apply something in the context of

14 something. If Mr. Sinkin could just ask a direct

15 question with respect to the computer code verification

16 problem.

17 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Could you rephrase your

18 question?

19 MR. SINKIN: I'll try, Mr. Chairman. I will

20 note for the record the witness was prepared to answer

21 it.

22 MR. PIRFO: I'd*' move that be stricken. How

23 does Mr. Sinkin know the witness had been prepared to

24 answer.

25 MR. SINKIN: He had already started to answer.

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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- - 1 MR. PIRFO: The record will speak for itself.
''

2 You don't need Mr. Sinkin speculating the witnesses --

3 MR. SINKIN: I make that ob'servation, Mr.

4 Chairman, because it's becoming a pattern of some sort

5 that I get the question finally defined, the witness is

6 prepared to answer it and we get another objection.

7 MR. AXELRAD: I need to --

8 MR. SINKIN: I just want to -- I want to put on

9 notice that while we're not calling for any action by the

10 Board at this point, that if it becomes a repetitive

11 pattern as we perceive it was in Phase I, we'll approach

12 the Board for some kind of action.

13 MR. AXELRAD: I need to respond to that comment

() 14 by Mr. Sinkin. I would remind Mr. Sinkin once more that

15 this record is being created not just for the intervenor

16 and for the uitness, but the record is being created for

17 a decision to be made by this Board and it has to be

18 reviewed by other appellate bodies and it's essential

19 that we have a record that's clear and understandable,

20 and that even if the witness may think that he

21 understands the question that the questioner has asked,

22 it is important that the question be clear and

23 unambiguous so that everyone else can understand the

24 answer and that we have a record that has an appropriate

25 basis for any decision that has to be made.

'O
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)
(r x, 1 MR. PIRFO: I would simply add, Mr. Chairman to
V

2 extent to the witness begins to respond to a question,

3 the reporter will take that down. And there's no need

4 for Mr. Sinkin to note that. o

5 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Well, in any event, I had

6 thought that the question was somewhat ambiguous and was

7 about -- that's why I suggested that it be restated.

8 MR. AXELRAD: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

9 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) Given your knowledge of the

10 computer code verification prior to -- let me try again.

11 Given your knowledge of what HL&P knew about Brown &

12 Root's computer code verification problems prior to Nay

13 8, 1981, do you perceive in retrospect that the 14 day

k(]) 14 rule would in any way apply to what HL&P was doing

15 regarding notifying the NRC about the computer codes?

16 ER. AXELRAD: I would only ask that that

17 question be modified to refer to 14 day guidance as

18 opposed to 14 day -- excuse me, I keep saying rule, you

19 are right. Guidance.

20 A I think it's a matter of existing public

21 record, as to our position regarding the reportable on

22 the computer program verification. We did make that

23 report on May the 8th, 1981, and inspection and

24 enforecment branch indicated that they felt that we had

25 had sufficient information earlier than the issuance of

(>U
s
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i

T.,{) I the Quadrex report and therefore, that we were late in

2 making that report.

3 And this comes back to this rather interesting

4 area where at what point does a licensee have sufficient

5 understanding of the character of the question that the

6 start of the clock for the review takes place. 14 days

7 is guidance for the review interval. And HL&P was of the

8 mind that we hadn't received enough information to start

9 the review as early as apparently the Nuclear Regulatory

10 Commission inspection and enforcement branch perceived.

11 Therein lies a difference in judgment, of

12 course, inspection and enforcement cited us for being

.

That problem initially sufaced in an audit that13 late.

() 14 Brown & Root conducted I believe in Decerter of 1980,
,

15 The question that the audit raised was so bizzare, if I

16 can use that word advisedly, that we asked Brown & Root

17 to proceed to provide come additional insight as to juct

18 how they were carrying out the verification process.

19 Quadrex got started in their review, we first

20 were character in January of 1981, shortly af ter this

21 audit, and somewhere in the formative period for the

22 scope of the review, we specifically asked Quadrex to

23 look into this matter for us because it was already a

24 question that had surfaced and we were trying to

25 understand the character of the problem.

;fa
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-

!.(V~3 1 And that's really how Quadrex got into that

2 particular area, we specifically asked them to pay close

3 attention and give us the benefit of their review of the

4 subject as it might serve to parallel and supplement -

.

5 input that we might receive from Brown & Root.

6 And it was when I had this clear picture, we,

7 HL&P, had this clear picture, that the manner of

8 associating the verification activity with the version of

9 the code that was being verified was sufficiently

10 obscure, that that raised a broader concern as to whether

11 or not all the programs in use had been adequately

12 verified.

13 And it was at that juncture that we made our

() 14 report. And to go back to a question that Judge Lamb

15 raised, about what. encourages a licensee to be timely, if

16 its judged that you haven't been, you are cited for

17 lateness, so you have to be very diligent.

18 We thought we were being very diligent, and I&E

19 didn't agree with us on this particular point.

20 (No, Hiatus.)

21

22

23

24

25
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(, 1 Q Was that earlier finding on computer codes
v s

V 2 Dizarre in the sense of being unbelievable? Is that way

3 you say bizarre?

4 A No, bizarre in the context that the report

5 suggested that there was no connection between the two.

6 0 Between what --

7 A The report f rom tne auditors suggested that

8 tuere was no connection between the verification and cne

9 code in use, and that wasn' t une case. Tnere was a

10 connection, but it wasn't a very clearly articulated one

11 and that rec 11y I f elt was tne bottom line of tne

'

.
12 pr oblem.

(,m
() 13- Brown & Root, as I nac tectified earlier,

14 argueo very strongly that this was a bookkeeping

15 metter. Tney were absolutely confloent that enose

16 programs were adequately vertried. We didn't have tnut

17 same warm feeling because of the difficulty in making

18 the relationship between the verification and cue

19 program version. He did treat it as a serious matter.

20 He did report it.

21 And, as I said today, I believe, the work that

i 22 Brown & Root had done in the following months to

23 benchmark the programs that were in use, in every case

(]) 24 tnat they had completed that work they were able to

25 demonstrate that the programs in use haa oeen adequately

|
|
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1 verified and were working properly. Tney never

(O 2 completed that task because we had Bechtel come aboard

3 latter part of September of 1981 and then we were into a

4 whole different situation where Bechtel -- well, I don't

5 want to get into how Bechtel went about tne Job. Tnat's

6 a whole different subj ect.

I

7 Q You had a discussion with the Chairman about
,

8 the Incident Review Committee and the reports tnat they

9 produced and you elaborated on your interaction with the

10 Incident Review Committee.
.

11 Dio you rou:inely receive tne kind of reports,

..
12 those reports of the , final or initial reports of tne

(fs .

13 Incident Review Coxalttee that were prepared as notes --
,

| 14 minutes of their meetings? Did you receive those

i
15 minutes routinely?

,

,

16 A No. What I receive trom the Incident Review

| 17 Committee routinely, I can talk present tense because

i
l 18 there was very little activity in 1981, but tne current

19 context, when a matter is reviewea by the Incident

20 Review Committee, the results at that review, in ene

21 event of a matter of potential reportability or

22 reportability, they telephone the inspection and

23 enf orcement branen, they write up a telepnone report.

(]) 24 Tney have to personally contact me and identify for my

i
25 information what matters that they have ceterwined

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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( 1 through their review have been reported or are about to

V
2 be reported that are in the category of either

3 potentially reportable or reportable. And that's

4 strictly to keep me inrormed of enose kind of

5 significant developuents.

; 6 If they can contact me before they make tne
!

7 report, they usually will. If they can' t, they 'll make

8 the report and contact me at their earliest oppor tunity

9 and hopef ully within one working day of when ene report

10 is made. That constitutes the first report.

11 Q Right.

!
*

12 A Within thirty days all telepnone reports will|(r,
13 be co.nfirmeo in writing. And timese reports are prepereo

14 by the people who are f aalliar with the pronien. Tacy

15 are reviewed by tne 1: censing manager. Tney ' re also

16 reviewed by a numoer of engineering supervisors. And

; 17 they come to my attention for my final review and

|
la signature ano transmittal to the NRC.

19 Q Do you hear about it 11 the Incident Review

20 Committee decides not to report? Do you get the minutes

|

| 21 of.that meeting too?

|

22 A I don't routinely get minutes of tnat

23 meeting. I cnink I mentioned yesterday, the evaluation

24 or overview of the day to day activities of tnat group

25 come under the manager of licenslug, Mr. UlsenDurg, vno

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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(> 1 will be testifying before this Board in the future.
.

2 Tne kinds of areas that I will be personally

3 in tune with will be areas where I have identified a

4 concern that I f eel needs to be evaluated. And in the

5 event that the evaluation turns out to be not

6 reportable, I personally make it a point to understana

7 what was the basis for reaching the conclusion tnat it

8 was not reportable.

9 But on a routine basis on matters being

18 reviewed by otners, I would not normally be in that

11 circuit.

12 0. You were describing tue current practice and

13 you said that in 1981 enere wasn't tnat much going on so
-

;

|

| 14 there wasn't mucn occasion for interaction. In what web

15 going on, the one or two or tnree events you're aware of

16 where the IRC was calleo upon, was your interaction witu

17 them any different than it would be today?

18 A Ho, we just had -- well, it was a little

19 different. I'm Just trying to think of anything that's

|
28 really significant.

21 Q Let me ask a specific question --

22 HR. AXELRAD: He was trying to -
.

23 HR. SINKIN: Okay. Fine. -

24 HR. AXELRAD: I believe the witness was trying

25 to answer your question. I don't know if the witness

i
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1 was finished. If the witness is finished, that's fine.

2 I just want to be sure he gets a chance to answer.

3 THE WITNESS: I was hoping Mr. Sinkin would

4 use those powers of observation and recognize that the

5 witness is thinking. He made that observation a couple

6 days ago when I wasn't thinking.

7 A I'm Just trying to recollect any really

8 significant diff erence. I think there's a lot of
|

| 9 mechanistic differences which I'm not sure really

|

| 10 address the tnrust of your question. There was so

:

11 little activity going on in that time frame tnat I

12 hesitate to even recall beyond the matters that we

'

13 reportec trom Quaarex wnat came up for revies and report

14 from the period at when I case sboard in Octcocr of 1900

15 until the point in time when the decision had been made
,

16 to enange engineers. Tnere was very lictie activity.

17 I'm hard pressed to highlight any very significanc

18 differences..

19 I think the important difrerence tnat we
|

| 20 brought about very early on was enanging to whom in the

21 Nuclear Regulatory Commission these reports were being

22 furnished. When I first arrived they were being

23 furnished to tne resident inspector and we changed unat

| 24 to ensure tnat it tas being mace to the headquarters at

|
25 Region 4 and parallel communication would be mece to tne'

'
;
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1

1 resident inspector. But tnat was J ust to keep the
; (_'

)v
2 resident inspector inf ormed, which we routinely do in

i

3 any event. But I didn't see toat as tne proper official '

4 notification. I thought it ought to go to Region 4

5 because that's where tne inf ormation has to get. Tnat

6 was one significant enange or diff erence I snould say.

7 Certainly the names of tne people that were

8 key to the process were a little dif tereur. In toat

9 period at tne tiue of Quacrex, Mr. Rooertson was taen a

10 licensing manager, today it's a 12. Wisenburg. Tne

11 reporting relationships are essentially tne cace. 12.
.

| .
Rooertson reported directly to me in 1981, 12. Wisenourg12

(5 )
| cw

- 13 reports alrectly to me in 1985.
,

14 I don't really tnink there was all tact many

15 cifferences tnat I can recall.

16 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Okay. Tae Chairman ccmpared

17 the minutes of an IRC meeting, I think he found an

18 example and you reviewed enat example, tne minutes of an

19 IRC meeting with --

20 MR. SINKIN: Does enat not meet your

21 recollection, Mr. Axelrad? ,

22 A 1 don' t recall any --

23 HR. AXELRAD: He asked me. .

(( ) 24 I do not recall any actual seeking out and

25 finding any minutes of an IRC meeting and comparing that

TATE REPORTING (713) 496-8442
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1 to anything.

2 HR. SINKIN: Perhaps the Chairman just belo it
.

3 up.

4 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Do you remember viewing the

5 IRC minutes that had -- where they actually put down why

6 they dian't report something and the Chr.irman asked you

7 if at the May 8th meeting you had anything similar?

8 A I think you're conrused.

9 HR. AXELRADs I believe that une Cnaltman

19 referred generally to minutes of the IRC, but I don't

11 recall the Chairman actually showing anyone any

12 document. . ,

- 13 Q (Dy fir. Sinkin) All rigne. Ir's not'

14 important whether you were actually shwn a cocament.

15 I'll drop that part of tne question.

16 Do you rememoer the dialogue netween ene

17 Chairman and yourselr about tne level or ceto11 on IRC

18 minuten versus tne level of detail on your May 8

19 -neeting?

29 A I remeuner a question f rom the Cnaltman on

21 that, yes.

22 Q In your answer you stated enat the depth of

23 records f or non-reportability in your raceting was not

24 quite as extensive as the IRC recorcs. Do you rememoer

25 that?

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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/ 1 A I think I said they may not have been. Tnat

2 subject -- since we had that dialogue yesterday, I

3 happened to have the opportunity to refresh my memory in
i

4 talking with my licensing manager and it isn't clear

5 that the detail is any less than what you will find in

6 normal IRC minutes. Tne IRC minutes will identity wnich

| 7 way a decision was made and tney'll give a basic reason

8 and we had very similar visibility baseo on the

| 9 decisions that we made on May tne 8 cn. So, I would

10 clarify my remarks yesterday by saying I suspect the

11 level of cetail is very similar.

12 Q And who iu that that you ref reshed your memory

$

13 with? Mr. Wisenburg?

14 A I spoke with hk. Wisenburg, tne licensing

15 manager, who is very ramiliar witn the minures kept by

16 the IRC.
,

17 Q Has tk. Wisenburg ever seen ene minutes or tne

1

l 18 May 8 th meeting?

| 19 A He's f amiliar with minutes being maintained oy

20 the IRC. He's visited minutes or the IRC in days gone

l

21 oy and he's somewhat aware of the inf ormation cnat we

22 used to make our decisions on }by tne Sen. Tney were
|

23 exhibits furnished to this Board. And I Just got the

(]) 24 inpression and understanding the cnaracter ot the
:

25 minutes, enat I'm not sure there's uuca ditterence in

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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( ,~ 1 the degree of detail in the minutes of the IRC versus

V
2 the inf ormation we used and documented on our meeting of

3 May the 8 th.

4 I'm not saying that Mr. Wisenburg is drawing

5 that conclusion. I'm saying that based on inf ormation

6 tnat he has provioed myself regarding the level of,

7 detail of IRC minutes, I'm now of the opinion there may

8 not be mucn difference in the degree of detail

9 available.

10 JUDGE BECHUOEPER: Mr. Golcoerg, I'm not quite

11 sure I followcc tnat last answer or elaboration of one

12 of your answers yestercay. I understood snat tne only

. ((''N
\-) 13 oetail in writing cnac you had of tne May Stu meeting

'

14 was the attachnent to the Brown & Root letter.

15 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

! 16 JUD3E BEC5HOEFER: Now , is that the
1

17 document -- and you said then that you ractored in some

18 other experience of your own and toe otner members of

19 the committee.

|
'

20 Now, is tne Brown & Root cocument the only

21 written recora of the reasons for not reporting tne ones

22 you didn ' t report, tne tindings you old not report?

23 THE WITNESS: As far as I'm aware, tnat is tne

(]) 24 only written record.

|

25 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Is your testimony today

TATS REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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I then that those records are comparable or at least as

2 detailed as what the IRC would routinely put in its

3 minutes?

4 THE WITNESSs It's my understanding that they

5 are comparable. Tne IRC has certain key elements of

6 inf ormation which we believe can be found on unose

7 documents. Certainly identification of the matter unoer

8 consideration. There's loentirication as to the reason

9 for non-repor.tability. And I'c say that enere was some

10 detall that Dr. Sumpter had tnat he did bring osck trom

11 the meeting that wasn't on Mr. Saltare111's

12 correspondence. He knew, for crample, drawing numoers,

() 13 he hac ocen arawings. He haa more inrormation or a

14 direct ooservation cnan one coulu get 11 you gust looked

15 at Mr. Saltarelli's input. He haa, if you will, soue of

16 the backup information that he had personally seen ana

17 that wasn't on Mr. Saltarelli's document, which cay have

18 been perhaps an area where it could have been a little

| 19 bit stronger.
; -

20 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Would that have been in an

21 IRC record if the IRC had handled the question in its

22 routine normal fashion?

23 THE WITNESS: Well, as I say, I got the

() 24 perception they' re comparable. Since I naven' t looked

25 at an IRC set of minutes, I think tnat I'm not giving
|

TATC REPORTING (713) 498-6442
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(g - 1 you as precise an answer as your question.

2 Tne feeling I got in talking with Mr.

3 Wisenburg, and be is going to appear before the Board

4 and I think he'll be able to give his firsthand

5 knowledge of the contents of tne minutes because, as I

6 say, I haven't seen them, he feels that tnere is a lot

7 of similarity. And I'm sure he can address where une

8 minutes might get into an area of detuil peruaps that we

9 didn't have identified in Mr. Saltare111's input to

10 ny self.

11 0 (Dy Mr. Sinkin) Tne Cnalrman askea you u

12 question anu I neard it one way and you answered

13 another. Let ne Just De sure. I peruaps mishearc wnat

14 he was asking.

15 As I heard him ask tne question, at was woulu

16 a document like ene occument that Brown & Root proviceo
!

17 to you be in the minutes. Now, he may have been saying

18 would they be the same kind of document. But the way 1

19 hestd the question, it was would tne Drown & Root

20 document have been in the IRC recoro if the IRC had
|

21 handled it?

22- JUDGE BECUHOEFER: No, that --

23 HR. SINKIN: Tuat wasn't the question you were

) 24 asking? Okay, Just wanted to be sure.

25 JUDGE BECHHOEFER I was trying to inquire as

TATE REPORTING (713) 490-8442
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(O 1 to 2=1 1eacv-

2 Ma. SINKIN: Okay.

3 JUDGE BEC8HOEFER: And Mr. Goldberg's answer

4 responded to that.

5 MR. SINKIN: Was responsive to that, yes.

6 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Mr. Goldberg, when you were

7 discossing the idea of the Quaarex report resulting in

8 puolicity as a reason to send the report to the Board or

9 not send toe report to the Board, you responded that

10 when the NRC asked me if I was going to seno at as a

11 gratuitous report, my answer was no, it's on rile and

I 12 you can review it.I(()
'

13 You didn 't put a real context on enat. In

14 that a reference to Don Sells who salo -- to whom you

15 said no, it's on 111e, you can review it?

16 MR. AXELRAD: Mr. Chairman, enere was a very

17 long wincap to snat question witn a reference of the

18 context not being clear and then a very short question

19 being asked. Could we Just make sure enat we understand

28 exactly what the question ref ers to?

21 MR. SINKIN: Well, what Mr. Goldoerg said in

22 his testimony was when NRC asked me 11 I was going to

23 send it as a gratuitous report, I responued no, it's on

24 file, you can review it.

25 Q (By 62. Sinkin) Wnat were you referring to?

TATE REPOATING (713) 498-8442
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,

:

} 1 What conversation were you referring to?

2 A I talked to Mr. Sells in April of 1981, and I

3 think that conversation took place af ter the meeting of

4 April 13th and probably bef ore the meeting of April

5 30tn, wnere I told him that I had reason to Delieve tnat

6 the report might well contain some reportaole matters,

7 that the report was still under developinent, enat we had

8 gotten a preview and there was enough areas oeing

9 highlighted that I suspected that something would

10 un doubte dly, Just statistically would probably enu up

11 being reportaulo.

.
12 And at that point I belicve Mr. Selic saic,

(O
13 well, he said, when you get enat Icpart, I'c like you to

14 cend ue a copy. And I remember saying to Mr. Sells,

15 well, I wasn't planning to send s copy. Tne copics will

16 ue availaule in the working files of Houston Lighting u

17 Power Company and tne NRC has f ull access to those

18 fil es. So, anyone who wants to review that report is

19 welcome to come and review it to tnear heart's content.

20 Ana that was, I believe, probably tne first

21 and I con't know whetner it came up again, but that

22 would nave been the first. time it came up.

23 0 You were shown a document that was supposeuly

b 24 the minutes of a management committee meeting Mr. Tarash

25 took. I think it was numoer 44 in ciscovery Irom tne

TATE REPORTIGG (713) 498-8442
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1 Applicants. Do you remember that document?
, (a-)

2 A The one I think was later identified to be in
.

3 June?
1

4 Q June of 1981, rignt.

5 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: June the 26th, to be

6 precise.

7 0 ( By Mr . Sinkin) June ene 26tn,1981.

8 Hy question, Hr. Goldberg, is really wnat

9 we're looking at when we look at enut document. Ar e

10 those, in tact, the minutes of tne meeting that would Le

11 in the HLtP tile c tne minutes ot the meeting or cre

| 12 those something dif terent?

hI

V 13 A These are not minutes, these are notes chat

| 14 nr. Tareca apparently makes when he site cncrc cnu he

15 listens to cne conversation. Imd tnen ne goes aoout tne

16 ousiness of refer:Ang to cuese noceu to coautruct what.
(

17 he ultimately calls oraf t minutes whica are routed to

18 memocrs of the management committee for their review ano
|

|-

| 19 comment.

20 And I would tell you that craf t notes or.Hr.

21 Tarash of tentimes nave a certain disconnection witn wnat

22 really happens or wnat was really alscussed because Mr.

23 Turach is a recoruer and attempting to capture

24 intormation sometimes in areas that are very complex.

25 And sometimes he ooes a good Joo at it and soeetloes ne

|

[
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( 1 misses the mark. And the vehicle by which taese unings

2 are put in context is the review of the minutes

3 themselves.

4 MR. SINKIN: I guess, Mr. Cnairman, what

5 strikes me is that we don't have the minutes

6 themselves. And I'm not exactly sure why we don't nave

7 the minutes of these portions of tne minutes tnat were

8 responsive to the Board's discovery order.

9 MR. AXELRAD: I can answer tnat question quite

10 reaoily. If we did not produce sometning, it's because

11 it did not contain any intu,rmation :nat came rituin une

.
12 scope of the Board's reqdest. It is quite possicle tuct

(Cl) -
13 ar. Tnrisu took notes un'uiucasulons that took plcce

14 wnich f or one reason or anotner would not snow up in the

15 formal minutes, perhaps beccuse they did not rise to tne

16 signaiicance or importance that r.r. Tarcan would nave

17 thought deserved to oe in the minutes.

18 I can assure this Board that we nave provideo

19 in our document production all inf ormation whlen relateo

20 to the matters that the Board asxed us to produce.

21 lin. SIHKIN: Tnen it's --

22 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: We do have some minutes --

23 I might note, some minutes of tnose meetings were

O
k\_) 24 provided to us. I asked some questions about tueu

25 because I wasn' t sure wnat's a minute, what's notes, ,

l
i

|
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( 1 what they were, so -

2 HR. AXELRAD: When minutes contained relevant

5 inf ormation, they were produced. When hanowritten notes

4 contained relevant inf ormation, they were produced.

5 When typewritten notes contained relevant information,

6 they were produced. We did a painstaking jou of

7 reviewing all of tne materials that we had available to

8 us and making sure that we provided information to the

9 Boa rd, even though we didn't know what tne document was,

10 who the author was or what the date was.

11 1,1R. S!HF.ID: Mr. Cnairman, it is my

12 recollection unat we were proviced with minutes of
(O

13 meetings that dealt with the removal of Bro.in ; Ecut.

14 We have the September 12th, I think it is,. management

15 committee minutes and things like that. But as far au '

16 any management committee minutes relating cirectly to

17 the Thrash notes of April and June and pernaps Hay, I

18 don't remember us receiving any minutes of the

19 management committee that directly reflected tir.

20 Tarash's notes.
S

21 JUDGE BECHBOEFER: Well, that's pronably, as

22 lir. Axelrad said, because the minutes diun't have

23 any thing --

24 12. SINKIN: Well, Mr. Cnalroan -- ir I am in

25 error, first of all, I'd appreciate Ft. Axelrea

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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(q 1 inf orming me. If I'm not in error, I have an
%)

2 observation about that.

3 MR. AXCLRAD: Mr. Cnairman, I don't know what

4 these observations are doing in the middle of

5 recross-examination of a witness. It seems to me tuat

6 if Mr. Sinkin has any complaints witu respect to

7 materials that were produced to this Board, he should

7 8 take that up separately and not interrupt the oroerly

9 cross-examination of this particular witness.

10 We did, in fact, provide minutes f rom time to

11 time of management cocaittee meetings unen they

12 contained information which reierred either to the
; !O '

I 13 Leard's 11rst requcet or its second request.~

!

14 MR. SINKIN: Mr. Cnairman,' tne question came

15 up because 12. Goldberg looked at the notes of 12.

16 Tarash of June the 26th,1901, cnd said, wc11, theuc cre
'

| 17 his notes, these are not the minutes. And I recalleu,
i

. 18 well, I haven't seen the minutes.
|
|

| 19 I think what counsel is representing to tne

20 Board, and I Just want this clearly understood, is that

21 if there were notes of 12. Turcsh in ene period of

(

| 22 April, Pay, June and perhaps July tuat contain

|
! 23 inf ormation aoout the Quaarex report and discussions

24 about the Quadrex report at the manu9ement committee

25 meetings, that information did not end up in the rinal

|
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( l minutes of the management committee meeting; otherwise,
9

2 those minutes would have been proouced.

3 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Well, that may be so, but

4 my answer is so what. So what?

5 MR. SINKIN: Well, I'd say it's very probative

6 of what's going on within the corporation it tne minutes

7 of tne management committee meeting succenly have

8 nothing about Quadrex when tnere are continuous reports

9 about Quadrex going on.

10 IG. AXELRAD: Mr. Cnnirman, tais is

11 preposterous. We have representec and will continue to

(.
12 represent to the Board that we have provided every

~

13 document --

14 12. SINKIN: Tnat's fine.

15 la. AXELRAD: - within our knowledge that

16 contains inf ormation of the type enat ene Boara

17 specifically asked us to produce in its two cruers on

18 that subj ect. And I believe tnat this particular

19 conversation should be cut short at this point.

2D !R. SINKIU: I'm finishec, Mr. Cnairm4al.

21 JUDGE BECBHOEFER: We have no question that

22 you did so. I think any of tne parties can craw any

23 implications they want to tros --

24 12. AXELRAD: Exactly.

25 12. SINKIN: Tnat concluces my recross, Mr.

TATS REPORTING (713) 498-0442
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C 1 Chairman.kJ
2 JUDGE BECHHOEFERs Mr. Reis?

3 HR. REIS: Tne Staff has a f ew questions.

4

5 RECROSS EXA!HNATION

6 BY MR. REIS:

l' . Golaberg, you testified in relation to7 0 s

8 finding 4.6.2.1(n), you testified snat essentially tnat

9 BER was redoing some calculations involving the

10 essential cooling pond.

11 A Yes, sir.
.

12 Q Isn't that so? Okay.
,,

((
13 In these recalcuAutions, wer e tuey ivuking at -

14 the ho t that woulc ce received by tne essential cooling

15 ,uund with one u:iit operating at f ull loaa and an

16 cmergency shutdown of the otner unit?

17 A Ye s.

18 Q What aid they intend to do with tact -- co you

19 know of your knowleoge wnat they intenced to do with

20 that recalculation for that particular scenarlo?

21 A One unit operating at full load and one unit

22 coming down because of a postulatec accioent really?

23 Q Right.

(iL- 24 A Well, tney always nad enac scenario. Tnere

25 were -- let me see if I can at least maxe sure tnat

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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I we' re vorking with the same inf ormation.tO
2 When Quaorex made their review, there were two

3 conditions prescribed by tne regulations that abould be

4 analyzed in developing your confidence in the oesign f or

5 this particular feature. One was to treat an accioent

6 in one plant simultaneous witu having to snut oown tne

7 other plant ano then the case of snutting cown bocn

8 plants simultaneously.

9 Tney couldn ' t find, I uon't believe, as uy

10 unoerstancing serves me, the calculations f or botn

11 plants suutting oown simultaneously. Quaurex wab or tne

12 view that thet woul.d be the controlling situation uno .

i U 13 they apparently had run some " pack of the envelop.''

: 14 calculations that tolo enes enac une temperatures coulu
!
,

15 likely be higher peak pond temperatures.

16 In reviewing enat subject, wnat was founo was

| 17 that there was, in fact, a prior analynic, out cuey

18 didn't find the analysis. Tney had records to show tnac

19 at least the analycas had been done. It nad aecn

20 reported as naving Deen done in the FSAR. Since Brown &

21 Root was revisiting the whole subject anyway by redoing

22 calculations, we felt that all tuo tnings enat were

23 appropriate to be done about tuis particular problem

I) 24 were in progress. And the only proolem enat we knew was

25 that we couldn't seem to 11nd the calculations f or the;

|
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1 case of both units snutting down simultaneously.
( (/~)N'

.

2 Q Calling your attention to Applicants' Exhioit

3 20, the Quadrex report, and particularly --

4 HR. AXELRAD: (O.

5 Q ( By }2. Reis) 60, Applicants' Exnibit 60,

6 question N-17. In the second page of H-17 there is some

7 material under11nea there.

8 lhL AXELRAD: One minute, Mr. Reis, we naven'c

9 given him a copy yet.

10 HR. REIS: Okay.

11 Q ( By 12. Reis) Tac acceric1 under11nec in Luc

12 second paragrapu, dic Brown & Root recognl e -- to your.

!O.
13 nnuwleuge, going uaca to ihy 7tn enu Sch, ISC1, at you

14 can recall your knowleoge at enat time, dic Brown h Root

15 recounite that Lucre was e need to keep one unit

16 operating at full -- to model a -- I'm sorry, strike

17 that -- to cesign ene plant to keep tue essential

18 cooling pond so that one unit coula be at tall power and

19 the otner unit shut down in an emergency situation?

20 A Keep one unit at full power while we were

21 undergoing emergency shutcown of tue otner unit?

22 Q Ye s.

23 A I'm not really sure. I'm not really sure.

b) 24 0 Isn't that the essence of unat Quadrex is

25 saying here, that Brown & Root old not consicer that
,

.
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((~'y 1 scenario as a saf ety matter to be f actored in?
v

2 A Well, you have me at a alsadvantage because my

3 understanding of the limiting conditions prescribec for
*

4 demonstration of an adequate pond f rom the standpoint of

5 the reg guide talks about two particular conditions, one

G being the case of both units having to shut cown

7 simultaneously that might well be brought upon ny some

8 Impending earthquake or serious other anomaly; ano the

9 other condition being to demonstrate that given an
.

10 acciaent in one plant and the need to shut down the

11 second plant, that you woul6 then nave the ucat loed

12 frou 'the f aulted plant and the neat loao assoclavad with

13 snutting down the atuer plant. Tuuse, as I unuerscovu

14 it, were the two limiting concitions prescribec in the

15 reg guide,

16 (No niatus.)

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

b 24

25
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b(]) 1 0 (By Mr. Reis) Mr. Goldberg, you testified in

2 answer to Judge Lamb and other questions on re-cross

3 examination, that in your review during the -- on May 7

4 and May 8, you had in your mind generally the question of

5 whether the Quadrex report as a whole, should have been

6 turned over to the Board. Is that so?

7 A That question did, in fact, cross my mind, yes.

8 0 In addition to crossing your mind, did you

9 specifically examine it?

10 A Well, in the course of reviewing the report, I

11 think the review of the report may have preceded that

12 matter crossing my mind. So I think it's fair to say, I

13 had gotten the flavor of the report before I ached myscif

(). that question.14

15 0 What I'm trying to get at is t Did you

16 cpecifically ack yourself that question or did you just

17 have these matters in the back of your mind?

18 A I looked at the report and I think it conjured

19 up a lot of questions. First question is, "What do we

20 have here?"

21 And in reading the report, it certainly sounded

22 like it was a very potentially significant situation,

23 covered a lot of areas, and it suggested that there may

24 be a lot of things that are at sorts with the manner in

25 which they should be carried out,

l'AU
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((]) 1- As we were going through the review, and trying

2 to understand the impact of what we had, I knew that

3 anything that was reported would have to go to the

4 inspection and enforcement branch; the character of the

5 report struck me as being, you know, isolated -- or not

6 isolated, but it was confined to subjects of engineering

7 activity.

8 That's the catalogue in my mind of what I was

9 looking at. And I do recall asking myself subconsciously

10 or otherwise, "What is the Board addrecsing?" And I

11 didn't make the connection.

12 It's not a matter of vriting out a question and

13 then supplying myself an ansucr; it was a reficction and

) 14 the thought process as we were handling this report.

15 0 You said " subconsciously or otherwise." What

16 do you mean by "otherwisc"?

17 A It was, my best ;ucollection, it was a thought

18 that had crossed my mind.

19 0 Okay. Now, there was a lot of testimony that

20 you, Mr. Robertson and Dr. Sumpter reviewed the report

21 rather than sending it to the IRC.

22 Was that motivated in any way by the close --

23 was your review in contrast to the IRC's review motivated

24 in any manner by the imminence of the hearings that were

25 to take place before the Board?

(O
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(/ ) 1 A Not at all.

2 O Thank you. !

3 A I'd like to just expand on that question if I
,

4 might. I think the most important aspect of the Quadrex

5 review was that it was really taking a snapshot of an

6 operation that was in progress, and if I felt comfortable

7 with just asking HL&P engineers to go out and make that
.

B he evaluation, I would have. I just didn't feel that

9 that would have been appropriate from two points of view.

10 One, they were intimately involved in the

11 day-to-day activities of the job. And two, I still
4

12 didn't have a comfortable feeling as to who all the
,

. 13 heroes were, where I could really have high confidence of

(( )
~

. 14 day-to-day job performance. I ucc gctting ctill to know
,

15 a lot of the team.
,

'

16 And I didn't have much contact with the IRC
'

17 cither, to understand their ctrengthc. And it ctruck cc

18 that taking the most senior nuclear engineer who had been

19 in charge of licensing, who had the direct responsibility

20 for making these reports, chairman of the IRC is a

21 licensing engineer, so I had the past licensing manager,

22 moct senior officer; I had the new licensing manager who

23 I had hired with vant prior experience in both the

24 utility and the architect engineering field, and it just

25 struck me that I had the most potent team who had about
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((]) 1 as much independence from the day-to-day project

2 activities I felt was needed to make that kind of an
1

3 assessment.

4 Q Going to what has been identified as document

5 44, the Thrash notes of the June 26, 1981 management
.

6 meeting, I notice letters RL and RLQ on that. Can you

7 tell me what those letters mean; do you know?

8 A I am going to speculate that RL refers to R.L.

9 Hancock, who was the management committee representative

10 of the City of Austin. And I'm going to speculate that

11 RLO reprecents a question raised by R.L. Hancock.

12 0 I know you didn't prepare these notec, Mr.

13 Goldberg, but I'm going to ack you any way. It cay:

iQ\_- 14 below, just above where it says 1124, " Gold has refused

15 to send." And that refers to the Ouadrex report, "to

16 NRC." And I'm going to ack you when it says " refused,"

17 had anybody asked you to send the Quadrex report to NRC

18 at that point?

19 A The only person who ever asked for a copy of

20 the report was Mr. Sells. I had told Mr. Sells that we

21 did not plan to submit this report as a formal document:

22 it would be available, as are so many other reports

23 regarding the health and state of the union, if you will,

24 of the project, be on file in the company records, thnt

25 it is available for NRC review as is all the other

b
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(( ) 1 records of our business regarding matters of interest to

2 NRC.

3 Clearly, I had never refused an official

4 request that this report be supplied for the record.

5 0 One other question in regard to the word

6 " refused." Was there any - 'did anybody at this meeting

7 ask you to send the report to the NRC?

8 A No. There was absolutely no conversation that

9 I can recall by our management committee that would have

10 made a suggestion that this report be shared with any

11 public body. n:d th:t been the cccc nd h:d th:t been

12 the wishes of the management committee, it would surely

13 - have been accon=odsted,

10- 14 MR. REIS: 'Mr. Chairman, there'c been a lot of'

15 talk : bout thic document in herc and I don't kncu whether

16 it's appropriate to accompany the record. Certainly it

17 is not appropriately identified for an exhibit, but I was

18 just wondering whether you would cee it as appropriate

19 accompanying the record. I don't feel strongly about it.

20 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I don't think it's --

21 JUDGE SHON: I think it's appropriate --

22 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Well, I think it's

23 appropriate. Unfortunately. My copy has marks on it

24 that should not go into the record, probably, which was

25 one of the reasons I made no suggestionc for having my

O
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((]) I copy accompanying it, at least a Xerox thereof.

2 MR. AXELRAD: If the Board wishes, we can

3 provide copies of that document to travel with the

4 record.

5 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: In addition, the Board was

. 6 perhaps -- if Mr. Poston should be a witness, we perhaps
1

7 were going to ask him questions on it as well. We have

8 ruled on -- we haven't ruled on that or decided on that

9 yet, but since !!r. Poston was the only one who can answer

10 our question on the statements concerning intervenors, we

11 had decided to wait until he came, if he does come, to

12 decide whether it should formally go in the reco,rd.
13 But in any event, we wculd have no objection to

() 14 it traveli69 with the record. But at this stage, someone

15 else would have to provide the copies or Xerox's.

( 16 En. REIS: tiell, the ctaff will let it be a

17 staff exhibit providing it is not introduced for

18 identification, just to illustrate the --
,

|
19 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: It will be introduced at

20 some point.

21 MR. REIS: Mc11, at this point, to illustrate

! 22 the record. And providing it is not introduced, just for

23 identification. I think that's number -- that would be

24 staff Exhibit 148 for identification.

25 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: It might say that it might
,

bj
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5h 1 not be necessary to include as part of that the

2 handwritten notes which were attached to the documents

3 which were sent to us. I will leave that up to other

4 people. But at least I don't think the Board -

5 MR. AXELRAD: If it's marked for identification

6 as a staff exhibit, perhaps it can be marked as being one

7 typewritten page.

8 HR. REIS: One typewritten page. And I take it

9 the Applicant will we reproduce it?

10 HR. GUTTER!!AN: Certainly.

11 t!R. REIS: Thank you.

12 JUDGE DECHHOETER: Okay, these notes of June

13 26, 1981, the one typewritten page only, will be marked

14 for identification as staff Er.hibit 148.

15 !!R. REIS: !!r. Chairman, I .might point out that
;

16 we do not have -- we do have a list of exhibits we intend

17 to introduce. It can't be staff 148, because we haven't

| 18 even identified other exhibits at this point. And this

! 19 number had been one to go after our present numbers.

20 MR. AXELRAD: We'd be glad to identify it as

21 Applicant's exhibits -- what's our next number?

22 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: 70.

23 !!R. AXELRAD: Applicant's Exhibit Number 70.

24 JUDGE BECIIHOEFER: Okay. Why don't we make it

25 Applicant's Exhibit 70.
,

|
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.() 1 MR. REIS: For identification.

2 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: For identification, that is.

3 (Applicants' Lxhibit 70 marked

4 for identification.)
' -

5 JUDGE BECHROEFER: Do you have further

6 questions.

7 MR. REIS: No, Mr. Chairman, the staff has no

8 other questions.

9 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I have a couple.

10 JUDGE SHON: Go ahead,

11

12 BOARD E::AMI!:ATION CONTINUED

13 .-

14 TY JUDGE LA11B:

15 Q I may have neglected to ask you this yesterday,

16 Mr. Goldberg, but I'd like to do it just to make sure

17 that we get this in the record.

18 With respect to report -- submitting the

19 Quadrex report to this Board, did anybody on the NRC

20 staff suggest that, to your knowledge, to you or others

21 in HL&P before September?

22 A No.

23 0 Now, in your past professional activities, have

24 you observed lawyers functioning at legal advisors to

25 managers and executives in connection with contracts,

(
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:{]) 1 changes in contracts and potential licensing implications

2 as a result of program modification?

3 A Yes, I have.

4 0 Now, with respect to Mr. Newman's participation
.

5 in decisions involving BER requests, questions have been

6 raised as to whether that participation was in effect in

7 a company management role, or as a lawyer practicing his

8 profession on behalf of a client. Uhat are your

9 observations on this matter?

10 A I think Mr. Newman certainly carried out his

11 obligations as an attorney providing legal advice both in

12 the licensing areas and the contracts area.

13 It'c fair to say that when Mr. New=an vould be

() 14 in company with Mr. Oproa cnd myself and then 1cter with -

15 Ur. Jordan, he expressed opinions on matters that were

1G under discussion. Dut clearly the decicienc of natters

17 of changing contractor ucre management decisions that

18 were made, as you heard yesterday, by Mr. Jordan. And

19 Mr. Newmans' role was strictly to provide advice in the

20 principle areas that I outlined.

21 He had an opinion about some of the people that

22 we met that he would share with me. Mr. Newman was not

23 an expert in the management of the project and he could

24 express an opinion if he wished and I could use it as I

25 saw fit. '

(
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((~') 1 Q Do you judge that Mr. Newman was functioning in
v

2 a role that reasonably could be characterized as a

3 manager or executive or decision maker within or on

4 behalf of HL&P7

5 A No. And I think to a large extent, in my mind,

6 I think I know the role of an attorney. Some people

7 might perceive attorneys in a broader role.

8 Mr. Newman, to the best of my knowledge,

9 functioned as an attorney. He made appropriate

10 recommendations in matters that we sought his advice. He
,

11 gave, from time to time, personal opinions about things

12 that he was certainly a party to hearing, as I tried to

13 illustrate earlier. And that was not any kind of a

14 canagement role.

15 That was just the fact that he happened to be

16 present during a convercation about a cenage=ent matter

17 and hic opinienc uc:e trccted just nothing mere than c

18 personal opinion.

19 0 So based on your prior experience, would you

20 judge that he was serving in ways that are consistent

21 with what you've observed for lawyers who are advising

22 management or practicing the legal profession under

23 similar circumstances?

24 A Absolutely. I saw no difference.

25 JUDGE LAMB: Thank you.

I
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1 0 (By Judge Bechhoefer) Just a follow-up on that |(()
2 for a minute. I dcn't have the particular document with

3 me, but some time ago, when Mr. Sinkin filed a motion to

4 reopen the Phase I record, we were given documents

5 prepared by various members of the -- at least the three

6 member committee which provided advice to Mr. Jordan and

7 it appeared that Mr. Newman as well as the other two

8 members wrote memoranda recommending particular

9 contractors.

10 My recollection is that Mr. Newman recommended

11 ene contrcctor, you perhcpc recommended another. Do you

12 think that in that role, Mr. Newman was performing

13 strictly legal services or perhaps might his role be --

O 14 have some et least managerial traits to.it?

15 !!R. AXELRAD: Mr. Chairman, if I may juct ack

16 you to clarify one question, one part of your question.
,

17 You said you recall something about memoranos beinig

18 prepared?

19 JUDGE BECIIHOEFER: Yeah, they had some blanks

I 20 and we were advised at. least that Mr. Newman filled in

: 21 the blanks one way, and tir. Goldberg perhaps filled it in

' 22 with another name in it.

23 !!R. REIS: tir. Chairman, I can't follow the

24 question at all when you talk about blanks and perhapo --

25 MR. B&R: I think I can clarify.

q(v
,
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(() 1 MR. REIS: I can't follow whether you're

2 talking about a legal document, about a contract, about a

3 form contract, about a makeup final -- or what we're

4 talking about --

5 JUDGE BECHUOEFER: None of the above.

6 MR. REIS: I'm completely lost.

7 JUDGE BECIIDOEFER: I'm talking about particular

0 memorandum about which we were given copies.

9 MR. AXELRAD: The replacement report that

10 contained blanks.

11 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Yes, I guess that's the

12 name. I don't hevo the document in front of me.

13 MR. AXELRAnt Let me make cure I understand.

V(]- 14 There was a draft replacement report of September 8th

15 that contained some blanks as to what the selected

16 company vould be and then later on there uns the finc1

17 repo r t .

18 How, there is nothing that I can recall that

19 would indicate there were various versions of that

20 document prepared by various parties. There was one

21 draf t report.

22 JUDGE DECHHOEFER: No. It was my impression

23 that each member of the committee prepared his own

24 version, filled in the blanks with the company that he
|

| 25 wants. And I'm not only cure what name is, because I

,

!(([]
|
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Y(]) 1 don't have the document in front of me.

2 MR. SINKIN: I think this is the document that

3 you're referring to, Mr. Chairman. It's admitted as

4 CCAMP 78. It belongs in the back where it would be

5 filled in with who was to be favored as contractor.

6 At the same time, Mr. Chairman, I think the

7 description you've given of that document more apparently

8 applies to a different set of documents than to this

9 document. If I remember, they were rating cheets.

10 JUDGE BECHROEFER: That is what I was intending --

11 I was not intending to describe this.

12 !!R. SINKIM: Ohny.

13 JUDGE BECHilOEFER: I guess it must be rating

O ,

,%/ 14 sheets,

15 MP. AXELRAD: If you vish to ask Mr. Goldberg a

16 question with respect to rating cheets, I think that's

17 fine. I just want to make sure we knew what documents

18 you had in mind.

19 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: In that -- if I'm correct,

20 there was a sheet prepared by each member of the

21 committee, including Mr. Newman.

22 MR. AXELRAD: Why don't you ask the witness.

23 0 (By Judge Bechhoofer) Mr. Goldberg, in that

24 correct?

25 A I remember when we met on the morning of

O
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-((]) 1 september 12th, that Mr. Oprea and I had developed a --

2 we might -- we might have even had some conversations

3 with Mr. Newman about the attributes that we were going

4 to evaluate. But to the best of my knowledge, Mr. Oprea

5 and I evaluated the conctractors in a broad range of

6 areas of interest on management capability, experience,

7 technical competence, quality of the people that were

8 willing to commit to the job.

9 And Mr. Newman had provided advice on the

10 strengths that he saw in the areas of licensing, and

11 regarding the commercial terms that he felt we would be

12 cble to negotiate with these peopic, contractors.

13 fir. Newman did not, to the best of my

) 14 knowledge, rate the contractors in the areas of

15 management competence and technical competence. That wac

16 creas that ir. Oprea and I participated in. And it wa:

17 through a proccan of trying to reduce a host of
1

18 obcervations to some way of giving ourselves and -- well,

19 giving ourselves a way of deciding who did we think was

20 really the stronger.

21 And it turns out that Mr. Oprea and I didn't

22 quite come to the same conclusions, but we gave Mr.

23 Jordan, when he joined the group, the benefit of our

24 feelings about where we thought this came out in terms of

25 who had the strengths. And I believe Mr. !!ewman's

I.0
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I '']'s I remarks were confined to those areas of licensing,
L

2 commercial terms.

3 If he expressed an opinion about anything else,

4 it was an opinion of a very casual nature, it was he was

5 not asked to provide us insights on management

6 competence. That's not an area, with no disrespect to

7 Mr. Newman, I don't ask Mr. Newman how to manage a

8 nuclear project.

9 0 Did he not, in fact, have a bottom line on that

10 that he suggested that Stone & Webster be selected?

11 A Hy personal bottom line was that I thought that

12 given all the incues cnd crocc of intercct that we had to

13 consider, I felt that Stone & Webster offered -- I

i.O)(_ 14 pc.rconally thought that Stone & Webcter offered the

15 strongest candidate.

16 Mr. Newnan was very impressed with Stone &

17 Uebcter'c licencing captbility cnd he ucc cico icprccced

18 with the manner in which Stone & Webster was going to

19 handle the licensing aspects of the takeover.

20 He thought that they had a pretty good

21 strategy. And he shared that with Mr. Jordan as we did

22 Mr. Oprea and myself. Hr. Oprea felt that Dechtel had

23 the strongest opportunity for succesc, no we had

24 basically a split.

25 Hr. Oprea wanted Bechtelt I thought Stone &

i
|
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(() 1 Webster was the better choice. Mr. Jordan considered all

2 the matters, all the inputs from Mr. Oprea and myself,

3 and in those limited areas frma Mr. Newman. And I guess

4 he could have made the decision without our input. But

5 he made his decision.

6 0 So you would consider Mr. Newmans' role which

7 you've just described still as a legal role?

8 A Yes, sir.

9 Q Rather than as a management team, making a

10 recommendation, comparable to your own?

11 r. I'm very clear on that point. I only sav Hr.

12 !;cumanc' input,in an extremely limited crea.

13 Q Okay. Following up on a question that Mr. Rein
.. .

,
'

14 asked you, and I guess Mr. Sinkin as we}1, with respect

15 to finding 4.6.2.1(n) , have you ever received any sort of

16 a notice of violation with recpect to that finding?

17 !!R. AXELRAD: I'm corry, Mr. Chairman, was the

18 question did you know before May 8, or have you since May

19 87
.

20 Q (By Judge Bechhoefer) Have you ever?

21 A Not that I'm aware of.

22 O And I take into account !!r. Taylor's opinion on

23 that which I think we discussed earlier was different

24 from your own.

25 A Yes. And I'm -- I think its fair to say that

(
'
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() 1 Mr. Taylor had -- I have to believe certain time window

2 and a certain amount of resources at his disposal to make

3 his review. I would suspect he may not have had as much

4 input available to him as I think we had available to us.

5 We had literally the whole Brown & Root

6 organization helping to understand the character of these
./

7 particular findings. I would only point that out that I

i 8 suspect that there is a different frame of reference on

9 information available.

10 0 one final area which we've talked about

11 conciderably cnd has been rciced c couplc cf timcc. I,

12 guess I started it, but il terms of documentation of the
,

13 tiny 7 or May 7 and ticy 8 coetingc on whether particular

1& findings chould be reported, end the conparability to the

15 IRC documentation of th:t, did you discuce uith anyone

16 around that period of time or I should cay any member of

17 the IRC, when and how the findings should be -- the

10 reportability of the findings should be documented?

19 A To the best of my knowledge, I didn't give any

20 explicit instructions on documentation of the reported,

21 findings beyond requesting the chairman to make the

22 telephone report to the I&E branch that evening, which

23 was his normal responsibility.

24 And then from then on, to the best of my

! 25 knowledge, the documentation would be handled in

nv
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(( ) 1 accordance with the normal practice.

2 0 All right. Did you have any conversation --

3 well, conversations with Mr. Blau about that subject?

4 A Not that I can recall.

5 0 Well, Mr. Blau was on the IRC at the time, I

6 think you testified?

7 A I think he was the engineering member of the

8 IRC at that time.

9 0 Could your counsel show you the document that

10 was numbered 17 in the first group of documents?

11 MR. SIMEIN: Could you give e little more

12 identification of what that is?

13 JUDGE BECHHOEPER: It's some notes of Mr. Blau; '

-

14 I'm not going as to ask hin so -- he's probably never
!

15 ccen thece, so --

16 MR. PIRPO: lihat was that?

17 JUDGE BECHi!OEFER: No. 17, some notes of Mr.

18 Blau.

19

20

21

22
i

23

l 24
i

25

(O
|
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((~T 1 Q I'm only going to direct your attention to
V

2 items number 9 and 10. But first, have you ever seen

3 these notes betore?

4 A No, sir.

5 Q I suspected that.

6 Do itema number 9 and 10, une ones that are

7 listed at 5:00 and 6:00 o' clock, retrech your

8 recollection at all about what might have gone on in

9 connection witn documentation?

10 A I don' t recall any dialogae wita !!r. Blau

11 regarding hencling or tne documentation or enese

- . 12 fancings. 1;cw, it in poculule cnct coccone else uty
l<

13 nave had a conv ersatici. with $. Dica. I c;n't rcccli *

14 having one.

15 12. D1cu participated in the revleus that we

16 had of the Quadrex cateric1. In tact, I think cnct may

17 have been raised earlier in toe proceeding about 12.

10 Blau'a presence --

19 0 Right. Well, that's way I --

20 A Mr. Blau was also tne acting engineering

21 project manager at this point in time. Tnat's the main

22 reason he was sitting in on these reviews of the Quaurex

|

23 findings. He was the senior most engineer assigned to |

I ) 24 the project at that point in time. He was in an acting

25 capacity because tne gentleman wno previously occupied |
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( 1 that position had transferred back to fossil

2 engineering. Tnat was really his previous area of

3 specialty, that's where he went back to.

4 So, his presence at the meetings was as senior

5 engineering representative of tne project, not in the

6 capacity of an IRC member. Ana I can't begin to provide

7 any illumination on tnese matters. I oon't recall

8 having any conversation with 1:r. Blau regarding

9 documentation of the findings.
,

10 0 Thank you.

11 JUDGE DECHH0EFER: Tnat's all tuo Board aus.

12 fir. Axelrau, any thing iur tuer ?

O
13 HR. AXELhAD: lay I nave Just one uinute,

14 please ?

15 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Sure.

16 liR. 10iELRAD: No, llr. Chairman, we have ho

17 turther redirect.

18 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: 11r. Sinkin?

19 HR. AXELRAD: I ' m sor ry, lir . Cnairman, how

20 many times are we going to go througn this process?

21 JUDGE DECUHOEFER: J ust on the latest' serieu

22 of questions.

23 JUDGE LA!G: Latest Board questions.

24 !!R. AXELRAD: On tne latest Board questions.

25 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Imd tne one or two that tir.
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1 Reis asked. They have to be cirectly relatec to those..( )
s

2 HR. SINKIN: Or to Mr. Axelrac's redirect.

3 MR. AXELRAD: No, there is no opportunity for

4 cross-examination on redirect.

5 HR. PIRPO: Whoever goes first would go last.

6 And I can't unoerstand how we can keep going on in this

7 process ad infinitua. I mean, direct testimony was

8 pr ecented, he had his cross, they have nad a chance to,

9 rehabilitate the witnesc. Tnat would oe une eno of it

10 under normal practice.

11 JUDGE DECHHOEFER: I don't tuinn so. Normully

12 every party has one cacnce to cross-es: amine on any .

13 Inf ornation Goveloped by cny oLuer F rcy.
,

14 MR. AXELRAD: Mr. Cnalroan, thht is not my

15 recollection of any NRC hearing I've ever participatec

i 16 in. The Board can provide an opportunity for furtner

17 cross-examination with respect to Boarc questions, out

18 there has never oeen in my experience any opportuzuty to

19 cross-examine on redirect.

! 20 DR. SINKIN: It's recross.

21 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Look Dack at Paase I.

! 22 HR. SINKIN: It's cc11ed recross and the

23 reason it's provided is that the Applicants are

k 24 presenting auditional direct testimony.I

|

25 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: In my understanuing it's
,

,

|
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~T 1 f airly routine. It is in my proceedings and I'm told it
( (Q-

2 is in others.

3 MR. AXELRAD: Fine, Mr. Chairman. Let's

4 proceed. I withdraw the obj ection.

5 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: But limited to the specific

6 arecs that were covered.

7 MR. SINKIN: If I could have Just a moment,

8 Mr. Cnairman.

9

10 RECROSS EXAMINATION

11 EY 12. SINKIN:

12 Q Mr. Goldoerg, when you changea enc

D.
13 notification f rwa resiaent reactor inspector to negicn

14 4, did you maintain tne resident reactor inspector as a

15 person who woulc bc notified within twenty-four hours?

16 MR. REIS : Asked and unswerec.

17 MR. SINKIN: Oh, it was? I'm sorry. 1;y notes

18 do reflect that.

19 JUD3E BECUHOEFER: This can only be on these

20 last series 01 questions also. I'm not sure how yoar -

21 latest one would have.

22 MR. SINKIN: Well, my notes reflect tnat -

23 just a minuto.

( 24 Q ( By Ik. Sinkin) In response to Mr. Reis'

25 questions about the scenario of tne shutdown,

TATE REPORTING (713) 493-6442
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({ ) simultaneous shutdown and those kind of things, you said1

2 that for one scenario the calculations were missing; is

3 that correct?

4 A That's my understanding, yes, sir.

5 Q But that it was shown that the calculations

6 had been done; is tnat correct?

7 A There was evidence that suggested tnat work

8 had been done, yes.

9 Q Was that tne FS AR that --

10 A The FSAR was part of that evioence, yes.

11 0 12. Goldocrg, ao you rememoer in une oroer to

12 show cause tnct the Nuclect Regulatory Commission

0]
13 investigators contidarsc tucrc ecs c poccibility cf ;

14 material false statement?

15 !'.R. AXELRAD: Mr. Cneirman, how coes enat

16 relcte to the questions which have been asked?

17 MR. SINKIN: The material false statement

18 Deing that tne FSAR reporteo something had oeen done

19 when, in fact, it had not been done.

20 HR. REIS: This is beyond the scope of recross

21 and the Board questions. As we go on, we, of course get

22 narrower and we should get narrower.

23 JUDGE BECHBOEFER: Well, this was your

) 24 questions, but I con't think --

25 IG. REIS: No, I oic not ask anything about

|

TATE REPORTING (713) 496-8442 !
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((] 1 material false statements in the FSAR or material false

2 statements here. And it has nothing to do, as I can see

3 it, with anything I asked.

4 HR. SINKIN: Mr. Reis asked to go back to that
,

l

5 scenario. Mr. Goldberg explained, as he responded to

6 me, that there was a calculation missing. The FSAR said

7 the calculation had been done but it wasn't tuere.

8 Now, tne question is if you look at his

9 previous testimony about what encourages him to make

10 SU.55(e) reports, part of it is previous times when ene

11 Nuclear Regulatory Commission nas taken enf orcement

12 actions on those kind of questions.
-

13 MR. REIS: Mr. Cua1Iman, we alruuay ruluu on

14 the supposed material false statement in ene first paase

15 or tnis proceeding. I 6on't think it's probative to

16 this matter anu I oon't think this is any matter I went

17 into.

18 HR. SINKIN: All right. Well, I'll cnange it

19 to just without toe oroer to show cause.

29 JUDGE BECHHOSFER: I think tnat last one at

21 least we'll sustain as it was asked before.

22 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Tne FSAR sala che calculation

23 had been done. Tne calculation was not available, no

24 one could find it; is that correct?

25 A And, of course, in aaaition to the FS AR, taere

TATE REPORTING (713) 456-8442
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l were engineers from Brown & Root who were confident tnat(-}
ts

2 the work had been done.

3 Q Because they had done it?

4 A Tney had either done it or tney had knowledge

5 of people who did it. Some of this work in the early

6 days was subcontracted to NUS. I don't know enat tne

7 NUS engineers that may have done that work were present

8 on imy the 8th, for example, during the discussions.

9 Tnere may have been people who knew tnat ocner engineers

10 had done tne work. I wasn't there, so I can't begin to

11 tell you the precise aetall. Tuere was e strong eelief

12 that the work had been done, tney Just couldn' t finc the

13 calculatienc.

14 Q In discussion with Dr. Laau you explored nr.

15 Newman's role ano you stated that Mr. Newman octed in

16 tne areas of contracts ano licensing; 1s enat correct?
;

|

| 17 A Tnat's correct.
l

18 Q And in those areas you would consider Mr.
1

19 Neunan to be a hignly prof essional individual?

20 MR. PIRPO: Obj ection. I don't -- I con't

21 see -- that wasn't -- I didn't see that in Dr. Lamo's
I
1

22 questioning at all and I don't see where it's relevant.

23 Where is the woro highly professional --

24 MR. SINKIN: Well, I tnink Mr. Goldberg
1

25 responded at one point in nas character 1tation or nr.

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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( f'') 1 Newman that there were some areas in which Ik. Newman
%>

2 had a very high expertise and tuere were otner areas I

3 think he used management competence waere he would

4 consider what }2. Newman said J ust opinion.

5 I'm trying to get a measure of why in each of

~

6 these areas Mr. Goldberg would nave tnat view of what

7 Mr. Newman was doing. My question to him is when Mr.

8 Newman's acting as an attorney giving aavice on

9 commercial matters and advice on licensing, if he views

10 that as a special thing he should listen to oecause Mr.

11 Newman is very prof essionally quslificu in tause areas.

12 MR. PIRFO: That.wusu't the question. Tne

13 questfon --

14 MR. REIS: Askea and answered. Asked cnd

'

15 answered. Mr. Goldberg specifically unmits that.

16 JUDGE BECHUOEFER: That was. He did make that

17 statement, so I'll sustain that on tne grounas it's

18 already been asked and answered.

19 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) Is it your testimony, Mr.

20 Goldberg, that other than expressing opinions in toe

21 meetings that Mr. Newman attendeo in enis September

22 8th-Septemoer 12th perloc in areas otner than, opinions

1

23 and areas other than commercial and licensing matters,

d 24 that Mr. Newman did nothing else in areas otner unan

|25 commercial and licensing matters otner unan express

TATE REP 0aTInG (713) 498-8442
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(,- 1 opinions in these meetings?

'L)
2 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I'm not sure I f ollow all

3 the nots.

4 KR. SINKIN: Is tnat too many? Okay. Let me

5 try and simplify the question.

6 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Well, let me ask you, tne

7 rating sheets that the Chairman brought up, did Mr.

8 Newman prepare a rating sheet that rated the new

9 contractors in every area under consideration?

10 A Not that I'm aware of.

11 Q You're not aware of 12. Neucsn preparing a

12 rating sheet?

((~T
k/ 13 A Mr. Newman gave a relative rating on tne

14 strengths in the areas of licensing and contractual

15 terms. I'm not aware et Mr. Newman preparing a rating

16 snect covering ene wnole spectrum of skills enat ik.

17 Oprea and I considered.

18 Q On Mr. Blau, you said at dais time he's acting

19 engineer -- engineering project manager at the true of

20 the Hay 7th meeting?

21 A At tne time of earlier reviews with Quadrex.

22 I think he was in that role when we had the meeting on

23 April 13th and on April 30th as well.

('(r S,) 24 Q Uas ne eventually mace engineering project

25 manager?

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-0442
_
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1 A No. Mr. Blau was asked to fill in as the(f'j}s

2 engineering project manager until such time as I was

3 able to acquire a person witn the amount of experience

4 that I had hoped that we could find. 12. Blau was a

5 good number two man that was filling in ene number one

6 spot. And that's not to take anytning away f rom Mr.

7 Blau. He'c a very competent young man. He just lacked

8 enough experience in my mind to be able to take over as

9 the number one man.

10 HR. SI!! KIN : That's all I have, Mr. Cnalrman.

11 J U D G E G E C Eli C C F E R : Mr. Reis?

12 HR. REIS: Notning.

O
13 JULGL DECHHOLFER: Tne Board has nothing

14 tur tner.

15 Mr. Axelrad, anything -- any rcredirect or

16 whatever we call it?

17 11R. AXELRAD: No, nucaing furcuer. No, Mr.

18 Chairman.

19 JUDGE SECHBOEFER: Mr. Goldberg, I guess you

20 can be excusec.

21 TiiE WITNESS: Tnank you, Hr. Cnalrman.

22 JUDGE BECHUOEFER: You're invited Dack this

23 afternoon.
,

(V(3 24 THE WITilESS: I may come back juut to rest.

25 JUDGE BECHliOEFER: Tnank you for your

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
o
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!

I patience. !

2 THE WITNESS: Thank you, Mr. Chairman, anc une
i

3 members of the Boarc.

4 JUDGE BECHHOSFER: I think this might be a

5 good time to adjourn for lunch. About qtaarter to 2:00.

6 About an hour and ten minutes, I guess.

7 (Luncheon recess taken. )

8

9

10

11 .

' '

12

C -

-

.

-13

14

15

16

17
,

18
|

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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(( ) 1 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: On the record. Mr. Axelrad.

2 MR. AXELRAD: Mr. Chairman, our next witness

3 will be Dr. Jim Sumpter, who will be presented by

4 Mr. Gutterman. Joining us at the counsel table is Mr. -

'

5 Steven Frantz who is also with firm of Newman &

6 Holtzinger.

7 MR. GUTTERHAN: Just a preliminary matter, Mr.

8 Chairman, we've had copies of Applicants' Exhibit 70

9 which was identified before the luncheon break. Ne now

10 have copies that we can distribute.

11 MR. SINKIN: I have a preliminary matter. I

12 didn't ask for preliminary matters so I got caught. I

13 have the transcript that Dr. Lamb loaned me, copied,

( 14 which we can distribute to -- I forget the number.

15 MR. GUTTERMAN: I believe it's 90.

16 MR. SINKIN: 90.

17 JUDGE BECRHOEFER: Why don't we do both of

18 those matters.

19 MR. GUTTERMAN: If you can hand them out at the

20 same time.

21 MR. SINKIN: Be sure I get it right.

22 Am I doing this on an hourly rate?

23 MR. ,GUTTERMAN: Could we get one of yours,

24 please? Thank you.

25 JAMES R. SUMPTER,

$

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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f(() 1 DIRECT EXAMINATION
1

2 BY MR. GUTTERMAN:
'

.

3 0 Dr. Sumpter, would you please state your name,

4 please?

5 A Names James R. Sumpter.

6 MR. GUTTERMAN: That's a good point. I guess

7 Dr. Sumpter has not been sworn, Mr. Chairman.

8 JUDGE BECHROEFER: Oh, yes, Dr. Sumpter. Do

9 you swear that the testimony you are about to give is the

10 truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth so help

11 you God?

12 THE WITNESS: Yes, I do.

13 JAMES R. SUMPTER,

[[ ~ '

^ 14 having been first duly sworn, testified as follows:!

|
15 DIRECT EXAMINATION'

16 BY MR. GUTTERMAU:

17 0 Start all over again.

18 Dr. Sumpter, please rtate your full name.

19 A My name is James R. Sumpter.

20 0 Dr. Sumpter, do you have before you a document

21 entitled testimony'on behalf of Houston Lighting & Power

22 Company, et al, of James R. Sumpter consisting of fifteen

23 pages, with a three page resume attached?

24 A Yes, I do.

25 0 Is that document prepared under your direction,

(( )!

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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(( )) 1 supervision?

2 A Yes, it was.

3 Q Are you familiar with its contents?

4 A Yes, I am. -

5 0 Are the contents of that document true and

6 correct to the best of your knowledge?

7 A Yes, they are.

8 MR. GUTTEh.'SN: Mr. Chairman, I move that the

9 testimony on behalf of Houston Lighting & Power Company,

10 et al, of James R. Sumpter be admitted into evidence and

11 bound into the record as if read.

12 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Any objections?

'13 MR. SINKI!!: No objection.
I .

. 14- MR. PIRFO: No objection.| '-

15 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Okay. The testimony of Mr.

16 Sumpter will be admitted evidence and bound into the

17 record as if read.j

| 18 .

!
19'

20

21

22

23

24

25

|
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1 UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
g-. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

{i 2
BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD

3

*

4 In the Matter of )
)

5 HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER ) Docket Nos. STN 50-498 OL
COMPANY, ET AL. ) STN 50-499 OL

-~

6 )
(South Texas _ Project, Units 1 )

7 and 2) )

8

9 TESTIMONY ON BEHALF OF HOUSTON LIGHTING & POWER COMPANY,
ET AL.,

10 OF JAMES R. SUMPTER

'

11

12 Q.1 Please state your name and current position.

13 A.1 My name is Dr. James Robert Sumpter and I am currently

( 14 Manager-Litigation Technical Support for Houston

15 Lighting & Power Company (HL&P).

16

17 0.2 Please describe your educational background and

18 professional experience.
|

! 19 A.2 I received my B.S. in Engineering Science from

20 Pennsylvania State University in 1965, my M.S. in

21 . Nuclear Engineering from the University of Michigan in

22 1967, and my Ph.D. in Nuclear Engineering from Texas

23 A&M University in 1970. From October, 1970 until

24 August, 1972 I was employed as a Nuclear Analyst for

25 Sargent & Lundy Engineers. During that time I was .

26 responsible for radiological systems design for several
,(o

'k- 27 nuclear power plants, including radioactive waste

28

---.- __
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treatment and disposal systems, area and process
1

.g,
radiation monitoring systems, and hydrogen control andLJ 2

charcoal filtration systems. My responsibility
3

included the development of design criteria, drawings,
4

5 plant equipment layout, specifications, testing

6 requirements,. radiation transport and release

calculations and purchase of equipment.7

8 In August, 1972, I joined HL&P and served as a

9 Nuclear Engineer until March, 1973. During that time,

10 I participated in the evaluation of bids of nuclear

11 suppliers for the South Texas Project (STP) and the

12 Allens Creek Project. From March, 1973 until February,

13 1975, I was Supervising Engineer, Nuclear Safeguards

14 and Licensing for HL&P. In that capacity, I directed
(( )

HL&P's nuclear licensing efforts for both the STP and15

16 the Allens Creek Project. I was promoted to Manager,

17 Nuclear Services Department in February, 1975, with

18 responsibility, at various times, for Nuclear Fuel,

19 Nuclear Engineering, Nuclear Licensing, Health Physics

20 and Nuclear Security for both projects. I was

21 appointed to my current position in December, 1984. In

22 that capacity, I coordinated HL&P technical support for

23 the lawsuit brought against Brown & Root, Inc., (B&R)

24 in Matagorda County, Texas. I am a registered

25 Professional Engineer in the State of Texas, and have

26C
27

28

. . _ .
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1 been appointed by the Governor to the Texas Radiation
.

4-- 2 Advisory Board. A copy of my resume is attached to

3 this testimony.

4

5 0.3 Please describe your professional experience in

6 evaluating matters for reportability to the NRC

7 pursuant to 10 C.F.R. S 50.55(e).

8 A.3 As Manager of HL&P's Nuclear Services Department, I

9 have had considerable experience with 10 C.F.R.

10 S 50.55(e), including managerial responsibility for

11 HL&P's reporting of design deficiencies from February,

12 1975 until March, 1981. As part of my responsibility

13 for STP licensing activities, I supervised the

(() 14 development of HL&P and B&R reporting procedures,

15 sponsored training seminars for HL&P personnel on their

16 reporting responsibilities both before and after

17 issuance of the STP construction permits, and

18 participated in the evaluation of design matters for

19 reportability.

20

21 04 In May, 1981, were you familiar with the B&R design and
^

22 design process at STP?

23 A.4 Yes. I had been involved in the development of the STP

24 design and with B&R's design effort since the inception

25 of the Project and was generally familiar with the

26 Project design and the B&R design process. My respon-
,

' 27 sibilities as head of Nuclear Services included review

28 of B&R System Design Descriptions (SDDs),

^

, . . - _ . _ _ _ - - . _ _ , _ _ _ _ ___ - __
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1 specifications, and selected drawings against

'd,)
,,

2 applicable requi. ments, industry code provisions and

3 operational needs, and review of selected B&R

4 engineering procedures, including ALARA review

5 procedures.

6

7 0.5 What is the purpose of your testimony?

8 A.5 The purpose of my testimony is to describe my

9 involvement in the initiation and conduct of the review

10 of B&R engineering undertaken by Quadrex Corporation

11 (Quadrex), and in the review of the " Design Review of

12 Brown & Root Engineering Work for the South Texas

13 Project" (Quadrex Report or Report) for reportability

([]) 14' pursuant to 10 C.F.R,. S 50.55(e).

15

16 0.6 Please describe your first involvement with the Quadrex

17 review.

18 A.6 My first involvement was in early December, 1980, when

19 Mr. Jerome H. Goldberg, who was then HL&P's new Vice-

20 President, Nuclear Engineering and Construction, told

21 me that he desired an independent evaluation of STP

22 engineering. Over the next several weeks, I discussed

23 with Mr. Goldberg various areas he wished to be

24 included in the evaluation.

25

26 l

(.) !

27

28
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1 07 How was Quadrex selected?

) .A.7 Mr. Goldberg and I discussed the criteria to be used toi

2

3 select a contractor to perform the review. After

4 consideration of a number of potential contractors, it

5 was decided that Quadrex was the most appropriate

6 contractor to perform the review. Accordingly, Mr.

7 Goldberg instructed me to contact Quadrex and request a
.

8 proposal.

9
,

10 0.8 Once it was determined that a proposal would be

i 11 solicited from Quadrex what did you do?
,

12 A.8 I contacted Mr. Loren Stanley, Group Manager,
i

i 13 Consulting Engineering Department, Quadrex Corporation,
;

14 and requested a proposal for an engineering review. I

((])
i 15 indicated that we anticipated a brief two to three week

16 review of various disciplines.4

17 Quadrex promptly submitted a proposal calling for a
,

*

18 review to begin in early February and to cover the

19 technical disciplines which I had identified. I met

-20 with Mr. Stanley and other Quadrex personnel to discuss
,

21 the specific methodology to be utilized for the review,
'

22 and in late January, authorized them to proceed.

23

24 Q.9 What additional guidance did you provide to Quadrex?

25 A.9 I elaborated on the key technical areas which HL&P

26 desired Quadrex to examine within each technical
(D 27 discipline and some of the unique nuclear criteria to

28
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1 be reviewed such as single failure criterion,
e

> 2 separation of safety-related components, ASME code and

3 Pipe stress analysis. It was decided that a series of

4 technical questions would be prepared by Quadrex for <

5 presentation-to B&R engineering personnel and that

6 -B&R's responses would be used as one of the bases for

7 reviewing its technical engineering effort, along with

8 Quadrex's review of various engineering " products" such

9 as drawings and calculations. Quadrex subsequently

10 developed draft questions and transmitted them to HL&P

11 for comment.
|

12 -

13 Q.10 What input did HL&P have in formulating the specific

( ), 14 questions to be posed to B&R?

15 A.10 On January 29-30, I met with Quadrex personnel to

16' discuss the draft questions they had developed and to

17' provide comments I had received from Mr. Goldberg and

18 HL&P discipline engineers. Mr. Goldberg had commented

19 that the questions were more' detailed than he had
,

,

1
20 anticipated, but he did not request Quadrex to modify !

21 them. HL&P discipline engineers provided additional

22 information regarding appropriate areas of inquiry. I

23 continued to work with Quadrex until mid-February to

24 refine the questions to be asked.B&R. My principal

25 objective was to assure that the areas which we had

26 agreed that Quadrex would cover were adequately

' ()- 27 reflected in the questions.
-

28
|
|
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l O.11 Was anything else discussed at the January 30, 1981!

(') .

' ..V 2 meeting?

3 A.ll Yes. Mr. Arnold Granger, HL&P's Project Engineering

4 Manager, participated in that meeting. He explained,

5 in general terms, B&R's engineering process and some of

6 their key design documents (such as SDDs, technical

7 reference documents (TRDs), etc.), in order to

8 familiarize the Quadrex reviewers with B&R's basic

9 engineering approach. We also discussed some specific

10 areas where we believed B&R may have been having some

11 difficulties, such as HVAC design and computer code

12 verification.

*

13

14 Q.12 -When was your next involvement with the Quadrex review?({]}
15 A.12 I attended a number of' meetings in February between

16 Quadrex and B&R in which the Quadrex questions were

17 further discussed and clarified.

18

19 0 13 How was the review conducted?

20 A.13 Quadrex conducted "on-site" reviews and meetings with

21 B&R personnel in March, 1981 at B&R's offices in

22 Houston. During these meetings, answers to the

23 questions were discussed and B&R engineering personnel

24 led the Quadrex reviewers through the relevant design

25 documents.

26
-

27

28
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1 0 14 Did you take part in these meetings between Quadrex and

'( 2 BER?

3 A.14 Yes. I attended almost all of the review meetings and

4 served as HL&P's coordinator for the review effort. I

5 coordinated schedules and assisted in obtaining i

1
~

6, necessary information. Where I had specific knowledge

7 of aspects of the STP design, or felt that certain

8 areas required additional exploration by Quadrex, I

9 ~ participated in the review sessions.

10

11 0.15 During its review, did Quadrex keep HL&P management

12 informed regarding the status of its review and its

13 preliminary findings?*

14 A.15 Yes. As indicated in Mr. Goldberg's testimony, Quadrex()
15 met with HL&P several times during the course'of its

16 review in order to keep HL&P apprised of its efforts.

17

18 0.16 Did you meet with Quadrex to review drafts of the

19 Report?

20 A.16 Between April 8-10, 1981, I visited Quadrex's offices

21 and reviewed draft copies of volumes II and III of the

22 Report, containing the Quadrex questions, B&R answers

23 and Quadrex " assessments."

24

25 0 17 What was the purpose of your review of the drafts of

26 volumes II and III?

27-

28
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1 A.17 I wanted to ascertain the bases for the Quadrex assess-

(f ) 2 ments, and to assure that the facts were based on the

3 information available to Quadrex and that the Quadrex

4 reviewers' thoughts had been clearly stated.

5 Upon returning from Quadrex's offices, I furnished

6 the draft questions, answers and assessments to HL&P

7 lead discipline engineers for their review.

8 Subsequently, I received marked-up copies of volumes II

9 and III containing the HL&P engineers' comments and

10 forwarded them to Mr. Stanley. Although I wanted to be

11 sure that Quadrex was working with accurate

12 information, I did not want to influence their

13 judgments. Accordingly, I told Mr. Stanley that HL&P

((/~T
was simply furnishing comments and that Quadrex did not14

_/ ,

,

15 owe HL&P an answer with respect to any of the comments.

16 I returned to Quadrex's offices on April 15-16 in

17 order to review the latest drafts of volumes II and

18 III. I &lso discussed with Quadrex Mr. Goldberg's

19 suggestion for defining the categorization of the

20 Quadrex findings.

21

22 0.18 What was Mr. Goldberg's suggestion?

23 A.18 Mr. Goldberg's suggestion was set forth in his April

24 15, 1981 memorandum to me (Applicants' Exhibit 58) and

25 is described more fully in his testimony. It

26

- 27

28
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1 recommended, among other things, that a category of

3/ 2 "most serious" findings be established containing

3 matters which might violate NRC requirements.

4

5 0 19 What was Quadrex's reaction to Mr. Goldberg's

6 suggestion?

7 A.19 Mr. Stanley felt that there would be a number of

8 findings that would not fall within any of the

9 categories suggested by Mr. Goldberg. As a result, he

10 indicated that the categories would be broadened and

11 that, for example, Quadrex would include in the "most

12 serious" category, those matters that might cause

13 delays in licensing reviews, regardless of whether*

14 those matters , violated NRC requirements.
f'~}

.

s .

15

16 0.20 What was the outcome of these discussions?

17 A.20 The definition of the categories to be utilized was

18 refined by Quadrex. As reflected in the Quadrex

19 Report, Quadrex expanded the "most serious" category to

20 include items which could entail significant licensing

21 problems, especially items which could affect timely

22 review of the license application.

23

24 0 21 At any time prior to receiving the final Quadrex Report

25 were there matters which you felt should be reported to

26 the NRC?

| 27

28

i

!
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1 A.21 No. While I had indications that there were areas
n

id_) 2 which would require close scrutiny for possible

3 reporting to the NRC, I do not believe that, prior to |

4 actual receipt of the final report, I had been

5 presented with sufficient information to knowledgeably

6 undertake an evaluation of any matters for potential

7 reportability. That was the first time I saw Quadrex's

8 actual findings in conjunction with all of the
,

9 supporting information. Until I received the Report, I

10 had only, in essence, preliminary opinions and

'

11 information regarding the B&R design. This preliminary

12 information did not provide an appropriate basis for

13 making a reportability determination. Thus, it was

{{ } 14 necessary to await the final Report rather than

15 engaging in a piecemeal review ba' sed upon partial and

16 preliminary information.

'17

18 0 22 When did you receive the final Quadrex Report?

19 A.22 On May 7, 1981, I received. copies of the final Report

i

20 (Volumes I-III) from Mr. Stanley and arranged for its

21 reproduction for use by HL&P and B&R personnel. I had

22 received volumes II and III on April 29 but did not

23 review or distribute those volumes at that time.
.

24

25

26

('

27

28

I
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1 0.23 How was the Report reviewed for reportability?

. r~\
is) 2 A.23 In a letter to B&R on May 6, 1981, Mr. Goldberg

3 instructed B&R to review the "most serious" findings

4 and report to HL&P by noon on May 8 regarding the

5 reportability of those findings under 10 C.F.R.

6 5 50.55(e). After the meeting on the morning of May 7,

7 B&R assigned the "most serious" discipline findings to

8* its appropriate lead engineering personnel for review.

9 A one page form had been prepared for the reviewers to

10 record their reportability determination and their

11 rationale for each of the findings. A meeting was then

12 convened in B&R's offices at about 5:00 p.m. during

13 which the B&R discipline engineers presented their

~ (] 14 results to various B&R personnel. Mr. Cloin Robertson
V

15 and I attended the meeting.

16 The results of B&R's review were presented in

17 writing to HL&P on the morning of May 8, 1981.

18 (Applicants' Exhibit 62). Attachment B was a set of

19 the forms on which B&R's reportability determinations

20 had been documented. B&R had concluded that no

21 findings were reportable except an itam associated with

22 HVAC design, which it identified as reportable under 10

23 C.F.R. S 50.55(e) and 10 C.F.R. Part 21.

24

25

26
'T

((:%) 27

28
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1 0.24 What did HL&P do with this input from BER?

kh- 2 A.24 At about 12:30 p.m. on May 8, I met with Messrs.

3 Goldberg and Robertson to review each of the "most

'

4 serious" discipline findings for reportability. While

5 we took into account B&R's input, we made our own

6 independent judgments as to the reportability of the

7 individual findings.

8

9 0 25 What did you conclude as to reportability?

10 A.25 We concluded that, in addition to the HVAC design

11 deficiency identified by B&R, the NRC should be

12 notified of potential deficiencies related to computer

13 code verif,ication and classification of shielding

(({) 14 analyses.

15

16 0.26 After May 8, did you have any other occasion to review

17 the Quadrex findings for reportability?

18 A.26 Yes. I subsequently reviewed each of the Quadrex

19 findings with Mr. Robertson to provide him with the

20 benefit of my knowledge of the findings and to consider

21 again whether any items which should have been reported

22 had been missed in our prior reviews. We identified no

23 additional reportable items.

24

25 Q.27 Are you aware of any discussion by HL&P regarding with-

26 holding the Report from the NRC Staff?

O 27

28

. _ _ _ _
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1 A.27 No. While prior to the receipt of the Report Mr.

I 2 Goldberg indicated to me that a copy would not be

3 transmitted to the NRC Staff, there was no discussion

4 of any intention to prevent the' Staff from reviewing

i. 5 the Report. On the contrary, Mr. Goldberg informed me

6 that he intended to brief Mr. Sells, NRC Project

7 Manager for STP, on the Report. During the hearing

8 session in Bay City during the week of May 11, 1981,

9 Mr. Goldberg told me that he had briefed Mr. Sells on

10 the Report and had told him that a copy would be

11 available for his review. *

12
,

| 13 Q.28 Was the Quadrex Report maintained as a confidential

14 document within HL&P?

15 A.28 No. Numerous copies were available at both HL&P and
,

!

! 16 B&R, and I am aware of no instructions being given

17 which would have limited access to the Report.
,

18

19 Q.29 Do you think HL&P met its obligations under 10 C.F.R.

20 S 50.55(e) in its review and reporting of the Quadrex

| .21 Report?

22 A.29 Yes. A timely review of the Quadrex Report was

23 undertaken by HL&P's most experienced management

24 personnel aided by prompt review and advice, at HL&P's

25 direction, from B&R, the organization most familiar

26 with the details of the design. Despite the large

' 27 number of matters to be evaluated in a short time, all
,

28
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l' potentially reportable matters were identified and

2 reported to the NRC. Therefore' I believe that HL&P,

3 carried out its responsibilities under 10 C.F.R.

4 S 50.55(e) in an expeditious and effective manner.

5
,

,

"
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10
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12

13
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(~ 1 MR. GUTTERMAN: That concludes Applicants'V)
2 direct examination.

3 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Mr. Sinkin, do we have

4 plans?

5 MR. SINKIN: Well, Mr. Chairman, I think I just

6 forgot to do the planning. Oh, we do have a plan, Mr.

7 Chairman. No we don't have a plan Mr. Chairman. I'm

8 very sorry. I can --

9 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Would you at least come up

10 and give us an estimate?

11 !!R. SINKIN: Yes.

12 (Discussion off the record.)

13 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Okay. You may proceed.

) 1-4 CROSS-EXAMINATION

15 BY MR. SINKIN:

16 0 Good af*crnoon, Dr. Sumpter.

17 A Good afterncon.

18 0 In your testimony on Page 2, at line eleven,

19 starting at line ten, you state that you participated in

20 the evaluation of bids of nuclear suppliers for the South

21 Texas Project and the Allens Creek Project. By " nuclear

22 suppliers," do you mean to include the prime contractor,

23 Brown & Root?

24 A No, that was only the contractor which would

25 supply the nuclear steam supply system.

'
)
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(f} 1 O I'm going to ask that your counsel share with

2 you Appendix B for a moment, if you would, 10CFR part 50,

3 Appendix B.

4 A I've got it. '

5 O Let me ask you to turn to criterion 3 -- I'm

6 sorry, criterion 7, Dr. Sumpter.

7 A Okay.

8 Q My question will be whether in your view,

9 Criterion 7 applies to the relationship between the

10 utility and its prime contractor, as well as the

11 relationship between the utility and any subcontractors

12 to the prime contractor.
,

13 A Yes, Criterion 7 applies to the contract

-() '

14 between the utility.and its contractors for safety
,

15 related services.

16 Q At line 17 on Page 2, Dr. Sumpter, you state

17 that you were promoted to manager of the nuclear Service

18 Department in February of 1975. What were the

19 responsibilities of the Nuclear Service Department in the

20 late 1980, early 1891 period? Let's take it from August !

21 1980 to June 1981, that period of time?

22 A My responsibilities at that time included

23 nuclear engineering, nuclear licensing, health physics -- ;

|
24 I can't recall at that time if the nuclear security 1

'25 aspect had been transferred over to HL&P's normal

b

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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(/l 1 Security Department or not.
'~

v
2 Q You list various responsibilities at various

3 times and that's what I was trying to do is to see if the

4 ones you list here, nuclear fuel, nuclear engineering,

5 nuclear licensing, health physics and nuclear security,

6 were all a responsibility of the department at that time.

7 I believe you covered all but nuclear fuel. Do

8 you know if it was in the department at that time?

9 A No, nuclear fuel at that time did not report to

10 me.

11 0 And you had -- let's try and keep this time

12 f rame, August 1980, June 1981, in that time f rame, yo'I
,

13 had responsibility at all times for nuclear engineering,

14 nuclear licensing?

15 A Yes. I might clarify what I mean by

16 responsibility.

17 0 Fine.

18 A I had engineers working for me who that worked

19 on both the Allens Creek and South Texas Projects. And

20 as their manager, I was responsible for the technical

21 aspects of their work that they performed on the project.

22 They reported to someone on the project for cost and

23 schedule matters.

24 0 Would that have been Mr. Goldberg? I

25 A Well, in engineering, they reported to the

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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((} l engineering project manager. For licensing, I believe

2 the lead licensing engineer or the team leader in

3 licensing may have reported to Mr. Barker or someone

4 directly underneath him. -

5 O So the person to whom the -- you mentioned

6 engineering project manager as one of the people to whom

7 some of them reported?

8 A Yes.

9 Q In this period of time, is that Mr. Blau?

10 MR. GUTTERMAN: Which period of time are we

11 talking about now?

12 MR. SINKIN: I'm trying to stay August 1980,

13 June 1981, as the time frame, unless I otherwise change

14 it, that we'll be talking about.

15 A On the South Texas Project, the engineering

16 project manager had several groups underneath him and my

17 engineers may have been leaders of those groups or may

18 have been in a position where they reported to the

19 leaders of those groups.

20 Engineering project manager from August 1980 up

21 until perhaps March of 1981 was Mr. Granger and then Mr.

22 Blau took that position subsequent to that.

23 Q And Mr. Blau held that position from March 1981

24 through at least June of 1981?

25 A Yes, I believe so.

(13V

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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-(( ) 1 Q Thank you.

2 When you say you had responsibility for, nuclear

3 engineering and nuclear licensing, can you give me a

4 little greater level of detail what specific kinds of

5 responsibilities you had? Let's start with nuclear

6 engineering.

7 A We provided guidance to our engineers as to how

8 they were to conduct their function on the project from a

9 technical viewpoint.

10 In other words, what type of documents they

11 should review, what types of technical matters they

12 should look at. We were -- it was called a matri::ed

13 organization.

) 14 In other words each of the ihdividuals on the

15 technical side of the project had, if you will, two

16 bosses. Their project supervisor who supervised their

17 conduct on the project relative to productivity and cost

18 and schedule matters, and they had a technical supervisor

19 who oversaw the technical work that they did.

20 Q And the primary task of your engineers was to

21 review the work being done by Brown & Root as opposed to

22 generating their own work; is that correct?

23 A Yes, we reviewed the work that Brown & Root

24 did.

25 Q Is that the primary description of the

.

\,J

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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i,(~) 1 responsibilities in nuclear engineering? Is there
\_/

2 anything else about nuclear engineering that you would do

3 in your responsibility?

4 A No, that was its primary function. -

5 0 And how about nuclear licensing?

6 A Nuclear licensing was again similar. We

7 provided any technical guidance to that department as to

8 the manner in which they performed their function

9 technically on the project.

10 0 would that include such things as updating the

11 PSAR when changes where made in the design engineering

12 process?
.

13 A On the South Texas Project, in this time frame,

((7%) 14 the need for updating the PSAR was what I would consider

15 an administrative matter and that would than primarily

16 handled with the project manager.

17 Our function would be more along the lines of

18 reviewing the updated sections, or providing any guidance

19 we felt necessary to those engineers as to the technical

20 content of updates to the FSAR.

21 0 In your testimony at line 22, you state, "I

22 coordinated HL&P technical support for the lawsuit

23 brought against Brown & Root. Your testimony used the
,

24 word " coordinated" in the past tense. Are you no longer

25 coordinating HL&P's technical support for that

(W(_/
TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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d

((~N 1 litigation?
.\_)

2 A Well, right now the lawsuit has been, if you

3 will, tentatively settled and so there are no more

4 actions being taken relative to -- against Brown & Root.

5 That's why it was used in the past tense.

6 0 I see. If, for some reason, the settlement

7 fell apart and litigation continued, you'd still be in

8 that position?

9 A I assume so, unless something else happened.

10 0 Did part of your responsibilities as

11 coordinator of the Houston Lighting & Power technical

12 support for the Brown & Root litigation include reviewing

13 the pleadings , filed by HL&P in the lawsuit?

() 14 MR. REIS: Mr. Chairman, I object. It's not
,

15 material, it's cross-examination on a collateral matter.

16 He said what his job is; we've been going on now -- well,

17 it isn't that long, but it's over ten minutes, about 20
;

18 minutes now --

19 MR. SINKIN: Give me a break.

20 MR. REIS: -- on the qualifications here.

21 There's no thought this person was not -- disqualified to

22 testify. Unless some reason is shown for why we're

23 spending this length of time on these matters, I think

24 the intervenors' representative should be instructed to

25 get on to another matter.

(:o
.

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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!.( }
l MR. SINKIN: Mr. Chairman, this is an essential

2 part of my cross-examination, this particular point; even

3 involves an exhibit. So it is certainly not a collateral

4 matter. And I would like to proceed in two more -

5 questions to show you where I'm going.

6 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: At this point, we will

7 overrule the objection. We will let you ask a couple of

8 more if you want.

9 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) The question I asked, Dr.

10 Sumpter, was: Did part of your responsibilities as

11 coordinator of the HL&P technical support for for the

12 Brown & Root litigation include reviewing the pleadings

13 filed by HL&P in the lawsuit?

() 14 A Those pleadings that had technical content,

15 yes.

16 Q And did you specifically review engineering

17 matters in those pleadings?

18 A Yes, either I or a member of my staff did.

19 O Dr. Sumpter, I'm going to show you what I ask

20 to be marked for identification as CCANP 92.

21 (CCANP Exhibit 92 marked

22 for identification.)

23 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) I will identify this as a

24 ten-page document on the front about halfway down it's

25 entitled " Plaintiff's Specification of Claims and

()'

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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( }
l Issues." It's identified as filed by Houston Lighting &

2 Power and others, versus Brown & Root in Matagorda

3 County, Texas.

4 The document is an excerpt from a larger

5 document that contains the entire specification. Do you

6 recognize this excerpt, Mr.' Sumpter? .

7 A Yes, I believe I've seen this document before.

8 Q Did you review this pleading prior to it being

9 filed with the court?

10 MR. GUTTERMAN: Mr. Chairman, I'll object to
,

11 that. I don't see the relevance of this document to this

12 proceeding.

13 MR. SINKIM: Well, I'm going to show the

k) 14 relevance by one more question. We first have knou if

15 he's reviewed it.

16 MR. GUTTERMAM: I'll wait and listen to the

17 next question.

18 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: You can answer this

19 question,

i
20 A I'm not -- your question was did I review it 1

21 before it was filed?

22 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Did you review this pleading

23 before it was filed as part of your responsib..ity as

24 coordinator of HL&P's technical support for the lawsuits?

25 A Do you know when it was filed?

O
TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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8.[( )
1 Q Well, I did attempt to identify that from some

2 cover letters that arrived with it. The cover letters,

3 unfortunately, identify one of the documents as to its

4 dates. .

5 I can tell you this: The document you see is

6 an answer to another document -- I mean, sorry -- the

7. document you see was answered by another document from

8 Brown & Root filed in April of 1985. They filed an

9 answer to this specification, if that helps you at all

10 identify when this specification was filed.

11 MR. PIRFO: There is some reason the date on

12 which it is filed is of any importance? The witness has

13 said he was familiar with the document. I'm not sure why

(i/%/ 14 we're getting hung up; why it was before or after --

15 MR. SINKIN: The witness asked me if I knew

16 whether it was filed. Maybe it's not important.

17 MR. PIRFO: I was asking why the date in

18 important, or why it was relevant -- we know it was

19 filed, we know the witness did it; I'm not sure --

20 MR. GUTTERMAN: Well, I want to correct you on

21 it. I think the point is that Dr. Sumpter took his
_

22 current position in December of 1984.

23 MR. PIRFO: I'm just looking for -- I'm asking --

24 MR. SINKIN: Do you know the date, counsel?

25 HR. GUTTERMAN: I do not know the date it was

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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t ~) 1 filed. I know that the document that the defendants

2 filed in April was not hot on the heals of this document,

3 it was a long time in preparation. But the exact date of

4 this document, I do not know.

5 I do know it obviously -- that this is an

6 incomplete document and one of the things missing from it

7 are the pages that show the date.

8 MR. SINKIN: I have the pages where the

9 attorneys said who they are. But unfortunately it

10 doesn't have a date on it.

11 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) Dr. Sumpter, given that we

12 haven't been able to pinpoint the date exactly, do you

13 recognize this document as a document that you reviewed?

k]) 14 A I might be able to help you out. I'm looking

15 on page 35 of 36, so beyond that, where we identified, I

16 guess it's alleged Brown & Root engineering deficiencies.

17 And it'c my recollection rhen I took thic accignment in

18 December, that that information in this listing was

19 already available.

20 So that would lead me to suggest that this was

21 probably filed before I assumed my position in December;

22 because when I got there, these 17 or so issues were

23 already being reviewed in detail by various consultants

24 and what not.

25 In other words, they'd already been identified.

la
L/

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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((} l So that would lead me to believe that this had'already

2 been filed before I took my position.

3 Q Did you have occasion to deal with the

4 technical issues that you just pointed to on pages-35 and .

i

5 36? Did those come under your purview?

6 MR. GUTTERMAN: Mr. Chairman, I thought the

J7 CCANP representative assured me would show the connection
.,

8 with the issues in this proceeding. And I haven't sensed
(

9 that yet.

10 MR. SINKIN: Well, one of the problems we have,

11 counsel, is that he did not -- he thought he would have

12 specifically reviewed this document but his
.

i 13 responsibilities began apparently after it was filed.

.( ) ' 14 If he had said, "I reviewed it," we'd have been
,

15 right into it. Now, I'm trying to establish any other

16 linkage between him and this document that might exist

j 17 other than that he revicued it.

18 MR. GUTTERMAN: I think we're wasting time on a

|
' 19 document that's --

20 MR. SINKIN: I'll be happy to get into just

21 some questions about this document, Dr. Sumpter.

22 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) Turning to Page 3 as

' 23 identified in the document, Dr. Sumpter, it would be the

24 second page of the document, item 33 E.

25 A D?

(O
TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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( l Q E, as in effort.

2 As of May the 7th, 1981, when you first saw the

3 final -- let me determine, was it on May 7, 1981 that you

4 first saw the final three volumes all together of the

5 Quadrex report?

6 A Yes.

7 0 On that date, was it your opinion that Brown &

8 Root engineering management had failed to implement

9 effective interdisciplinary coordination and systems

10 integration?

11 A No, that was not my opinion.

12 0 Can you tell me uhy that was not your opinion?

13 A System integration was an issue that through

(p? 14 the '70s, because of the increasing complexity of NRCxv

15 regulations, was becoming more visible as relative to the

16 use of a separate group to perform this function, as

17 perhcps a more efficient wcy to get this arca reviewed,

18 as to compared to ways in the past.

19 In the late '70s, we, EL&P, had began working

20 with Brown & Root on various options and ways to deal

21 with the increasing complexity of NRC regulations.

22 For instance, in 1978, we had what we call

23 design review meetings with Brown & Root, where Brown &

24 Root brought together in one room the mechanical, the

25 electrical, the engineers and we would go down through

(?''}
C/'

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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(/~} l the systems. And each of these parties could hear how
\s

2 the other party thought the system was supposed to

3 operate. That was our first approach.
i

4 We felt that was taking an inordinant amount of a

5 time away from the normal engineering functions to get

6 prepared for those meetings; so our next view was then to

7 talk to Brown & Root about perhaps forming a separate

8 group to do this,

9 And af ter Mr. Saltarelli joined Brown & Root,

10 he, in fact, instituted such a group and they were

11 starting to undertake to perform this multi-disciplined

12 systems integration.

13 So as of May 7th,1980, I felt that Brown &
,

() 14 Root was adequately adressing.this whole crea.

15 0 May -- date was May 7, 19817

16 A Yeah, I'm sorry.

17 0 iThen is it that Mr. Saltarelli set up the

18 separate group?

19 A I believe the separate -- if systems design

20 assurance group was set up by Mr. Saltarelli in August of

21 1980,

22 0 And between late 1978 and August 1980, did the

23 design review group -- was that the process by which

24 systems integration was worked on? Those meetings were

25 only held in 1978. Yes.

D(L;
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- 5. (^T 1 0 You were tracing the evolution of in process.
' qs .

2 Was something different done in '79 up until August of

3 '80?

4 A I believe in 1979, Brown & Root engineering was

5 performing system integration the way it had been in the

6 past and there were also very heavily involved with show

7 cause order.

8 0 By in the past, do you mean simply through the

9 team leaders of the various disciplines?

10 A And review and comment of various drawings

11 being passed around to all the affected parties.

12 O When we speak of systems integration, looking

13 at item E again, are you including in that

(D ~ '

(,j 14 interdisciplinary coordination or do yon view

15 interdisciplinary coordination and systems integration as

16 comething different?

17 A I view those as pretty much one and the same.

18 0 You would have to have good interdisciplinary

19 coordination in order to achieve systems integration,

20 would you say that's correct?

21 A I'm not sure if you can state which one comes

22 before the other. It's an intreactive process.

23 Q As of May 7th,1981, was it your view, Dr.

24 Sumpter, that Brown & Root engineers and engineering

25 managers were unable to solve technical problems

O(O
TATE REPORTI!!G SERVICE, 498-8442
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(j'] - 1 necessary for licensing and completion of the design?
U

2 A Would you go through that again.

3 0 Actually I'm reading 33-G, that's why I thought

4 this might be useful. If you would read that and tell me -

5 if as of May 7, 1981, this was your view.

6' MR. GUTTERMAN: Mr. Chair' man, I'm having

7 trouble connecting that phrase to any of the Quadrex

8 findings that we're considering.

9- MR. SINKIN: Mr. Goldberg and I had extensive

10 dialogue, Mr. Chairman, on this very topic, and he

11 rendered his views on this topic. I'm now getting Dr.

12 Sumpter's views on this subject.

13 MR. GUTTERMAN: Mr. Chairman, I don't think Mr.

(A
i) 14 Sinkin's argument, with cil due respect, addresses thes

15 issue I was raising which is the issues that the

16 licensing Board is considering about the reportability of

17 the Quadre:: findings.

18 MR. SINKIN: It tells us the view of Brown &

19 Root engineering that was present at the time the Quadrex

20 review was done as one of the key people who reviewed the

21 Quadrex report, Dr. Sumpter's views as of that date are

22 crucial to the decisions that were made.

23 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I can we'll overrule that

24 objection.

25 A Would you repeat the question.

(

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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!( ) 1 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) The question was as of May 7,

2 1981, was it your view that Brown & Root engineers and

3 engineering managers were unable to solve technical

4 problems necessary for licensing and completion of the

5 design?

6 A I cannot speak to that in a global sense,

7- because of the fact that in 1980, I was no longer as in

8 close contact with the project on day-to-day engineering

9 activities because of the fact that we'd matrixed our

10 engineers over on to both projects. I was aware of some

11 problems that needed to be resolved in specific areas

12 that my engineers were dealing with. And in some cases,

13 we felt that Brown & Root was not solving those as as

() 14 expedituously as necessary. But that's the only context

15 I can give that answer. I can't speak globally on

16 0 You explained a coment ago the term matrixed.

17 You mean that you had engineers under you, some working

18 on South Texas, some working on Allens Creek and then|

19 they had someone over them covering areas other than what
i

20 you covered. Is that correct?,

!

21 A Yes, that's correct.

22 O And was that still the condition in May of '81,

23 were they still matrixed like that?

24 A Yes, that matrixing originally occurred I

25 believe in 1978.

!
r^s

!
!
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r^T 1 0 Turning to Page 32 of the exhibit as noted in
f. V

2 the exhibit, item N, as of May 7th, 1981, was it your

3 view that Brown & Root engineering management had failed

4 to properly review and verify the design to ensure that -
.

5 changes were made and that the design was adequate and

6 licenseable?

7 MR. GUTTERMAU: I'm not sure what that I

8 understand what the phrase means, so maybe it will will

9 do well to find out if the witness understands what that

10 means to begin with.

11 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) Do you have any problem in

12 understanding what is being stated in item n, Dr.

13 Sumpter?

() 14 A I'm trying to figure out the connection between .

15 the clause " failed to properly review and verify the

16 design" and the clause "to ensure that changes were

17 made." I'm not sure I under:tand thct connection.

18 0 Well, in the explanations I've heard of the

19 engineering process, you do the preliminary drawings and

20 they're considered preliminary because you're later going

21 to verify them. In the interim between the preliminary

22 drawing an the verification, it's not infrequent went

23 that there are changes that need to be made in the design

24 that's already being used, so you review the design to be

25 sure those changes have been made and then you ultimately

h

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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( 1 verify the design to be sure it incorporates all changes

2 that should have been made. Is that a basic outline of

3 the design process?

4 A That's roughly it. I'm not sure if the word in

5 this sentence here verify means verify in the Appendix B

6 B sense or verify in some -- as some lawyer may

7 understand it, just -- I'm not sure how it means.

8

9

10
,

11

12

13
tra
V 14

15

16
|

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

(/DV
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( 1 Q I see. I see.

2 Turning to page number 35 in the exhibit, Dr.

3 Sumpter. If you would review item 41 A, my question

'

4 will be as of May 7th,1981, were you aware of this

5 probl em. And my second question will be does this

6 accurately reflect the prob 1em that you were aware of ?

7 11R. GUTTERMAN: Mr. Cnairman, I'11 object

8 again. I can't recall that there is a Quadrex finding

9 at issue that relates to cable tray routing and

10 supports.

11 11R. SINKIN: Mr. Chairman, we've oeen enrougn

12 tnis debate. I'u not in tne Quadrex finuings, I'm in.

D
'# 13 uhat was ELLP's view of Eroun L Root's design and

14 engineering work on buy 7tn,1981, wnen eney began tueir

15 review of the Quadrex report. It's the context in whicn

16 the Quadrcx report arrives.

17 1iR. GUTTERMAN: I think the witness hac just

18 testified that he didn't have detailed involvement in

19 the design of the South Texas Project af ter 1978. I

20 don't think there's been any connection between tne

21 witness and this particular item to establish enat he

22 had any knowledge or that tnis would f orm a background

23 for his knowledge of the proj ect.

(O 24 >m. S1 ann: we11, chee wes ny v-y --

25 12. GUTTERIMU: And I really tnink that this

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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.

((~T 1 line of questioning is the most roundabout way of
%)

2 getting at anything that's relevant. It's going to

3 waste an awful lot of time and it's just not directly

4 related to any issue in this proceeding.

5 MR. SINKIN: Counsel has obj ected that I

6 haven't asked the very question I'm asking, was he

7 familiar with this on May 7th,1981. Counsel's

8 objecting that it hasn't been shown enat he was involved

9 in it. Well, I can't show he was involved in it unless

10 I ask him.

11 Mr. Chai rman, I nave anotner response wnen

12 you're finished..-

I,O
k/

13 JUDGE BECHH00FER: Oh, okay.

14 MR. SINKIN: The representations that nave

15 ceen ande as f ar as the meeting on 11ay 7th -- well,

16 actually the evaluation meeting May 8th, are that tne

17 Houston Lighting & Power personnel in that meeting

18 brought to that meeting their knowledge ano experience,

19 their knowledge of the Brown & Root design and

20 engineering process and their experiences with the Brown

21 & Root design and engineering process.

22 I am testing what the knowledge of the process

23 and the experiences with the process was as of rey ene
'(D\_J 24 7th,1981, through some specific examples that the'

25 witness can say he either was aware of or was not aware

| TATE REPORTIliG (713) 498-0442
.
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i 1 of.
( !

2 MR. GUTTERMAN: Well, I don't want to extend

3 the debate, Mr. Chai rman, but I think we nave 26

*

4 specific Quadrex findings that are in issue. That's a,

5 pretty wide sample to test the witness' knowledge aoout

6 the state of the design.

7 It appears to me there are sometning on une

8 order of twenty or more subparagrapns in this paragraph

9 41. If we're going to start the precedent of allowing

10 examination on each and every one of them, we're going

11 to be here e long time on matters that are not cirectly

.

12 .relatec to the issues identified in tne Board's order. ,

tf3
r J 13 MR. SINKIN: Mr. Chairman, I intend to touch

14 upon a total of thirteen of the iteau in this pleacing

15 excerpt. We have touched on three of tnem already.

16 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Well, just to prepare us,

17 do the others, any or some of the others relate to

18 Quadrex items?

19 HR. SINKIN: Many of them relate in the sense

20 of calling attention to a general problem in Brown h

21 Root's perf ormance that Quadrex also calleo a attention

22 to. As opposea to necessarily relating to the specific

23 deficiency that made Quadrex think of that pr oblem, they

(( )- 24 call attention to otner deficiencies, in some cases, and

25 perhaps tne same deficiencies.

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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(m(&) 1 I think there are a couple that will relate

2 directly. I look at page 37, item G, the isolation

3 valve cubicle, I believe that was of concern to Quadrex.

4 But I trust you understano that my approacn is

5 not at the moment the specitic tindings of Quaorex, out

6 rather the general ooservations Quadrex made of Brown &

7 Root's design and engineering process and whetner on May

8 7th and 8th the witness had an awareness of proolems

9 that might have given him a similar view of the procesu

10 even bef ore ne looked at the Quadrex report.

11 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I think f or this one we

12 will overrule the obj ection, but we don't think we will-

t (x-)
,

-

13 permit you to go into raaybe as many as you :aentioned.

14 MR. SINKIN: Okay. Well, 'I hope we'll go --

15 JUDGE BECHHOCTER: As an e::caple, ve'11 lot

16 you explore this one.

17 MR. GUTTERMAN: Mr. Cnairman, as long as we're

18 discussing the ground rules for where the exataination is

19 going, can I suggest that the examination be somewbut

20 tied to safety-related concerns?

21 MR. SINKIN: That's fine.

22 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Well, I would nope that all

23 the ones he mentions are saf ety-related, yes, that it

<O- 24 should be.

25 MR. SINKIN: Certainly.

TATE REPORTING (713) 496-8442
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.

(('"} l Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Now, Dr. Sumpter, have you
m-

|
2 had a chance to review item 41 A on what is marked as ;

3 page 35 of this exhibit? ;

*

4 A You want me to review 41 A as opposed to all

5 the allegations at the introduction to number 41, that

6 paragraph or so?

7 Q Well, I really did want to just try to -- you

8 can certainly read the introduction as the context, but

9 I want to try and deal with the specific examples ratner

10 than go through everything that's in the introduction.

11 A Yes, I' ve read 41 A.

' 12 0, Okay, zy question -- let's see, the first

D.
13 question was on May 7th,1981, whether you were aware of*

i

14 the problem described in this item. And the secono

15 question was whether it accurately describes tne problem

16 as you were aware of it.

17 MR. GUTTERMAN: I nave two suggestions. First

18 of all, can we have one question at a time?

19 MR. SINKIN: Sure.

20 MR. GUTTERMAN: And secondly, can we get a

21 definition of what "the problem" means?

22 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) This 41 A is titled cable

23 tray routing and supports, is it not, Dr. Sumpter?

24 A Yes, it is.

25 Q And it at some lengtn describes a problem for

TATC REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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((} I the subcontractors involved in the -- excuse me. No,

2 strike that, this is not that one.

3 That Brown & Root was having difficulties in

4 that there were congestion and interf erences making

5 cable pulling and electrical termi- tions extremely

6 difficult. And then it goes on to evaluate why tnat was

7 a problem and the more general concerns that were the

8 Dasis for that problem. That's what I meant by problem.

9 Do you understand the term problem as I'm using

10 it now?

11 MR. GUTTERMAN: I'm lost. I don't know if the

12 witness understands it, but is the question about

''
13 problems with cable pulling, proolems wica

14 interferences, the fact that the sentence before says

15 Brown & Root never completed the design?

16 HR. SINKIN: I'll ask the second -- I'll ask

17 the second question first.

18 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Does this describe a

19 situation with which you were f amiliar on May 7tn,19817

20 HR. GUTTERMAN: Are you talking about the

21 whole paragraph?

22 MR..SINKIN: The wholc paragraph.

23 A I was generally somewhat f amiliar with this

24 particular item on iky 7th, 1981.

25 Q (By ik. Sinkin) Well, since you've usea une

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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|

((^} l word generally, are there particular items that you read |
v

2 here that had not come to your attention as of May 7tn,

3 1981, specific items in this description?

*

4 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Are these the otner items

5 or items within A? |

6 MR. SINKIN: Items within A.

7 A I meant by the word generally that I was aware

8 of Brown & Root's approach to dealing with Regulatory

9 Guide 175, which was what tnis was about, and some of

10 the difficulties they were having with that. Tne

11 details of electrical terminations and cable pulling and

12 everything like that, I'm not an electrical engineer, so
(

' 13 I wasn't familiar with those kind of details, but I was

14 familiar with the overall situation. ,

15 0 (Dy Mr. Sinkin) There was a Nuclear

16 Regulatory Commission regulatory guide that governed the

17 situation descrioed in item A and Brown & Root was

18 having difficulty implementing the requirements of that

19 regulation; is that what you were aware of ?

20 MR. GUTTERIEN: Okay. Tnat's an awful

21 complex --

22 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: It's a guide,
i

23 MR, SINKIN: Excuse me?

) 24 JUDGE BECHBOEFER: It's not a regulation, it's

25 a guide.

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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1 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Guide.

2 A There was a Regulatory Guide No.175 that came
,

|

3 out in I believe 1974 or thereabouts that had to do

4 with, among other things, electrical separation and what

5 the NRC requirements were going to be. And Brown &

6 Root, as with every other architect engineer in the

7 co untry, had to take those general words and come up

8 with a design that they were going to implement and

9 that's what this particular item addresses.

10 0 Tais item says that Brown & Root never

11 completed the design and never implemented eitner

12 requirement satisf actorily.

co
- -

~

13 As or !%y 7th,1981, were you * aware or Brown &

14 Root having successf ully completed the design ~or

15 implemented the requirements of the regulatory guioe

16 satisf actorily7

i 17 A In 1981, my recollection is that Brown & Root

18 had attempted an approach through '75, '76, '77 cnat

19 they -- which would have met the regulatory guide whica

,

was physically extremely difficult to implement. There20

21 just wasn't enough space in the plant. In 1978 or '79,

4

; 22 I'm not sure exactly what the year was, Brown & Root

23 recognized tnis and modified their approach. And as or

D/ 24 1981, they were still going aoout getting those details

25 worked out.

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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( 1 So, they had not -- in answer to your

2 question, they had not completed the design yet.

3 Q And was it your view that the difficulties

*

4 experienced by Brown & Root traced to Brown & Root's

5 lack of nuclear experience?

6 A I'm not sure if I can really answer what the

7 cause of that was. Tnis was a new regulatory guide. We

8 had a three-train system which no otner plant in the

9 country hao. And Brown & Root Just trying to approach

10 it that turned out not to be pnysically realistic to

11 impl ement. I'm not sure what you coula, from my

12 personal technical viewpoint, pinpoint the cause of

- 13. that.

14 Q The three-tr ain system being more complicated

15 than a two-train system?

16 A No, it just required tnat instead of naving to

17 separate two trains from eacn other, I had to separate

18 three trains from each other.

19 Q Turning to page 36, Dr. Sumpter, item C, if
-

20 you would j ust review that f or a moment.

-21 A Okay.

22 Q Are you f amiliar witn -- were you f amiliar on
.

23 May 7th,1981, with the f ailure of Brown & Root to

k(]) 24 update basic calculations on electrical loads that nad

25 resulted in undersized auxiliary transf ormers and otner

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442|
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} transformers being installed in the plant?1

2 A No. I'd hearc -- I'm not sure if this problem

3 had surf aced by then and I just -- I had heard about

4 it. I'm not f amiliar with any of those details.

5 Q Item E on page 36, Brown & Root's inability to

6 manage subcontractors in relationship to design and

7 fabricating piping systems. Were you f amiliar on May

8 7th,1981 with the problem descriDed in item E7

9 HR. GUTTERMAN: I'm searching this paragraph

10 to find the saf ety-related implications of it, IR .

11 Chairman.

l ~ 12 I see reference to overly conservative-

) -

13 design.

14 MR. SINKIN: Tne safety-related implications,

15 will come in the causes, Mr. Gutterman.

, 16 MR. GUTTERMAN: No, I object on the grouncs
|

17 that it's got no nexus with the Quadrex issues in any

18 saf ety-related sense,

19 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Let me ask a foundationj

! 28 question then, Dr. Sumpter. Is the design and
t

21 fabrication of piping systems a saf ety-related activity?

22 A If the piping system is a saf ety-related

23 system, yes, it is.

() 24 Q Would you expect to tind pipe wnip restraints:
!

25 in non-safety-related systems?
|

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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|

(7-)
1 Well, I think we can short circuit this.

t
s-

2 Since the last words of the item are in the reactor

3 containment building, would piping systems in the

4 reactor containment building be safety-related?

5 A Some would, yes.

6 Q Some would, some would not?

7 A There may be some that are not.

8 Q Ninety percent are?

9 A There is a considerable number that are, let's

10 put it that way.

11 Q And it was Brown & Rocc's responsibility to

,
- 12 manage and -- were there subcontractors who were .

($
n

! .

A/ 13 installing saf ety-related piping in tne reactor -

14 containment building, Dr. Sumpter?

15 HR. GUTTERFAN: Mr. Chairman, I'll ooj ect to

16 that question because installation is clearly a

17 constr uction-relateo activity.

18 MR. SINKIN: Well, but you can't get backwards

19 to the management of it until you know whetner it's

e
20 nappening.

21 Mr. Chai rman, the objections are what's

22 slowing this down. If I can get a couple of good

23 questions in, I think we' re there.

(]) 24 If you've got a proolem with this example,

25 we'll move on to the next one.

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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((')g 1 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Let's try the HVAC examples,
%

2 Dr. Sumpter, on page 37, item F. Arc you f amiliar witn

3 that problem or were you f amiliar with that problem on

4 May the 7th,19817

5 A I'm familiar with part of this, all these
.

6 allegations.

7 Q Which part are you f amiliar with?

8 A The first paragraph -- primarily the first |

9 paragraph.
,

10 0 Is it your understanding that the cause of the

11 failure to update basic calculations notec in tne first

12 paragraph resulted trom the Brown & Root HVAC engineers

0 13 f ailing to understand and comply with basic nuclear

14 power plant design requirements?

15 A No, I don't believe there's a connection

16 between those two sentences as f ar as cause and effect.

17 Q What in your view was the cause of Brown &

18 Root's f ailure to update the basic calculations wnicn ,

i

19 resulted in what is characterized nere at least as a

|20 serious design deficiency?

21 A I don't know really what the cause was.

|

22 Q Turning to item G on page 37, Dr. Sumpter.

23 JUDGE BECHBOEFER: Just a minute.

|- 24 MR. SINKIN: Yes.

25 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Could you answer one
i

I
' TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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1 further question on the HVAC system?

2 THE WITNESS: Yes, sir.

3 JUDGE BECHHOEFER . At what point in time had
#

4 you become aware of whatever is described here in the

5 first paragraph that you answered questions on? j
.

6 THE WITNESS: Would you repeat that, please?

7 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: At what point in time did

8 you become aware of the situation described in paragraph

9 F, the portion of it to which you said you were

10 f amiliar ?

11 THE WITNESS: I was aware that the -- in Haren

12 of 1980, HL&P had uncovered that the BVAC system in the

(O 13 rad waste control room which initially was a

14 non-saf ety-related system should have been a

15 saf ety-related system because Brown & Root had moved

16 into that control room the saf e shutdown panel. It

17 wasn' t originally tnere. And in the course of tnem

18 laying out various panels, they had moved it into the

19 rad waste control room and that panel was a

< - 20 saf ety-related panel and theref ore the cooling system

21 for that room needed to be safety-related. And that's

22 the first time I was aware that we were having some

23 problems with the HVAC system relative to what's in tnis

24 first paragraph.

25 JUDGE BECHBOEFER: Do you happen to know

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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( 1 whether the matter that's referenced in the second and

2 third paragraphs were at least in existence as of May

3 '81 or did they arise later?

4 THE WITNESS: I don't know specifically. I

5 was aware that Brown & Root had subcontracted out to

6 Off shore Power Systems a total review of tne HVAC

7 system. And in March through May of 1981, Brown & Root

8 indicated that they were making a number ot changes to

9 the system based on the comments that OPS was making.

10 But we didn't get into any oetails as to what those

11 specifics were, so I can't tell you if the second ano

12 third paragraphs were a par't of that, what was going on

D 13 in that time frame.

14 Q ( By Mr . Sinkin) Dr. Sumpter, in March or '81

15 you became aware tnat Brown & Root had moved a rad

16 waste -- a saf e shutdown panel you said into tne rad

17 waste control room; is that correct?

18 A In March of 1980.

19 0 In March of 1980, excuse me.

20 A Yes.

21 Q And the saf e shutdown panel is itself a piece

22 of saf ety class equipment?

23 A That's correct.

() 24 Q So, that changed the definition of the whole

25 room because bef ore there had been no saf ety class

TATE REPORTING (713) 498 8442
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I

( 1 equipnent in it?

2 A Well, you don't call che room a safety-related
1

3 room. That just necessitated that the cooling -- !

'

4 Q Well, the HVAC system in the room --
.

5 A Needed to be saf ety-related, that's correct.

6 0 -- needed to be saf ety-related.
,

7 In March of 1980, was a review begun to see if

8 this was a potentially reportable item under 50.55(e)?

9 A I don't know about that.
.

10 Q Did you have any responsibility in March of

11 1980 to see that such reviews be begun?

12 A No, that was the responsibility of the people

13 on the proj ect.

14 Q By people on the project, do you mean the

15 people actually on site? How are you diff erentiating

16 yourself from --

17 A The people who were at tnat time assigned to

18 the proj ect and for the most part f rom engineering in

19 Brown & Root's offices on Clinton Drive.

20 Q Are you saying that it was Brown & Root's

21 responsibility to initiate reviews of potentially

22 reportable items under 50.55(e), but not HLEP's

23 responsibility?

) 24 A No. If Brown & Root uncovered a situation

25 they were, under obligation to notify HL&P because we

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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1 were the ones who would report under 50.55 (e) . And then(( },

2 we would conduct an investigation probably using or in

3 concert with the Brown & Root people to determine its

4 reportability.

5 Q Well, hypothetical. March 1983, you

6 personally discover that Brown & Root has moved a safe

7 shutoown panel into the rad waste control room and the

8 HVAC system in that room is not classified

9 saf ety-related. You realize it should be. Do you

10 initiate a review to see if it should be reported or

11 notified to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission unoer

12 50.55(e)? -

'O 13 A At that time our procedure would require that

14 I notify the chairman of the IRC of the situation I

15 found and ask him to conduct a preliminary

16 investigation.

17- Q And would that have been the same procedure in

18 May' of 1981?

19 A That's the procedure I was talking about, in

20 May of 1981. Tnat's the procedure --

21 Q Okay. Let the record be clear, my

22 hypothetical had said March 1980 you walk in and see it.

23 A Oh, Ihrch 1980. I believe the procedure was
..-)' 24 the same in March of 1980.

25 Q Do you know if, in fact, in March of 1980

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-3;42
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' (( } ,

there was a notification to the Nuclear Regulatory1

2 Commission of a potentially reportable item under

3 50.55(e) that covered the situation you described with

'

4 the panel?

5 A Now do I know that or then?

|

l. 6 Q Now do you know that?
!

7 A Now I know there was not.

8 O In your view if you discovered that kind of a

9 condition, a very similar condition today, would you

10 initiate a review pursuant to 50.55(e)?

11 A Knowing the information necessary, that it was

12 a deficiency and if it was releaseo for construction and

10
13 the lack of that saf ety-related cooling system could

.

14 adversely affect the operation of the plant, yes, I

15 would probably initiate a call to the IRC chairman.

16 Q What do you think in March of 1980 was the

17 cause of Brown & Root tailing to realize the HVAC system

18 needed to be reclassifieo?

19 A I don't really know wnat the cause was. It

20 could have been -- well, there's various possibilities.

21 I don't know what the cause really was.

22 Q I believe you said that it was in 1978 that

23 the matrix organization was first put in place; is that

U" 24 correct?

25 A Whenever HL&P moved over to Brown & Root's

m
TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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(G office, we also made organizational changes relative to
,.

N 1r

2 setting up a matrixed management system, and I believe

3 that was in 1978.

4 Q And f rom that time forward, your level of

5 involvement directly in the South Texas Nuclear Project

6 was less than it had been before?

7 A Yes. My interaction and dey to day knowledge

8 of activities going on on tne project was less.

9 Q Turning to item G, page 37, the isolation

10 valve cubicle item.

11 Have you f amiliarizea yourself?

. 12 A On, okay.

'O
~

13 Q- Just please f amaliarize yourself . for the

14 moment.

15 Are you ready?

16 A One minute.

17 Okay.

18 Q You've read item G--

19 A Yes.

20 Q -- the isolation valve cubicle problem.

21 Are you aware of tne problem that's descrioea

22 in this item for the isolation valve cucicle on May 7tn,

23 1981?

24 A Yes, I was.'

25 Q Did you attribute the problem of Brown &

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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!( 1 Root's f ailure to properly understand and consider
)

2 regulatory requirements? |
'

3 A I'm not sure what the people that wrote this

"
4 meant by that.

5 Q I'm really asking for your understanding as |

6 opposed to your understanding of what they might have

7. meant.

8 A Oh, okay. Tne problem was that Brown & Root

9 began to design a restraint for the piping going through

10 the IVC. We at HL&P did not feel that that was a

11 physically possible design, if you will. It was going

12 to be very huge, large. And we talked to some-

'O 13 consultants who indicateo that they felt similar to we I

14 cid, Brown & Root was having difficulty completing the

15 design and that was the kind of problem. We eventually I
|

16 worked out a contract with another consultant who was an i

17 expert in pipe restraint design ana tney started to

18 design this.

19 That was the problem. _I don't know what the j

20 cause was.

21 Q HL&P went out and hired somebody else to co

22 this work rather than nave Brown & Root subcontract?

23 A L311, in agreement witn Brown & Root --

24 Q In agreement with Brown & Root. )

25 A Brown & Root and we agreed to go get another

-

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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i() 1 party to look at this.

'

2 Q Item H -- let's skip item H. Let's go to item

3 N on page 39.

4 A Okay.

5 Q Were you aware on Pay 7th,1981, of the

6 problem described in item H, Dr. Sumpter?

7 A Ho, I don't know if that problem had surf aced

8 at that time.

9 Q Hoving to the second item N, apparently

10 there's a typographicc1 error, the accond iten N is beam

11 to column. If you woulo review that.

' e-- 12 A Okay.
b5

13 Q Were you aware of cne tnermal loads proolem

14 that was affecting the oesign of structural steel in the

-15 reactor containment builcing. As or May 7tu, 1981, were

16 you aware of that?

|

17 A Yes.

| 18 Q Did t.his f ailure Dy Brown & Roor to consider

i
! 19 thermal loacs represent in your mind a weakness in Brown
;

1 20 & Root's design verification?

21 A What happened in this particular problem was;

|

| 22 that the structural engineer took a temperature that had

!
| 23 been generated by the nuclear analysis group and in the

- 24 load calculation where he was summing up tne loads,

25 instead of putting the temperature in that nuclear

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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({ } 1 analysis group put in, Hhe zeroed it out, put T equal

2 zero in the calculation. He f elt he had a technically

1

3 justifiable reason for doing that. |

#

4 As it turned out, that resulted in these

5 components being overstressed. That calculation was

6 checked by Brown & Root, and checking in Brown & Root

7 was a f airly rigorous process.

8 That may or may not have indicated a weakness

9 in the design verification. It was an isolated

10 incident. I'm not sure what you can attribute the cause

11 of that to. ,

12 Q Bef ore that zeroing out' of,the thermal load7s
) *

13 snoula nave had any impact on the actual installation,'' -

14 should there have been a verification of his decision to

15 zero out that load?

16 A There was.

17 Q There was? And did tne verifier caten the

b't that was une wrong18 fact that he had zeroed it out, u

19 decision?

20 A The calculation I looked at personally during

21 the Quadrex review -- you have to understand, Brown &

22 Root did a number of what I would call preliminary

23 checks. Every calculation tney did was checked. Tney
-,

~s 24 didn't take preliminary data and co a calculation ano

25 Just send it out with no one looking automatic it.

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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i,( } 1 Per their procedure, the checking process was

2 almost as rigorous as, if you will, design verification
|

3 per Appendix B. It had all the attributes. They then

4 had another person do what they called a preliminary

5 verification. And their plan was anytime they went back

6 to a calculation, it would be checked and verified

7 again, even before they got to the final verification.

.8 So, they were doing a number of verirications

9 in there and in this particular one the verifier agreed

10 with the decision to zero out the temperature. He nao

11 signed the calculation.

12 Q And the person who did the I enink you calleo~
,

- 13 it preliminary re' view? Tnere's like a third person in

14 the chain.

15 A There was a chc;Ler and then a verifier.

16 Q Preliminary verification.

17 A Preliminary, yes.

18 Q Okay. Did the -- person one does it, zeroes

19 it 'dt. Person two, the cnecker, did the checker agree

20 it should be zeroed out?

21 A Yes.'

22 Q And then comes the verification and the

23 verifier agreed that it snould be zeroec out?

()
- 24 A Yes.

25 Q The result is a design in the field in which

9
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(}} 1 there was too much stress in the beam to column
,

2 connection?

3 A Yes.
*

4 I did not meet -- neither Quadrex nor I met

5 with the individuals to determine why they felt it was

6 technically justifiable to zero tnat temperature out.

7 We did not pursue that.

8 Q You did not actually meet with those --

9 A No, we did not ask the individual why did you

10 make this temperature zero.

11 Q Did the f act that tnree people in the enain of

12 this design would approve something that results in
(7, q -

(/
'

13 excessive stress in the design ' raise a question in your

14 mind about the competence of the people tnat were

15 perf orming that task?

16 A Not necessarily. I'm not a structural

17 engineer. They may have had a very logical, sound

18 technical reason for doing that.

19 Q Item N, the second N, indicates that this was

29 a problem which Brown & Root could not solve prior to

21 being terminated as architect engineer. Is it a problem

j 22 that they could not solve what to do about the

23 overstressed beam to column connections, is that the
s

(b )v 24 problem that was not solved?

25 MR. GUTTERMAN: I'll obJ ect to the question if

! TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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((~) I the implication of it is to ask a witness what the
v

2 document means. He already testified he didn't
,

i

I3 participate in its drafting, he doesn't know exactly --

4 MR. SINKIN: All right.

5 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Prior to leaving the proj ect,

6 was Brown & Root able to resolve the overstressed beam

7 to column connections?

8 A I Delieve that the final report -- this was

9 reported to the NRC and I believe the final report had

10 not yet been turned in and approved by the NRC when

11 Brown & Root was terminated.

12 MR. SINKIN: Mr. Cnalrman, CCANP Exhibit 92

CC:) -

13 was marxed f or ioentification. I would like it to Just

14 travel with the record to illustrate what the witness

15 and I were addressing since we didn't often read the

! 16 item into the record.
|

17 MR. GUTTERMAN: I don't think enere's any

18 ruling necessary for that, Mr. Cnai rman.

19 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Tnat's correct.

29 MR. GUTTERMAN: Could I suggest this mignt be

21 an appropriate time for a break?

22 MR. SINKIN: Sure. That's fine.

23 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Are you at a Dreaking
;

.. g-

1(- 24 point?i
,

l

25 MR. SINKIN: Yes.

| TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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( - 1 JUDGE SHON: I think we all are.

2 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Tnis one will Je a few

3 minutes, like - well, I usually say fif teen. It may be

4 a couple of minutes longer than that.

5 (Recess.)

6

7

8

9
,

10

11

- 12
(;, s,J
'

13

14

15

16

- 17

18

19

20

21

22

23

( 24i

25

!
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(,() 1 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Back on the record.

2 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Dr. Sumpter, I want to return

3 for just a moment to the problem we d'iscussed in the
. classification of the RVAC in the rad waste control room4

5 after the safety shutdown panel was moved in. March of

6 1980, you became aware of that problem. Is that correct?

7 A No, I became aware of that problem sometime

8 after that in 1980, I'm not sure when.

9 0 But prior to May 7, 19817

10 A Prior to May 7, that's correct.

11 Q As you understand that problem, should a review

12 have been instituted to determine whether it was

13 potentially reportable undet 50.55(e) ?

14 A At what time frame?

15 0 Well, as you understand the problem now that

16 was discovered in March of 1980, in March of 1980, should

17 a review have been initiated to determine whether a

18 potentially reportable finding existed?

19 A Yes, I believe so.

20 0 Moving forward in time -- let me make it

! 21 hypothetical so we don't have to worry about whether you

22 actually did it.

23 Let's say that in March of 1980, there was

24 something where a review of potentially reportability

25 should have begun and didn't. And in November of 1980,

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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i 1 you find out about both the deficiency and the fact that

2 no review has been begun for potential reportability.

3 First of all, I assume you would begin that

4 review for potential reportability; is that correct? o

5 A I would have noticed -- let's see, in November

6 of '81?

7 Q No, no, no, wait. I see the date does matter

8 to you. November of '80, I'm trying to stay within that

9 time frame.

10 A I was just trying to pin the date down relative

11 to who I would notify to begin the review in the

12 procedure, that's all. That's the only thing the date

13 means.

) 14 Q Let's say November 1980 for the sake of t.he

15 hypothetical, you find out that the review hasn't been

16 begun, you decide it should be done; do you notify the

'

17 chairman of the Incident Review Committee to begin that

18 review?

19 A I would call the chairman of the Incident

20 Review Committee.

21 Q The fact that a review was not begun in March,

22 is that, in your view, a separate item which might

23 produce a notification?

24 In other words, for some reason, something

25 where a review of potential reportability should have
,

1

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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(,( ) 1 been was not done in a timely fashion, is that another

2 item -- let me call to your -- to your attention 50.55(e)

3 and we'll take a look at that for just a moment. That

4 might help.

5 We have my definition in the hypothetical, we

6 have a deficiency that is safety related which, if not

7 corrected, could affect the ultimate safety of the plant.

8 We've satisfied all those preliminary requirements in

9 50.55 (e) and we' re now down at section lii -- iii.

10 Are you following me?

11 A Yes.

12 O Okay. If you discovered that a review for

l 13 potential reportability should have begun but was not
,

14 begun within a timely -- in a timely fashion, would that

15 constitute in your view something that would fall under

16 50.55(e) lii, a significant deficiency -- I'm sorry, a

! 17 single -- a significant breakdown in any portion of the

18 quality assurance program?

19 MR. GUTTERMAN: I will object to that. This is

20 a hypothetical that's just got no direct relationship to

21 any of the findings we're litigating. There's no finding

22 about the need to report failures to report; all of the

23 Quadrex issues were related to questions of design, not

24 questions of following reporting responsibilities to the
,

25 NRC.
!

|
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([) 1 MR. SINKIN: We're testing the current

2 competence of the witness, so why don't we set it as of |

3 today and then we can avoid the objection.

4 MR. REIS: It's just too tangential to any of -

5 the issues in the case to have any meaning. We're just

6 spinning wheels and going around wasting time.

7 MR. GUTTERMAN: And I can't see any reason why

8 we would be testing the current competence of Dr. Sumpter

9 when he doesn't have any current responsibilities to

10 perform this kind of activity.

11 MR. SINKIN: That's why I picked November of

12 1980 in the first place when he did have

13 responsibilities, but we can try that.

((}.\* 14 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: The Board will sustain the

15 - objection, but on the basis that the situation described

16 as a matter of law could not in itself constitute a

17 significant breakdown. I think the question could not

18 receive a meaningful answer. We recognize the problems

19 about expertise currently and early as well. Dr. Sumpter

20 has no responsibility today for that, for 50.55 (e) .
4

21 MR. SINKIN: I set the example in November of --
. , _

22 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I realize.

23 MR. SINKIN: -- November of 1980 when he did

24 have responsibilities snd that was the one of the

25 aspects.

,

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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((} 1 JUDAGE BECHHOEFER: But the example you posed

2 does not constitute a significant breakdown.

3 MR. SINKIN: I am concerned that you have made

4 a ruling of law before we've had any chance to respond to

5 it as a matter of law.

6 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Single failure to respond,

7. failure to report something would not, in our view,

8 constitute a significant breakdown. A single failure to --

9 MR. SINKIN: I guess what disturbs me is your

10 saying that if Brown & Root discovers a significant

11 deficiency in design which if not corrected would produce

12 a potential safety impact and they do not communicate to

13 Houston Lighting & Power that they have found such a

). - 14 design so that a review can be initiated pursuant to

15 50.55(e), or they do not, themselves, initiate a review,

16 then that does not constitute a significant breakdown in

17 quality assurance. I'm not --

18 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: A separate violation, not

19 the original situation that you described. The failure

20 to report it once.

21 MR. SINKIN: You are saying that the failure to

22 initiate a review, itself --

23 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: A review of the failure to

24 report, which is what your question said.

25 MR. SINKIN: Yes.

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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*[J^h 1 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: That would not be a-

2 significant breakdown.

3 MR. SINKIN: Well, I'm sorry, the way you just

4 said it is different. There seems to me there's three -

5 things.

6 MR. REIS: Mr. Chairman, we've gone on a while.

7 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: We have ruled.

8 MR. REIS: Re-argument of trhe ruling of the

9 Board.

10 MR. SINKIN: It's a ruling of the Board on a

11 matter of law which will effect what findings we file. I

12 th, ink we're entitled to understand clearly what the

.

ruling of law is because we've talked about three13

() 14 .different motions.
,

15 One is you find the deficiency and you don't

16 initiate -- you find the deficiency and you don't

17 initiate a review of 50.55(e); the second is you discover

18 months later that no review was begun.

19 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: We have ruled and I think in

20 the context of your question, we've ruled. And I don't

21 want to try to rule on every hypothetical you can dream

22 up at this stage.

23 MR. SINKIN: I'm just trying to understand

24 which one you ruled on, that's all, which one it is that

25 you were ruling, that's all I was trying to understand.

(k )
us
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i (]) 1 And perhaps the record will enlighten me on that.s.

2 O (By Mr. Sinkin) In your testimony at Page 3,

3 line 10, Dr. Sumpter, you state that you had managerial

4 responsibility for HL&P's reporting of design

5 deficiencies, from February 1975 until March 1981. Could

'6 you give me little detail on what your managerial

7 responsibilities were in that context?

8 A I was responsible, and the responsibility

9 varied as the character of the project changed, for up

10 and to the -- on South Texas, up until the matrixing

11- organizational change, for calling in to the NRC any

12 reportable deficiencies that were design related.
-

13 After we matrixed on South Texas, that

( 14 responsibility shifted as far as calling in and making
,

15 'the reportability determination on those activities, to

16 the project, licensing personnel and the project manager.

17 On the Allen's Creek Project, I still had that

18 primary responsibility.;

19 Q After the matrixing?

20 A Well, throughout until the project was

21 terminated.
.#

22 O Okay. You said that before matrixing on South

23 Texas, you had responsibilities for calling in to the NRC

24 any potentially reportable deficiency. Was that the

25 extent of your responsibility, you made the call, or were'

,

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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1 you serving in some evaluation capacity as to whether in

2 fact such a call should be made?
,

3 A You didn't -- you didn't exactly characterize

j 4 what I said. I had responsibilities for making the o

i 5 reportability determination and calling it in, up until,

6 on South Texas at least, up until the project was

7 matrixed and those were only for design -- essentially;

-8 home office design related deficiencies, not deficiencies
,

'

9 at the site or uncovered at the site.

| 10 Q Even if those deficiencies were design related?

11 A Even if those were design related. That was

12 handled by the QA manager.

13 0 In the change that took place in the matrixing
.

14 in 1978, remained in place until as of March of 1981, you

15 had not -- excuse me. Between 1978 when it was matrixed
.

16 and March of 1918, did you not have any responsibilities

17 for 50.55(e) reporting at the South Texas Project?

18 A In the context of evaluating deficiencies and

19 calling the NRC, no.

20 Q You list, starting at line 12 on Page 3, three

; 21 activities that were part of your responsibility. The
'

22 first is development of HL&P and Brown & Root reporting
,

'

23 procedures. After the matrixing, did you still have that

24 responsibility for South Texas?;

25 A No. Those procedures were -- no, after '78,

O
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((]) 1 no. I did not have direct managerial responsibility for

2 development of those procedures.

3 Q How about the sponsoring of training seminars

4 for HL&P personnel?

5 A I think through my Licensing Department, I made

6 sure that those training seminars -- the requirement that

7 HL&P personnel reviewing safety related work have

8 received appropriate training. I made sure that my

9 licensing people assigned to the project accomplished

10 that function, accomplished that task.

11 0 Your licensing people provided the training?

12 A Yes.
.

'

13 O And you made sure that they did it? -

() 14 A I made -* I reviewed the training program and

15 made sure that the requirer.ent was instituted and that

16 that training was carried out.
,

17 Q And what about -- well, I think you've answered'

| 18 the third part, the evaluation of design matters for
!

19 reportability after matrixing, you didn't have any

! 20 responsibility that you -- after matrixing, did you still

21 review Brown & Root system design descriptions for the

22 South Texas Nuclear Project?

23 I'm looking at that time bottom of Page 3.

24 A I had managerial responsibility for the

25 engineers who reported to me in the areas that they were

()
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(') 1 responsible for, to see that those functions were
U

2 accomplished.

3 Q The same would be true for specifications?

4 A Yes. All those items, the engineers who wero -

5 in my department who worked on the South Texas project,

6 performed those functions.

7 Q As part of your responsibilities, did you

8 review the quality assurance audits of Brown & Root
(

9 engineering conducted by HL&P?

10 A No, I did not.
,

11 By that I mean I did not review the audited

12 reports on a routine basis the Quality Assurance

13 Department either within HL&P or Brown & Root generated.

) 14 0 occasionally a report would be brought to your
,

15 attention?

16 A If there was a OA audit that uncovered some

17 matters that had to do specifically with technical items

18 in engineering, they may bring that to my attention --

19 may have brought that to my attention.

20 Q Do you remember a Brown & Root -- an HL&P

21 quality assurance audit of Brown & Root that focused on

22 ALARA requirements in the '79, '80 period, being brought

23 to your attention at that time?
,

24 A This was an audit conducted by --

25 0 HL&P of Brown & Root design engineering. The

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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'.h I problem focused on is ALARA

2 A I'm trying to think. I can't recall one way or

3 the other whether an audit was done of ALARA in that t ime

4 frame. Right now, I can't remember.

5 Q During the course of the Quadrex review, prior

6 to the completion of the Quadrex review, was a concern

7 about Brown & Root's ALARA work brought to your

8 attention?

9 A Yes.

10 0 By whom?

11 A Mr. Standley of the Quadrex Corporation.

12 MR. SINKIN: Mr. Chairman, I'm going to give

13 the court reporter three copies of what is Applicants''
li'\ 14 Exhibit 65. Since everyone else has Applicants' Exhibit

15 65, we only have three copies if that's all right.

16 MR. REIS: What is it?

17 MR. SINKIN: It is a letter dated March the

18 16th,1981 of two pages, f rom Mr. Lawrence Stanley to Dr.

19 J.R. Sumpter.

20 MR. SINKIN: Mr. Chairman, I recognize it's our

21 exhibit and'we have it, but just don't have it right in

22 front of me.

23 MR. REIS: I don't have it either.

24 MR. SINKIN: Well, perhaps for the --

25 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Can you refer me to a number

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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l[])' 1 just off the record?

2 (Discussion off the record.) ,

3 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I guess we can go on the

4 record. -

5 MR. SINKIN: Let me do this, Mr. Chairman. I

6 will give you my copy to see if it becomes necessary.

7 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) Dr. Sumpter, if you would take

8 a moment to review that letter.

9 MR. SINKIN: For the record, Applicants'

10 Exhibit 65 has not yet been marked for identification.

11 The designation of Applicant Exhibit 65 comes f rom their

12 letter sent out with their testimony that this would be

13 Applicant 65 and Applicants have expressed their intent

) 14 to introduce it. So I won't change any markings and we

15 won't introduce it at this time.

16 I'm simply going have to Dr. Sumpter identify

17 it and ask a couple of questions about it.

18 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) Have you reviewed that, Dr.

19 Sumpter? !

20 A Yes, I have.

21 Q Do you recognize this as a letter that Dr.

22 Stanley sent to you on March the 16th to inform you about

23 his views of the Brown & Root ALARA program?

24 A Yes, I do.

25 0 At that time, did you initiate any review to

b
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t,( } l see if the findings of Dr. Sumpter were potentially

2 reportable findings pursuant to 50.55(e)?

3 A You mean Mr. Stanley's?

4 Q Mr. Stanley.
.

5 A No, I did not.

6 MR. SINKIN: I'm going to distribute what I

7 would ask be marked as CCANP 93 and ask you to review

8 this letter, Dr. Sumpter.

9 (CCANP Exhibit 93 marked

10 for identification.)
,

11 THE WITNESS: I'm finished.

12 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) Do you recognize this letter,

13 Dr. Sumpter?

() 14 A I vaguely recall this response back from Brown

15 & Root.

16 0 On the second page in the list of people who

17 are copied, there's a "J.R. Sumpter," parentheses,

18 " tHL&P,)" close parentheses; is that you?

19 A Yes, that's me.

20 0 In your recollection -- well, in the first

21 paragraph of the Brown & Root letter, CCANP 93, Mr.

22 Hawks, who wrote the letter, refers to a March 16th, 1981

23 meeting between HL&P and Brown & Root, where a letter

24 containing preliminary findings of the engineering review

25 of Brown & Root was presented. Is it your recollection

,D
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( ) 1 that such a meeting was held?

2 A Yes.

3 Q Were you in attendance?

4 A Yes, I was. '|

5 Q Was the letter referred to the letter from Dr.
|

6 Stanley -- from Mr. Stanley to you? |
7 A Yes, I believe it was.'

8 Q And the March 20th letter, CCANP 93, is a

9 follow-up to that meeting from Mr. Hawks telling what

10 Brown & Root intends to respond to the Stanley letter,

11 the concerns of the Stanley letter?

12 A Letter of March 20th is a confirmation of the

13 agreements that were reached at that meeting, an,d the
,

() 14 meeting was really a culmination of a number of events
t

15 that started long before Quadrex arrived on the scene.

16 0 The ALARA problem was a long standing problem;

17 there were difficulties with Brown & Root's ALARA

18 analysis?

. 19 A No, I wouldn't clasify it as ALARA problem.

20 I'm talking about the whole ALARA concept from a

21 management, from HL&P's management viewpoint.

22 Once the NRC repertory guide 8.8 came out in

23 probably 1973, '74, BL&P, over the seven or eight years

24 up until this date, developed a number of approaches to

25 deal with ALARA.
1

(
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(( ) 1 And we interfaced with all our various

'2 contractors to let our -- to explore how they were going

3 to deal with this and let our views be known. And the

4 approaches to ALARA were changing and improving over the

5 years. And at this point in time, we had some things we

6 would like Brown & Root to do, and the meeting, the

7 meeting this letter talks about was the meeting where

8 Brown & Root agreed to do those things.

9 Q Did Dr. Stanley's letter of March the 16th

10 indicate to you that the Brown & Root was not doing the

11 things that you had expected they would have been doing?

12 A Yes. At this point in time, we had developed I

13 guess what's referred to in Dr. Stanley's letter as ,

14 guidelines, documented guidelines, on how to conduct

15 ALARA reviews.

16 Ue had also developed a videotaped training

17 program, went along with that manual. This was the first

18 one developed in this industry, no one had done it

19 before. And we asked Westinghouse, General Electric,

20 EBASCO, and Brown & Root, to implement that program in

21 their procedures.

22 At this point in time, we had, of course,

23 whenever you go out to a contractor and say, "I've got a

24 program I'd like you to implement," you get reactions

25 from all the way from, " Gee, that's a great idea," to "I

- (.
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'

1 don' t agree with you. ''

2 So you have to explain your view and where you |

3 are coming from and why you think this would help improve

'4 things, and at this point in time, I believe we were, me -

5 and my Health Physics Department, were perhaps frustrated

6 that Brown & Root was slower in agreeing to adopt this

7 than we would have liked.t

8 We were being very aggressive and pushing very

9 hard. And Quadrex was made aware of this, and agreed,

10 this is the only time this happened during the middle of

- 11 the review, because both Brown & Root and us were almost

12 at the point of agreement where HL&P's staff of health

13 ' physics were essentially working hand-in-hand with Brown

(O 14 & Root's hee 1th physicists end so3nt1r conduce e
.

$ 15 re-review, primarily because the plant design had been

16 changing a lot and the early ALARA needed to be updated.

I 17 And so we were about ready to go and Mr.

18 'S.tanley agreed to send this letter as he willed a final

19 push and we sat down with Brown & Root in the middle of

20 March and they agreed to all these points in here and we'

21 were ready to go.

22 Q Did Dr. Stanley do any independent analysis on

23 ALARA before writing this letter or was he taking the

24 information you were providing him in order to write the

25 letter?

TATE REPORTING SERVICE, 498-8442
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(( )..
1 A Quadrex did look at the plant design from an

2 ALARA viewpoint. The points of this program that he put

3 in his letter we were in agreement with. I don't know if

4 he -- if we thought them or brought those to all of those

5 to the -- to his attention ourselves and he agreed with
'

6 them or there was some combination of the two.

7 But I had seen and agreed to this letter before

8 he sent it.

9 0 Were there other occasions during the Quadrex

10 review when you requested or discussed with Mr. Stanley

11 sending such a letter, a letter designed to provoke
\

12 action on the part Brown & Root?

13 A No, there were no other occasions.

() 14 MR. SINKIN: Mr. Chairman, I would move CCANP

15 93 into evidence. -
!

16 MR. PIRFO: Staff has no objection.

17 MR. GUTTERMAN: No objections. |

18 (CCANP Exhibit 93 admitted ;

19 into evidence.)

20 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) In your testimony at Page 4,

21 line 21, Dr. Sumpter, you say that Mr. Goldberg told you
|

-
\

22 that he desired an independent evaluation of STP ,

23 engineering. What was the purpose of this evaluation as

24 expressed to you by Mr. Goldberg?

25 A He indicated to me that he was new to the

f:
l'
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(f) 1 company, he had talked -- his month or so being there, to

2 a number of our people, and some Brown & Root people, and

3 he wanted really an independent look at the status of

4 engineering, where we were; that was point one. o

5 Point two was, he wanted to get an idea of how

6 Brown & Root was dealing with what he termed the unique

7 nuclear issues. How they were handling those. So give

8 him at least some feel for what the project, how well the

9 project was doing from the engineering, technical

10 engineering side primarily.

11 0 Originally, this review was fairly short in its --

12 as envisioned in its duration, wasn't it2 I mean what

13 was the original concept of how long this review would

(O 14 eake2

15 A He initially indicated, I think the words were

16 two to three week review. That's all be said in our

17 initial discussions.

18 And after I met with Quadrex, we started

19 exploring how we'd go about this review. I just

20 indicated to Mr. Goldberg that we were going to need some

21 time to prepare the questions, some time to get the

22 review to Brown & Root and then some time for Brown &

23 Root to answer them and then to interface with them.

24 We never did go back to what he really meant by

25 the two to three weeks, you know, whether the March

(O
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-(h 1 review time waJ a two to three weeks or not. But we

2 ended up with the program we did.

3 (No Hiatus.)

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12 -
,

- 13 -

(O
~~

14 .

.

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

.co
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(d 1 Q Once the program was dropped, did you discuss
V

2 with Mr. Goldberg that it was going to take longer tnan

3 two to three weeks just by its very nature?

4 A No, I Just outlined to him what we were going

5 to do and he gave us the go ahead.

6 Q In your discussions of initiating this review,

7 did Mr. Goldberg mention the f act that in May of 1981 he

8 would be called upon to testify before the Atomic Safety

9 and Licensing Board and that was one of the reasons he

10 wanted to do this study in order to prepare himself for

11 that?
.

12 A He indicated to me that ne needed to know the,

40 13 status of engineering in case he was asked by either the

l' other owners, pernaps by the NRC. He needed to have

15 some feel because construction -- I guess the status of

:.: construction was well known, how everything was going

17 on, and he felt for his future activities that he neeued

18 to know that. He did not specifically say that I need

19 to know this f or the ASLB, he Just was f airly general

20 about it.

21 O Prior to Mr. Goldberg approaching you about'

22 the Quadrex evaluation, did you and Mr. Goldberg discuss

23 Brown & Root's engineering and design program on a

() 24 regular basis?

25 A When Mr. Goldberg first got there, we

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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|

|((') 1 discussec all sorts of subj ects, personnel in both HL&P
w

2 and within Brown & Root, my view of the status of

|

3 engineering, if you will. So, there was a number of

*

4 subj ects that we were discussing, you know, fairly

5 f requently .
,

6 Q Did you curing those discussions identify to

7 Mr. Goldberg potential weaknesses in Brown & Root's

8 nuclear analysis capability?

9 A Yes. He asked me for examples of areas that I

10 thought Brown & Root needed improvement and one of tnose

11 areas that I was f amiliar with was nuclear analysis.

12 O In the area of huclear analysis, we'll use

(Ou/
13 your phrase, where did Brown & Root need improvement

14 that you communicated to Mr. Goldberg?

15 A In the early stages of the project, NUS did

16 all the nuclear analysis. After we got tne construction

17 permit, Brown & Root indicated to me they wanted to

18 develop the capability to do this analysis enemselves.

19 From '76, '77 into '7 8, they attempted to get

20 the computer codes in and up and running. It oecame

21 apparent to us that they were not being successful in

22 this effort and that the analysis was not getting done

23 and they did not appear to be in a position to do it.

24 And that was the context of my remarks to Mr.'-

25 Goldberg that the area was weak, tnat they just had not
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(ggg 1 yet developed a capability to do that. It's not an easy

2 job.

3 Q I understand.

4 Were there any other areas besides the

5 development of computer codes that you perceived the

6 Brown & Root design and engineering process to be weak

7 in that you communicated in turn to bk. Goldberg?

8 A Well, I wouldn ' t characterize the weakness in

9 nuclear analysis as a weakness in the design and

10 engineering process. Tnat's Just a weakness in a

11 particular group not being able to accomplish the

. 12 function that tney had wanted to do.
k7 ! -

'#'
13 I laentified to them cnat we nao concerns in

14 the EVAC area again relative to their ability to produce

15 a design. There had been a lot of changeover of heads

16 of that department, more than we thought were

17 reasonable.

18 In the area of pipe being stress analyzed,

19 inside containment had oeen subcontracted to EDS. We

20 were not pleased with the management of that contract.

21 Or I think overall I indicated to them that I

|
22 thought that compared to other architect engineers I was

! 23 f amiliar with, that Brown & Root had some good people,

(h
| (J 24 out in general their overall level of experience was not

25 as strong as we woula like it to be.

!
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(r $ 1 Q Did you off er him any observations about the
V

2 level of resources they were bringing to the job, tne

3 number of people they had doing it?

*
4 A Since Mr. Saltare111 arrived on the job, which

5 I believe was March '80, he -- and this was not direct

6 knowledge I had, this was knowledge I obtained f rom my

7 people who were on the project, he had started to bring

8 in some f airly experienced people into some key

9 management positions. And I conveyed that information

10 to F2, Goldberg also.

11 0 Was it your view as of May tue 7tn,1981, tnat
.

12 Brown & Root's oesign and engineering program was

)'

13 adequately staffed in terms of numbers first? .

14 A Oh, they haa quite a f ew people. It's hard to

15 judge -- the question really is is there an acequate

16 staff of adequate experience to get the job done on

17 schedule. And if one guy takes 800 people and can get

18 it done and another person takes 700 or 600 people, I

19 think the real question is is the job being perf ormed on
|

20 schedule.

21 Q As of May 7th,1981, was tne job being -

22 perf ormed on schedule?

25 A No, the engineering was not meeting

() 24 construction needs.

25 0 Was engineering significantly lagging behind

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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1 what you would have expected them to be producing?({}
2 A Ye s. I look at that f rom two viewpoints.

3 One, I was aware, though I was not in the construction

4 department or the project management department who was

5 monitoring schedules, that construction was not very

6 much ahead of engineering as f ar as receiving drawings

7 from engineering and immediately then going to the field

8 with those, you know, not very much later.

9 And then, two, from going to the plant you

le could see that all the structures were up, but there was

11 very little inside as far as components, HVAC, cable

12 tr ay s, that sort of tning. So -- and they were leaving -.,

13 a number of blockouts in the construction so that these

14 components could be brought in and that inoicated to me

15 that the haroware engineering, if you will, was behind

16 where it ought to have been to do things more

17 ef f iciently.

18 Q Is there any safety implication in your mind

19 to having construction so close to engineering?

20 A Generally, no. If construction doesn't have a

i
21 drawing, then it doesn't build anything.

| 22 Q Were the HL&P engineers that were in direct

23 contact -- were there HL&P engineers in direct contact

24 with Brown & Root engineers that were reporting to you?

25 A Yes.

!

. _ . _ .
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1 Q Were those engineers concerned in any way that({}
2 there was excessive pressure on Brown & Root engineers

3 to produce because construction and engineering were so
*

4 close?

5 MR. GUTTERMAN: I assume the question is
.

6 really did they tell Dr. Sumpter they were concernec

7 rather than --

8 MR. SINKIN: Did they indicate to Dr. Sumpter

9 that they were concerned.

10 A 'They did not communicate to me that there was

11 a problem in Brown & Roor as rar as rheir ability to

12 produce a quality product because 'l pressure, if you
,. 7~3,(,1

13 w'll, because construction neeoed some. As rar as I was

14 1 of, Brown & Root had a set of procedures and they

15 were f ollowing them as f ar as producing whatever they

16 had to produce.

17 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Was Brown & Roor naving

18 difficulty producing those procedures in either a --

19 let's start with a timely fashion. Were eney producing

20 those procedures as needed to get work done?

21 MR. GUTTERMAN: Obj ection. I don' t unoerstand

22 what "those procedures" means.

23 MR. SINKIN: The procedures he referred to in

24 his previous answer.

25 MR. REIS: Mr. Cnalroan, I have anoener
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( } l thing. We're going a lot into time and scheduling and I

2 don' t. think that's directly relevant to the issues that

3 the Board is looking at. And, th er ef or e, before you

4 rule on that obJ ection, I want to make it clear that the

5 staff has an objection going to a different area and
.

6 that's j ust these questions for the last -- I thought

7 they might be pref ace to something. He has gone on

8 about schedule and time and the Staff ob3ects to this

9 line of questioning.
.

18 MR. SINKIN: Well, first of all, Mr. Chairman,

11 .the assuaprion would have to be that seneuule pressures

12 don't create any quality problems. Tnat was one of tne. ,

'

13 questions I asked Dr. Sumpter abour.

14 JUDGE SHON: He said no.

15 MR. SINKIN: He said no. But tnat's what I

16 was looking for in this line of questioning and we gor

17 there.

18 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: It's conrinuing. Wnere are

( 19 you going now?

|
28 HR. SINKIN: I'll withdraw the question and go

4

21 to a different line.

22 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) In your testimony at page 4,

23 line 22, you state that Mr. Goldberg -- that you

(.
. 24 discussed witn Mr. Goldberg various areas he wished to

25 be included in the evaluation. Were there areas that

TATE REPORTING (711) 498-8442
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({} 1 you wished to be included in the evaluation, Dr.

2 Sumpter?

3 A That Mr. Goldberg did not or --

"

4 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I was going to ask you

5 that. Is your -- additional areas or --

6 Q ( By Mr. Sinkin) Well, additional to what Mr.

7 Goldberg brought up, did you oring up other areas that

8 you wanted included?

9 A Mr. Goldberg's initial instructions were tnose

10 areas unique to nuclear. We then proceeded to have a

11 dialogue as to what that meanr. And, you know, we both

12 had inpur to that particular dialogue. I can' t recall

, ()
13 if I suggesteu some and ne said no or vice versa.''

14 Q Af ter the original group of areas were defined

15 and you had begun the process, did you add any areas

16 later?

17 A I think there originally were nine

18 discipline s. First we decided af ter we listed all these
i

_. 19 unique nuclear areas to break them into disciplines.

20 And the only area that was added, and tnat was at

21 Quadrex' suggestion, was I believe in-service

22 inspection, access, that type of area.

23 0 Access engineering?

(O(/ 24 A Access engineering.

25 Q And why did Quadrex bring up an area tnat HL&P
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1 had not?

2 A I guess we -- I felt that that was going to be

3 covered in the ALARA review because there were questions

4 that dealt with that. Quadrex had, if you will, an

5 expert in in-service inspection, access engineering.

6 So, they felt since he was not the identified ALARA

7 expert, that they would j ust make -- since Quaarex

8 was -- for each discipline they had assigned inoividuals

9 who were experts in those oisciplines. They decided it

10 would be most, I guess, expeditious to add one more

11 discipline and then let tnis expert, you know, fit in

12 and do tnat review.

h
13 0 Which potential contractors ala you contact

14 about conducting this review other than Quadrex?

15 A I did not contact any other contractors.

16 Q Did Mr. Goldberg contact any otner

17 contractors?

18 MR. PIRPO: Mr. Chairman, I realize this was

19 raised in the direct testimony how Quadrex was selected,

20 but I tail to see the relevance of where it's going.

21 HR. SINKIN: Well, it's going to the fact tnat

22 in his testimony Dr. Sumpter says af ter consideration of

23 a number of potential contractors, it was decided that

(a 24 Quadrex was the most appropriate contractor to perrorm..

25 the review. I was trying to determine whether any of

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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(/ - 1 those other contractors were contacted and that's all I-

s .s

2 wanted to know.

3 MR. PIRPO: Is Quadrex -- well, that's the

*

4 question. I mean, I keep asking for xelevancy and he

5 keeps telling me what the question is and telling me

6 it's relevant to the question he asked previously. And

7 I realize it's relevant to the question he asked by

8 definition, but that's not an argument f or relevancy to

9 the issues in the case.

10 Now, is Quaorex' performance of tne contract

11 in issue? I don't uncerstand tnat.
,

' 12 MR. SINKIN: Okay. I sec.

((r~,/
,- -

-

13 MR. PIRFO: Has the question been withdrawn?''

14 MR. SINKIN: I'll witndraw the question, Mr.

15 Chairman.

16 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Why did you find in your-

17 review with Mr. Goldberg that Quaorex was tne most

18 appropriate contractor to perf orm the review?

19 MR. REIS: I obj ect --

29 MR. PIRFO: I'll obj ect. Tnat's the same

21 question, Your Honor.

22 MR. SINKIN: No, it is not. Tne other

23 question was whether they had contacted any other

() 24 contractors. In his direct testimony he said tnat he

25 decided that Quadrex was the most appropriate contractor

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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1 to perf orm the review and I'm asking why.

2 MR. PIRFO: Maybe it's a different question.

3 The objection is relevancy.

4 MR. SINKIN: If it's irrelevant, smybe we

5 should strike his testimony from the record and not

6 nother to examine it.

7 MR. PIRFO: No objection.

8 MR. SINKIN: No oojection to strike it?

9 MR. GUTTERMAN: That's not timely, Mr.

3' Cnai rman. Tne testimony has been admitted now.

11 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Well, the testimony can be

12 stricken if it's shown to be not relevant.

O 13 MR. SINKIN: And it wasn't even a long line of

14 questioning, Mr. Chairman. It was a' sentence there, I

15 wanted to know what the grounds were for the selection

'

16' of Quadrex as being the most appropriate. Tnat was the

17 only question.

18 MR. PIRFO: If Mr. Sinkin is willing to make a

19 prof f er on this, you know, I'll consider, withdrawing my

20 previous objections and letting him go down this path as

21 far as he wants. But I j ust don' t see where it's -- it

22 just seems to be taking up time and we' re. fishing here.

23 For what, I don't know.

24 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Well, ao you enink we

25 should -- would the Staff suggest that we strike tne

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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( ('T 1 words "af ter consideration of a number of potential
G

2 contractors?"

3 MR. PIRFO: No, I wouldn't portend to suggest

''

4 we strike it. The Staff is not moving to strike it.

5 Mr. Sinkin has said he suggested he would move to strike

6 it. I would presume Applicants would object to that.

7 If they don't, th ey don ' t.

8 I would say the Staff would not argue with a

9 motion to strike it. Tnat's all I meant to say on

10 that. I wouldn't make any objection about striking it.

11 It's not our testimony.

'

12 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: In my view, if it's in the()
s
.63 direct testimony, you nave to allow some

14 cross-examination.

15 MR. PIRPO : I think we have done that, Mr.

16 Chairman, with all due respect, and I think enat it's

17 gone f ar beyond the metes and bounds of reasonabieness

18 at this point.

19 MR. SINKIN: Well, what's actually been

20 all owed, 12. Chairman, is one question, cid you contact

21 anybody besides Quadrex. The answer was no. Tne next

22 question was did Mr. Goldberg contact anyone.

23 Obj ection. Withdrawn. And the third question was why

s 24 did you say Quadrex was the most appropriate.

25 Obj ection. Not answered.
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((]) 1 So, we've had one question asked and answered,

2 one question withdrawn and the third question objected

3 to.

4 HR. REIS: Mr. Chairman, may I make an

5 observation? We've had two and a half hours of

6 questioning now on this witness and we haven't got a

7 thing into the record that is worthwhile in any sense.

8 I don' t know -- if Mr. Sinkin can tell what substantive

9 findings we can get from what we have in the last two

10 and a half hours, i'd be very much surprised.

11 I don't think we' re getting anywnere. We have

12 had two and a half hours of fruitless
~

(
13 cross-examination. And he's gotten answ'ers. People

14 have testified as to things. Tnere have been questions

15 going back and forth. But is there anything in

16 anybody's mind that could go into findings unat would be

17 material or relevant to the issues in this case? Ano

18 for the life of me, I can't think of anything enat's

19 happened in the last two and a nalf hours that is

20 material or f ruitf ul to moving this proceeding along.

21 MR. SINKIN: Well, Mr. Cnairman, obviously Mr.

22 Reis and I are not putting together the same case f rom
,

23 either the overall perspective or f rom the overall

24 findings. I don't expect us to have similar approacnes,

25 so I wouldn't expect him to perceive where I am going

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-6442
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g 1 with my case.

2 However, I think the questions I have been

3 asking are perfectly legitimate quescions that probably

*

4 if we were on the first day we'd be moving along muca

5 smoother. But because it's late in the week and people

6 are getting tired, my questions sound more tedious than

7 they would sound on the first day.

8 However, I don't perceive my questions as

9 Deing anything more than exploring tne direct testimony

10 to try and elicit inf ormation f rom tne witness which I

11 hope will be usef ul in the, finoings. If it turns out

. 12 it's not, it's not,

s /'''
13 But to take those three questions on that

14 paragraph, they ' re just -- they call out to be asked.

15 He says they considered a number ot potential

16 contractors. Did they contact any others? That's a

17 logical question. And they decidec Quadrex was the most

18 appropriate. Why? Tnat's a perf ectly reasonaole

19 question.

20 I'm saying if this was the first day, we ' d be

'

21 doing fine.

22 MR. REIS : Mr. Cnairman, Mr. Sinkin nas no

23 idea what cross-examination is. You try and f rame your.

{0x/ 24 questions to go to the issues in this case. Just

25 because I can ask questions on anytning -- I could ask
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i f'N 1 what color shirt Mr. Goldberg was wearing that day, but
)

2 that would be not material or relevant to this. Just

3 because you see a set of direct testimony doesn't mean

4 that you're allowed to cross-examine on it unless it

5 goes to that. The fact that there's a sentence there

6 doesn't mean you're allowed to cross-examine on it at

7 all unless it is relevant and material.

8 MR. GUTTERMAN: I don't want my silence to

9 indicate that the Applicants don't agree with the

10 staff. I have been sitting silent for, on, an hour and

11 a half or sometning like that because I wantea to give

12 62. Sinkin a chance to cross-examine unhindereo oy

13 interruptions. But I share the same concern the Staff

14 has expressed that it hasn't gone anyplace, it hasn't

15 accomplished anything. It's Just kept us all sitting

16 here listening to tedious conversation.

17 MR. SINKIN: It 's certainly a view you' re

18 welcome to hold. And when I write my tindings, we'll

19 see whether I got anything that was usef ul. But I aon't

20 think that can be prejudged at this point.

21 MR. PIRPO. The Staff would simply renew its

22 obj ections to the soliciting --

23 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Pardon?

( 24 MR. PIRPO: The Statf would simply reiterate

25 its objections to the relevancy of commissioning of

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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(ggg 1 Quadrex and on --

2 MR. SINKIN: I'll rerespond directly to that '

|
|

3 point, Ft . Cnairman.

*

4 There is more than one document available in

5 this proceeding, though they are not necessarily in

6 evidence yet, in which Mr. Goldberg expresses his

7 opinions about whether the Quadrex report was

8 satisfactory to him or not, expresses opinions about tne

9 Quadrex Corporation. Some are f avorable, some are not

10 so favorable. This is one way of establishing were eney

11 selected on the basis they were a well qualified company

| 12 and that af ter consideration of otner companies that
O-s
L )\ *

13 could nave done tne joo that were also well-quallfled,

!

14 Quadrex was selected as the most qualified. That's the

|

15 kind of inf ormation I was seeking with this question.'

! 16 MR. PIRFO: That is not in issue. The iJsue
:

17 is reportability of Quadrex of the various -- the

18 reportability of Quadrex as a whole and the various

19 findings contained therein. Whether they were --

20 MR. SINKIN: One of the reasons --

21 MR. PIRPO: If I may finish my argument.

22 MR. SINKIN: I'm sorry.

23 MR. PIRPO: If that is his proffer of
|

I

(^7 st iI

_J 24 relevancy, then I would stand on my objection.

25 MR. SINKIN: One of the reasons --
i

i

|

|
*
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(,>'3 1 MR. PIRFO: And rather than go on any further
v

2 in this, I'll have no more to say on this, irrespective

3 of what Mr. Sinkin says. He's got a free shot.

4 MR. SINKIN: One of the reasons Mr. Goldberg

5 has stated that he did not consider the Quadrex report

6 as significant a document as he might have otherwise was

7 he was critical of the perf ormance of Quadrex in certain

8 ways.

9 JUDGE BECHBOEFER: I think we will overrule
,

10 the objection. Tne witness may answer the question.

11 Q (By 12. Sinkin) Well, let's see where we are

12 now.

(VA
13 Jbb3E BEC8HOEFER: I think we were on tne mast

14 appropriate.

15 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Why was it decided that

16 Quadrex was the most appropriate contractor to perform

17 the review?

18 A We have two major contractors we could go to.

19 One would be architect engineers, the other would be

20 consultant s.

21 Mr. Goldberg indicated to me that his view was

22 that other architect engineers would ref use to review

'

23 another architect engineer's work and, in fact, Brown &

) 24 Root may not, in his view, would not permit us to bring

25 in another architect engineer wno's in direct
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({} 1 competition with Brown & Root to review how tney do

2 things.

3 We had another criteria, and because we wanted

"

4 this to be an independent evaluation we wanted to select

5 then a consultant who had not done any previous

6 technical work on South Texas so they would come in as

7 unbiased as possible. We looked at the major nuclear

8 consultants.

9 We had one other item, the consultant had to

10 be large enough and have enough expertise to do this

11 whole review. Tnere are a lot of consultants out there

. 12 who are experts in piping analysis that don't know a

0
13 thing about civil / structural ano we didn't want to bring

14 in five or six or ten consultants for this review that i

15 would be extremely difficult to coordinate.

16 So, we wanted to see if we could get one

17 consultant who was big enougn who had sufficient

18 expertise and numbers of people who could do this

19 review. Some of those included f olks like EDS,

29 Management Analysis Corporation, Teledyne, Quadrex,

21 Torrey Pines Technology. Of all those consultants,

22 every one of them except Quadrex had done on the Soutn

23 Texas Project some matter of technical work.

( 24 So, in my testimony when I indicate that

25 Quadrex was the most appropriate contractor, they met

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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-( 1 our criteria. We still did not know if this review

2 could be done. I still had to contact Quadrex to see,

3 one, did they have the individuals, were they available

4 and could they do the review in the time frame that we

5 indicated.

6 That's what I address in answer A when I say

7 authorized then to proceed. We had gone far enough that

8 in my mind, ik. Goldberg's mind, they had the people,

9 they were available and they could do the review in the

la time frame we needed.

11 Q Dr. Sumpter, on page 10 of your testimony,

'
- 12 question 21 and answer 21 on the next page, if you woufd

13 Just review those for a moment.

14 A Okay.

15 Q Answer 21, you state that while you nac

16 indications that there were areas which would require

17 close scrutiny for possiole reporting to tne NRC, you

18 don't believe that you had been presented with

19 sufficient inf ormation, you say I do not believe tnat
,

20 prior to actual receipt of the final report, I had oeen

21 presented with suf ficient information to knowledgeably

22 undertake an evaluation of any matters for potential
.

| 23 repor tability.

() 24 To your knowledge, dio anyone else receive
!

25 enough information on a Quadrex potential finding to
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(} 1 undertake a notification review pursuant to 59.55(e)?

2 A You mean anyone else within Houston Lighting & |

3 Power?

"
4 0 ' Anyone else at all that you know of, either

5 Houston Lighting & Power, Brown & Root.

6 A No. Brown & Root was not privy to tne

7 assessments that Quadrex was making, you know, after

8 they had done the reviews to any great --

9 Q During -- I'm sorry. Finish your answer,

10 please.

11 A Af rer Quadrex went back with the results or

12 their review, other than at the end of that day when we

(O.y..

13 nud maybe a very broad discussion witn Brown & Root over

14 what Quadrex had found very generally, Brown & Root was

15 not aware of any of the resulting deliberations by

16 Quadrex or anything that was coming out.

17 Q The event you were just referring to, were

18 those the periodic briefings by Quadrex?

19 A Yes.

2D Q In each of them Quadrex representco a general

21 overview, but the specific findings would only be

i 22 communicated to HL&P?

I 23 A No, it was.usually at the end of the day or

! (7')(- 24 maybe the next day when the individual went back to

25 Calif ornia. And it was just very broad and very general

|
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({ 1 because the individual didn't even have time to think

2 about what he had observed.

3 But in answer to your question, I don't feel

4 either Brown & Root or anyone else f rom Houston Lighting

5- & Power Company had enough information.

6 Q Well, were there any Quadrex findings that did

7 get reviewed for possible notification pursuant to

8 50.55(e) prior to the delivery of the report on May the

9 7th?

10 A The only item that arose was during the course

11 of the review -- I'm not sure if it was in the piping

12 area or what area, Quadrex uncovereo that B,rown &
O 13 Root -- there was an error in the ASME code as it was

14 published on a stress allowable. Brown & Root had gone

15 ahead in their design and used that stress allowable and

16 it was in error. A later edition of the code had

17 corrected the error, but Brown & Root had not

18 incorporated that correction into their calculations.

19
_

So, Mr. Stanley indicated to me that he felt

20 that needed to be reviewed, that was a potential item.

21 And I passed that inf ormation along to our licensing

22 people and Brown & Root and they went ahead and did a

23 review and determined that even though they had the

) 24 incorrect stress allowable in the design, tnat the

25 actual calculated stresses were underneath even ene
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(('T 1 mistake, even the error in the code, they were still
G

2 underneath that. So, it was not -- we deemed it not a

3 deficiency, not reportable.

*

4 Q So, Mr. Stanley presented you with enough

5 information for you to initiate a review of whether a

6 potentially reportable deficiency had been found oefore

7 May the 7tn,1981.

8 A Yes. Tnat was rather obvious. I mean, there

9 was a blatant difference in the code.

10 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Dr. Sumpter, was that sent

11 to the Incident Review Committee?

12 THE WITNESS: I don' t know if it got enat
((~) ;

V
| 13 ' far. I know Brown & Root immediately went to work on it
t $

14 and I think within a day or so determined that tne

15 calculated allowables were less than the code allowabies

16 in either case and I don't think it went any further

17 than that.

18 I mean, they did that initial evaluation to
1
,

19 determine even if there was a deficiency and I think!
|

20 Brown & Root internally determined that there was not

i 21 even a deficiency. So, that may have been -- I don' t
i

j 22 know what happened then relative to whether Brown & Root
|

23 then communicated that to our licensing or not. I

| ( 24 wasn't -- I was aware -- Brown & Root got back to me and

1

25 indicated that their evaluation inaicated they were well
j
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(L)rS 1 within code allowables, so there was not even a

2 deficiency.

3 Brown & Root's normal responsibility is if

4 they identify a deficiency, then they notify HL&P. And

5 I'm sure they do lots of investigations inhouse where

6 someone may think there's a deficiency and then if Brown

7 & Root determines that there was not one, that probably

8 is never communicated to HL&P.

9 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Do you know whether or not

10 they sent it through thei{ own Incident Review

11 Committee?

12 THE WITNESS: I'm trying to rememoer wnat was*

(. **

13 the pro'cedure back in 1981. .

14 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I'm not' really sure, I've

15 seen references to their Incident Review Committee,

16 but --

17 THE WITNESS: I can't recall rignt now. I'o

18 have to go back and check and see exactly what Brown &

19 Root's internal procedure called ror. I can't

20 remembe r.

21 MR. GUTTERMAN: Mr. Cnalrman, I wonder if this

22 might be a likely time for a break. We've been going

23 for a couple hours nov.

) 24 MR. SIHKIN: Mr. Cnai rmen, I'o like to

25 continue f or about three r four more minutes and then

U
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() 1 I'll be at a breaking point.

2 MR. GUTTERMAN: That's fine.

3 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Okay.

*

4 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Dr. Sumpter, I'm handing you

5 what I ask be marked as CCANP 94. I'll give you a

6 moment to review that. As soon as you have reviewed it,

7 if you would just indicate to me that you have.

8 (CCANP Exhibit No. 94 marked for

9 identification.)

10 (No hiatus.)

, 11

12

D 13 -

.

14

15

16

17

18

19
,

20

21'

22
,

23

() 24

25
i
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(gg 1 0 Who is Mr. A.B. Poole?

2 A Mr. Poole is an engineer who worked for me who

3 was assigned to the South Texas project.

4 Q And Mr. M.E. Powell? .

5 A Mr. Powell was, I believe at that time, the

6 team leader in licensing and I believe, yeah, at that

7 time was chairman of the IRC.

8 Q And.is this the problem of the error in the

9 code that you were just discussing?

10 A Yes.

11 MR. SINKIN: Mr. Chairman, I would move CCAMP

12 94 into evidence.

1,3 HR., PIRFO: No objection, Mr. Chairman.

((*) 14 MR. GUTTERMAN: No objection. ,

15 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: CCANP 94 will be admitted

16 into evidence.

17 (CCAMP Exhibit 94 received

18 in evidence.)

19 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) Dr. Sumpter, I'm distributing

20 what I will ask be marked as'CCANP 95 and ask you to

21 review this document and indicate to me when you have

22 , completed your review.

23 MR. SINKIN: I'm one short for the moment.

24 I'll see if I can -- oh, no I'm not.

25 THE WITNESS: Okay.

(L)(3
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(] 1 (CCANP Exhibit 95 marked

2 for identification.)

3 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Do you recognize this

4 document, Dr. Sumpter?

5 A Not right offhand. I was not on the

6 distribution list, so I can't recall if I ever saw this

7 document or not.

8 0 The document, itself, says that it is minutes

9 of the Incident Review Committee meeting, actually

10 doesn't use the word " minutes," it just Incident Review

11 meeting Committee concerning the primary and secondary

12 ctress intensity for upset loads in the design of the

13 containment mechanical penetrations. .

~

14 That is the problem we've been discussing, is .

15 it not?

16 A I believe it is, yes.

17 MR. SItiKI!!: Mr. Chairman, I can move in into

18 evidence now. If there's some problem with the witness'

19 familiarity, we can wait for a later witness, but we

20 obviously have a number of later witnesses.

21 MR. GUTTERMAN: I've got no objection to the --

22 MR. SINKIN: All right. We move CCANP 95 into,

23 evidence.

| 24 MR. REIS: I have an objection to it. My

| 25 objection is that I don't know where it is probative to

|
!
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(( ). 1 any issues that we are trying to establish or that CCANP

2 is trying to establish in this proceeding; it concludes

3 no significant safety hazard in the last paragraph, and I

4 don't understand why we're burdening the record with it. -

5 MR. GUTTERMAN: I wouldn't dispute the staff's
'

6 position on that.

7 MR. REIS: And unless it will further the

8 Board's determination in this proceeding, I see no reason

9 to have it admitted in to evidence as an exhibit.

10 MR. SINKIN: Mr. Chairman, what you have in

11 this document is a document that is in the midst of the

12 Quadrex audit as the document refers to it, there was at
,

13 least one finding which was reviewed for potential -- was

) 14 found by one of Dr. Sumpter's engineers to be,a

15 potentially reportable item which he reviewed and

16 determined was not potential, that's the previous

17 document and then referred to the Incident Review

18 Committee and which they reviewed and agreed with his

19 determination. But there was in the midst of the Quadrex

20 report, at least one item that did come up as a

21 potentially reportable item and did receive review.

22 MR. GUTTERMAN: Mr. Chairman, I really don't-

23 want to argue at length about Mr. Sinkin's

24 characterization of somebody determining it's potentially

25 reportable; it is exactly the opposite of what happened.

O
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'

1 It was determined it was not potentially reportable, and'

2 it was not reported. That's the essence of what Dr.
!

3 Sumpter testified and the documents -- well, he didn't
|

4 remember that the IRC looked at it the documents confirm

5 his testimony. I can't see that is adds anything to the

6 record.

7 MR. SINKIN: I may have misspoken myself. I

8 intended to say that an item in the Quadrex report was

! 9 considered to contain sufficient information to initiate

10 a review as to whether it should be potentially

11 reportable prior to the delivery of the Quadrex report.

12 MR. GUTTERMAN: Mr. Chairman, I don't want to

13 seem argumentative about this but now the
,

14 characterization is that this is an item in the Quadrex
15 report. Obviously the report didn't exist at this time.

16 MR. SIMKIN: An item in the Quadrex review, if

( 17 that will hcip.
!

*

| 18 Mr. Chairman, I have one other observation.

| 19 Dr. Sumpter testified that due to the fact he did not

20 know whether the item referred by Mr. Poole to I believe

21 it was Mr. Powell and copied to him had actually been --

22 CCANP 94, memorandum from Poole to Powell, copy to,

23 Sumpter; he testified he did not know whether that item
|

| 24 had actually been referred to the Incident Review

25 Committee. This document puts into the record that in

|

| h
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h|) 1 fact it was referred to the Incident Review Committee.

2 JUDGE SHON: Dr. Sumpter, did this item or any i

3 sort of variation on it or something based upon it get

4 into the Quadrex report at all? o

5 THE WITNESS: I believe there is a reference to

6 this particular item.

7 JUDGE SHON: There's some reference to it. In

8 one of the individual discipline findings or in one of

9 the generic findings or what, can you point me to it? s

10 THE WITNESS: I hope I can expeditiously point

11 you to it. I believe it's in a discipline -- okay, I'm

12 not sure if it made it to the finding level. I know it's

13 in one of the assessments. Trying to think where they're
inN ,) 14 at. Yes, it's -- question M-30.

15 JUDGE SHON: I see, I don't have the questions.

16 THE WITNESS: This is in a review let me see,

17 question -- the question had to do with: In the

18 procurement of equipment, are appropriate material

19 considerations included relative to potential for

20 intergranular stress corrosion cracking, compatibililty

21 with attachment piping and water chemistry.

22 To perform that review, Quadrox looked at a

23 number of specifications in the mechanical department.

{ 24 And in the review of one of those specifications, they

25 found this error, if you will; they weren't looking for

(G)
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((|) 1 it, they just found it. And the words from Quadrex are,

2 and it's asterisk noted at the bottom of

3 the page: "At one time, there was an unfortunate

4 typographical error in the hopper stress*

5 allowable diagrams of ASME Section III, Appendix XIII and

6 'ASME Section VIII, Division 2. This error indicated an

7 allowable stres of 3.0KSm where K equals 1.1 for upset

8 loads. However, in both codes the main text did not have

9 this typographical error. Section VIII was corrected in

10 the Summer,1974 addenda to the 1974 edition, and Section

11 III was corrected in the Winter, 1978 edition to the 1977

12 version. I guess that's all they indicate.

13 And that was found in the review of the

p(r3) 14 specification concerning mechanical containment
-

15 mechanical penetrations.

16 As indicated what happened, Quadrox, the

17 reviewer indicated that to !!r. Stanley, he notified me, I

18 in turn notified Brown & Root and my licensing group;

19 Brown & Root went ahead an did their internal review and

20 came back to me within a day or so and indicated that

21 overything was all right, there was no deficiency.

22 I did not then go ahead and follow up with my

23 licensing group because they were in the midst of thin

24 review and Brown & Root had indicated to me there was no

25 problem.

(I );
-v
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( ]) 1 And I assume now that all the appropriate

2 contacts would be made to close this issue out.

3 JUDGE SHON: And it appears from this other

4 letter that the incident review committee looked at it o

5 and decided it was not reportable.

6 THE WITNESS: Yes. And they would have gotten

7 a lot of these detailed technical items from Brown &

8 Root.

9 JUDGE SHON: I see.

10 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) One moment. If I could ask a

11 question on what he's just said. Did you say that Dr.

12 Stanley contacted you about this event?

13 A Yes, he told me that there appeared to be an ,

p)(_ 14 error in the way the streno allowable was indicated in

15 the code, and Brown & Root had copies from the code the

16 typographical error and when the code was corrected,

17 Brown & Root had not updated their specification to

18 include the correction.

19 Q Did you then tell Mr. Poole?

20 A No. Mr. Poole was the engineer who the IRC

21 probably had look at this to see -- this was his area of

22 expertise. I probably called Mr. Jacobi who was the head

23 of my licensing gro1p at that time.

24 Q You called Mr. Jacobi for what purpose?

*

25 A To inform him that Quadrex had uncovered an

(h
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(g 1 apparent deficiency that might be reportable and that I

2 had already contacted Brown & Root and that they were

3 investigating this.

4 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: We will admit this document

5 into evidence. We will admit it into evidence.

6 (CCANP Exhibit 95 received

7 in evidence.)

8 MR. GUTTERMAN: May I renew my suggestion that

9 we take a short break.

10 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Is this the end of the three

11 or four minutes?

12 !!R. SINKI!!: Yes.

13 JUDGE DECHHOEFER: Okay, let's take a fairly

(m<) 14 chort break.
,

15 (Recess.)

16 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Okay, back on the record.

17 0 (By !!r. Cinkin) Mr. Stanicy, on page eleven of

la your testimony at line 21, you state that you had

19 received volumes two and three on April 29th of the

20 Quadrox report. Dr. Sumpter, excuse me.

21 A Late in the afternoon, I understand.

22 0 It in late in the afternoon. Those wore the

23 final volumen, they weren't going to be anymore changen

24 to thono. In that correct?

25 A Those were the final volumen, yen.

(',a
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( ) 1 0 And what did you do with them, if anything?

2 Did you just put them on your desk and leave them there,

3 what did you do with those volumes?

4 A I didn't do anything with them, just left them <

5 in my office.

6 0 Until May the 7th?'

7 A That's correct.

8 0 Did anyone at any time look at them in your

9 office during those days?

10 A No, not that I'm aware of.

11 0 The meeting on May the 7th when Quadrex

12 presented their findings to HL&P and Brown & Root, do you

13 remember the HL&P personnel who were present for that
Q-'O 14 m,eeting?t

15 A I can't remember all of them. I know -- of

16 course I was there, Mr. Goldberg I believe !!r. Turner who

17 was the vice-president of engineering and technical

18 services, I believe is his titic, construction and

19 technical services; I believe -- I'm not sure if Mr.

20 Barker and Mr. Blau were there. I'm trying to visualize

21 where people were sitting at the table and I can't recall

22 absolutely that they were there.

23 0 Mr. Driskin?

24 A He may have been. Again, I can't recall.

25 0 Was there anybody there from the Quality
|

I
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(||| 1 Assurance Department of BL&P?

2 A I don't believe so, no.

3 0 was there anybody there from the licensing

4 department at HL&P such as would have been -- Mr. Jacobi

5 I guess at that time was in licensing; anybody from that

6 department?

7 A I don't believe so.

8 0 At the Brown & Root meeting on May lith that

9 you attended, later --

10 A May 8th you mean.

11 May 7th, I'm corry, we'll get the day right.

12 0 We're on May 7th were you present at the Brown

13 & noot meeting on May 7th, the afternoon meeting?

((, \
_

14 A Yes, I was.'

15 0 Were you procent from the time it convened?

16 A Yes, I believe I was.

17 0 Is it not true, Dr. Sumptor, that in the

la afternoon after Oundrox had made their procentation, you

19 had a meeting with Mr. Goldberg and othern to discunc

20 that presentation, May the 7th we're talking about.

21 A No. Wo, myocif and Mr. Stanicy may have had
! 22 como discuncionn with Mr. Goldberg after the meeting at

23 the E)octric Tower. I don't bellove we had any meeting

24 after that. I think we went back to road the report.

25 0 You, Mr. Stanley and Mr. Goldborg after tho

(( )
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hggg 1 meeting adjourned with Brown & Root HL&P and Quadrex, the

2 three of you met?

3 A We might have, you know, just -- since we were
.

4 all in the same room, had some discussions. e

5 0 But nothing -- does anything come to mind about

6 when you discussed?

7 A I think at that time at that time, Mr. Goldberg

8 expressed his initial reaction to to the report, along

9 the lines of it looked very serious. And Mr. Stanley

10 replied back to them, I'm not sure of the exact words,

11 but they conveyed the thoughts that, "It's not what

12 you're telling me." I don't think these are the exact

13 words. But it was along that line, that "The thoughts

||h 14 you are conveying.to me are not what we meant to cay to

15 you relative to how serious thin was."

16 I think the context Mr. Goldberg was talking

17 ws: a quality technical design finw type of nituction.

10 0 liow long did that meeting lant?

19 A I don't think it -- that discunnion did not

20 last very long, maybe five, maybe five or ten minuten.

21 0 And betwoon -- are we talking about right after

22 the meeting adjourned?

23 A You, right after the mooting adjourned.

24 0 Junt you are in the namo room and you nit down

25 and talk five or ton minuton?

('h
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D 1 A Yes. '

A_/
2 Q And between that time and the time you went to ;

'

3 the Brown & Root meeting, did you again meet with Mr.

4 Goldberg and Mr. Stanley?
,

5 A No. Mr. Stanley left the Electric Tower, that

6 meeting, and went directly to Brown & Root, so that he

7 could be available to answer any questions that Brown &

8 Root had on any item in his report to assist them in j

9 their review.
'

10 And then I believe the next time I saw Mr.
.

11 stanley was at the meeting of Brown & Root and then after

12 that, he flew back to California.

13 0 Can you give me a rough time frame as to when
[f the meeting adjourned between !!L&P and Brown'& Root, you

"

14

15 have your five or ten minute meetings, that ends and then

16 co.nes the Brown & Root meeting at 5:00 o' clock in the !

:

17 afternoon, I believe you testified. |

18 A I believe the RL&P meeting started around 9:00

19 o' clock, ended somewhere close to noon and then Brown & i

i

20 Root commenced their meeting I guess 5:00 5:00 o' clock in |
;

21 the afternoon, sometime around there. '

22 Q Did you go to the Brown & Root meeting with Mr. ;

,

23 Robertson? |

24 A Yes. I don't know if we went in the same car. i

25 We went separately but we were both at the meeting.
r

I
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1

() 1 Q Were you both there before it began?

2 A Well, we were there at the beginning. I don't |

3 know how soom we arrived.

4 Q But you know for sure you were there at the -

5 beginning?

6 A And he was there, yes.

7 0 And he was there, okay.
,

8 At the Brown & Root meeting on May the 7th,

9 were there some Quadrex findings that they could not

10 resolve at that time because the work in question was

11 being done by a subcontractor?

12 You understand my question?
,

13 A You mean Brown & Root did not have enough

b) 14 information?,

15 0 Brown & Root did not have enough information to

16 reco1vo the problem at that time because the work was

17 being done by a subcontractor?

18 A I don't believe so. As far as I can recollect,

19 Brown & Root made the decision on all of the most seriouc

20 discipline findings.

21 0 Dr. sumpter, I'm going to hand you a document

22 which I ask be marked for identification as CCANP 96 and

23 ask you to review that full, and let me know when you're

24 finished.
'

25 (CCAtlP Exhibit 96 marked

r0
Tj
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((gg I for identification.)

2 THE WITNESS: Okay.

3 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) You've had a chance to review

4 that?

5 A Yes.

6 0 Does this document perhaps refresh your memory

7 that on findings in the Quadrex report, in particular

8 findings in section 4.6.2.1 that related to work done by

9 the NUS Corporation, that Brown & Root found it necessary

10 to refer those findings to NUS before they could make a

11 determination on them as to their possible reportability?

12 A I've got to look at the findings.

13 0 Fine., ,

(L i 14 Uhile you're looking, Dr. Sumptor, I'm going to-

15 dictribute what I ask be marked an CCANP 97. It may help

16 you in answering the question.

17 (CCAMP Exhibit 97 marked

la for identification.)

19 Tile WITNESS: Okay.

20 0 My quantion was whether those documents would

21 refrech your memory that Brown & Root found it nocennary

22 to refer certain Quadrox findings to the HUS Corporation

23 beforo Drown & Root could make their ultimato

24' datormination on reportability of thono findingn?

25 A If you look at the most norioun findings, which

(( '
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1 are the ones Brown & Root reviewed that evening, the only

2 reference -- two references to NUS. One is in part B.

3 0 We're on page 4-597

4 A I'm sorry, Page 4-59, part B, says, c

| 5 about halfway down: Obvious errors

6 were also discovered in an NUS analysis inside

! 7 containment. That error as Quadrex states was a very

8 conservative error. So there was no deficiency noted.

9 The only other time NUS is mentioned is on page

10 4-60, top of the page says: Except for a containment

11 heat seeking surface areas analysis and an NUS LOCA

12 environmental analysis, there were no analyses found that

|
13 were such correct or current."*

14 In other words, there was an NUS analysis that

15 was deemed all right.

16 All of the rest of the items in thin finding

17 refer to Brown & Root's nuclear analycia group. So that

18 evening, there was such information within Brown & Root

19 because it's all referred to to Brown & Root except for

20 the two instances that I indicated. And the only error

21 that was found was a very conservative error.

22 So as best I can recollect, there was enough

23 information from Brown & Root to conclude that none of

24 these items -- that these items here could be dealt with

25 in that meeting.
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(ggg. 1 0 If you look at CCANP 97 --

2 A Pardon me, what's that.

3 0 It's the second one I handed you, it has the

4 NUS Corporation in the upper left corner. Should be in

5 on the table in front of you.

6 A Oh the interoffice memo?

7 0 No.

8 A I'm sorry, I haven' t seen this, this one right

9 here. This ic 97?

10 (No Hiatus.)

11

12 -

13

(,) 14
,

15

16

17

18

19

20

21'

22
|

23

24
'

25

(
~ \j
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f'J'N 1 Q 97.
N,

2 A Yes, I made a mistake in my earlier answer. I

3 didn't realize that the remainder of page 4-69 and 4-61

4 were most serious. I thought there was a break there.

5 Q Okay.

6 A So, let me review those --

7 Q Surely.

| 8 A -- relative to their references to NUS.

9 Okay. Can I go back to my previous answer --

'

10 0 Please do.

11 A -- and addreco these other questions?

| 12 Q Yes, please 'co.

"
13 A On page 4-6G, nLuncer E. Mr. Robertson, who

14 Defore he joined HL&P headed a nuclear analysis group at

i 15 Stone & Webster, gave information to me that this

I
16 Quadrex finding was, in f act, incorrect. That the use

i 17 or the computer code that was used by NUS, RELAP 3, was
!

| 18 a code that was acceptable to the NRC and that as far as

19 he was concerned, and he voiced this view at tne

'

20 meeting, this was not a deficiency. Brown & Root -- or

21 UUS in this case was using a perf ectly acceptable code.
'

! 22 Humber -- part C is Brown & Root's nuclear

| 23 unalysis group.

' (? ")j \,- 24 Part D in Brown & Root's nuclear analysia

| 25 group.

TATC REPORTING (713) 498-0442t
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1 I addressed E.( g

2 Part F is again a f unction of Brown & Root 's

3 nuclear analysis group. They had planned to do that.

*

4 G, B and I were all Brown & Root's nuclear

5 analysis group.
/

6 J, the agreement we had reached with the NRC

7 was that in the IVC, which this particular finding

8 applies to, we would only have to analyze a crack break,

9 we would not have to analyze a douole-endeo break. In

10 other words, we would only have to take the pressure in

11 the IVC f rom a crack break. NUS -- or Brown & Root

12 asked UUS to go ahead and do a double-enoec break f or
((, >

13 conservctica. So, the fact tnat a double-ended break'"

14 which releases f ar more energy than a crack creak was

15 analyzed, that's not a deficiency, that's Just a more

16 conservative approach.

17 K, L, H, N and O all are tne responsibility or

18 Drown & Root's nuclear analysis group.

19 So, I reiterate my previous statement that

20 tnere was enough information at that meeting to evaluate

21 these items. Tnose items that had NUS responsibility,

22 tnere was enough information from the various people
i

23 there to determine that it was not a problem, it was

jk 24 either conservative or in one case Quadrex was just

25 incorrect.

TATE REPORTI!1G (713) 498-8442
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(r'N 1 Q Do you remember at that meeting a Brown & Root
\ )

2 decision that the findings that involved NUS would be

3 ref erred to NUS for further review before a final

4 determination on potential reportability would be made?

5 A I can't recall that.

6 0 Did you ever see either of these two documents

7 before, Dr. Sumpter?

8 A No, this is the first time I have ever seen

9 these. I nave not seen these bef ore. As best I can

10 recollect.

11 Q On page 7, line 20, Dr. Sumpter --

12 A Hold it one secono. Let me get reorganizec

"' 13 here.

14 0 -- of your testimony.

15 A Page 7?

16 Q Page 7, line 20.

17 A All right.

18 Q What do you intend to indicate when you put

19 the word onsite in quotations there?

20 A Quadrex personnel came to Houston to Brown &

21 Root's offices and conducted their reviews in Brown &
.

22 Root's offices.

23 Q They did not actually go out to the site, is

> 24 what you're saying?

25 A I believe three -- I think three Quadrex

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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Igp 1 people on a Sunday did journey to the STP site. They

2 didn't conduct any reviews with anyone, they Just wanted

3 to tour the plant and get an idea of what was being

*

4 constructed in the plant.

5 0 Okay.

6 On page 8, at line 6, you state that where you

7 had specific knowledge of aspects of the STP design or

8 felt that certain areas required additional exploration

9 by Quadrex, that you participated in the review

10 sessions. What form did your participation take?

11 A Well, Quadrex had askea a specific question, a

(.
12 series of questions. And the way the meeting opened

"d 13 was -- would be that the Quadrex person, the Quadrex
.

14 expert, would ask Brown & Root to respond to the

15 question and then there would be interaction between

16 Quadrex people and the Brown & Root people over various

17 aspects of the answer. Either myselr or some or my

| 18 staff who was at these meetings may from time to time

19 interject either information or ask additional questions

|
20 if we f elt a need to, you know, to do so, with the

21 purpose of making sure that in our opinion Quadrex was

22 getting sufficient information.

23 0 In question 15, answer 15 on page 8, you state

jfk 24 that Quadre met with HL&P several times during the'

25 course of its review in order to keep HL&P apprised of

i
|
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('N) 1 its efforts.

'%' |
2 Did you attend all or most of tnose meetings i

3 that you were describing there between Quadrex and HL&P?

4 Let me -- I'm going to -- let me sharpen this

5 question a little bit because I assume that there is

6 some constant interaction of some kind going on maybe

7 among various personnel. Let's read that question to

8 talk about at a management level.

9 MR. GUTTERMAN: Can I make a suggestion here?

10 MR. SINKIN: Yes.

11 MR. GUTTERMAN: Since this testimony

12 cross-references Mr. Goloberg's testimony, it might be

(r)'

"> 13 helpf ul to Dr. Sumpter to see which meetings were

14 referenced in Mr. Goldberg's testimony.

15 MR. SINKIN: If I can find tnat reference in

16 nr. Goldberg's testimony.

17 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) Well, in Mr. Goldoerg's

18 testimony he refers to very specific meetings, April

19 15th, April 30th --

20 MR. GUTTERMAN: April 13th?

21 MR. SINKIN: I'm sorry.

22 MR. GUTTERMAN: April --

23 MR. SINKIN: April 13 th, April 3 0 th --

24 MR. GUTTERMAN: March 18th and May 7th?

25 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) Okay. March 18th, April

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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( 1 13th, April 30th, those meetings and those are the

2 meetings you're referring to here?

3 A Yes, those are the meetings I'm referring to.

'

4 Q Did you attend each of those meetings?

5 A Yes, I did.

6 Q Did you on other occasions meet with the -- I

7 guess it would be Mr. Stanley who was the manager of tne

8 study. Did you meet with him to kind of get a view of

9 what they were doing otner than at these rormal

10 presentations?

11 , A Yes, I indicate later on in my testimony.

12 O If you would like to direct my attention to
(79 ,

13 that?'~ -

14 A Okay. Well, on question 16 on page 8, the

15 informal review was over in Brown & Root's office. I

16 visited Quadrex on April the leth.

17 0 And you visited witn Mr. Sranley at enat time?

18 A Yes, sir. And the reviewers. And then I

19 believe I went out to Quadrex again on April 15th.

20 0 When you say the formal review was ended by

21 you at the time of your visit of April 8 through leth,

22 did that mean that there was going to be no further

23 interaction between Quadrex and Brown & Root or Quadrox

j ks 24 and HL&P at that point?

25 A I meant the formal review relative to Quadrex

TATE REPORTING (713) 496-8442
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1 formally meeting in Brown & Root's offices. Brown &
,

2 Root was -- as a result of those meetings had indicated

3 they would send Quadrex some additional information and

4 that inf ormation was still being sent to Quadrex and

5 evaluated during April.

6 Q On page 9 you state that after you got tne

7 draf t copies of Volumes 2 and 3, you f urnished tne riraf t

8 questions, answers and assessments to HL&P lead

9 discipline engineers. Did you also share those witn nr.

10 Goldberg?

11 A No, I did not.

12 Q In question 18 and 19 you discuss a suggestion

\-) 13 from Mr. Goldberg that the findings of Quadre.x De

14 categorized, and it's a suggestion you convey'ed to Mr.

15 Stanley ana he responded by accepting partially tne

16 suggestion but modifying the categories somewhat. Is

17 that a correct characterization?

18 A That's correct.

19 0 There are two kinds of categories in the

20 Quadrex report. One of those categories enat appear in

21 Mr. Goldberg's letter to 12. Stanley, sucn as most

22 serious, serious, that kind of category. There are also

23 categories of disciplines, civil / structural, mechanical,

p 24 electrical. Who created the discipline findings?

25 A Who creating the finding?

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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( 1 Q The categories, excuse me. Who created the

2 discipline categories?

3 A The discipline categories were determined back

'

4 in January.

5 Q How were they determined?

6 A As I thought I indicated earlier, Mr. Goldberg

7 and I were discussing what he would like to be reviewed

8 on and we started to have dialogue on the unique nuclear

9 areas and that sort of thing.

10 Q Okay.

11 A The disciplines sort of naturally fell our of

12 that.
( jm,

-*>
."' 13 0 Okay, because I was going to say that

14 dialogue, as I remember it, was what are the unique

15 nuclear areas to be reviewed. And you're saying tnat

16
,

out of that at that time the categories were developed?
,

17 A Yes, that's correct.

18 Q Af ter Mr. Stanley made the modification that

19 you allude to in question 19, answer 19 to the

20 categories, did you inf orm Mr. Goldberg of Mr. Stanley's

21 change?

22 A To the best of my recollection, and it's very

23 vague, I may have and I may not have. I've been

| |a 24 thinking about that since that was brought up with IR.
|

| 25 Goldberg over the last several days and I just can't

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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Q
1 recall whether I got back to him or not on that.

2 Q Let's go back to May the 7th. 5:00 o' clock in

3 the afternoon you go over to Brown & Root's offices to

4 attend a meeting discussing the Quadrex report.

5 I'd like to have your impressions, your

6 personal observations of that meeting and I'll ask some

7 specific questions.

8 Did the Brown & Root personnel appear to be

9 hostile to the Quadrex report in the sense that it was a

10 threatening report, a bad report, anything like that? .

11 MR. GUTTERMAN: I think I unoerstano the
.

12 question, but I'm not sure. Are we talking about tne
O,s .

'/ 13 afternoon meeting?
'

14 MR. SINKIN: 5:00 o' clock May tne 7tn, Brown &

15 Root gets together. Tney've had a briefing by Quaorex.

16 Now it's their turn to talk about it.

17 Q (By Mr. Sinkin) What is tne atmosynere? Is

18 it a hostile atmosphere f rom this report?

19 A You' re looking f or their attitude towarou -- I

20 guess I need some help on clarification. You mean their
,

;

21 attitude towards the whole report, towards tne whole

22 exercise, is there tension in the room or, you know,
.

23 that kind of thing?

hr 24 Q That's the sort of tning I'm after. Any

25 observations that you had that you can share witn us.

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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( 1 A I would say there was maybe some tension in

2 the room, but it wasn't very much. It was a very
.

3 businesslike meeting. Brown & Root had a lot of work to

'

4 get done. It was going on 5, 6, 7, 8:00 o' clock at

5 night. Tney had been working all day. People were

6 tired and the meeting was run quite professionally.

7 There were some -- obviously some discussion

8 and maybe some disagreements back and f orth, but it

9 didn't -- the meeting did not degenerate into any

10 shouting or screaming or anything like that.

11 Q Okay. Was there much argument over whether
,

12 pcrticular findings were potentially reportaole
(!_j i
'~'# 13 findings? -

14 A No, I don' t believe so. Wnen there were -- I

15 know Mr. -- I made some comments wnen I f elt Brown &

16 Root had not gotten the full understanding of my

17 understanding of what Quadrex was saying in some cases

18 and I supplied that information. But Brown & Root hao

19 pretty much made their decisions and I don't recall

20 there being much disagreement or argument between Brown

21 & Root persons over these type items.

22 Mr. Robertson and I primarily listened and

23 provided information if we thought it necessary, but we

24 did not interject ourselves into opinions on whether we

25 thought something was reportable or not. We wanted

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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(j ( 1 Brown & Root to give us their best view as they saw it.

2 Q Did the Brown & Root review include documents

3 other than the Quadrex report volumes themselves?

4 MR. GUTTERMAN: Let's get that question a

5 little bit clarified. Are you talking about whether

6 documents other than the Quadrex report were actually

7- used in the meeting that af ternoon? Are you asking what

8 engineers looked at during the day?

9 MR. SINKIN: I see. Excuse me.

10 0 (By Mr. Sinkin) At the 5:00 o' clock May tne

11 7th meeting, were documents used other than the Quaorex

af 12 report, documents reviewed as part of that process?
(.L,)
7

13 A Well, Brown & Roor had their snects. Tney hao

14 typed up a sheet for each finding with tnese various

15 blocks on whether they agreed with a finding, disagreed

16 with a finding, whether tney felt it was potentially

17 reportable or not, and they were filling out those

18 sheets. Some of them had been fillea ouc earlier. I

19 guess most of them had been filled out earlier.

20 Q Most of them had been filled out between the

21 time the meeting adjourned at noon and 5:00 o' clock that

22 afternoon?

23 A I believe so. And the lead engineer in each

( 24 area would make his report to the chairman of the

25 meeting on what his opinion or views were on these

TATE REPORTING (713) 498-8442
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( l items. He may have brought other documents in and used

2 them to demonstrate his results from his review or not.

3 That may have happened. I can't recall exactly.

*
4 Q And how long did that meeting last?

5 A I think it went well on to 8 or 9:00 o' clock

6 that evening.

7 0 And then it adj ourned f or the day?

8 A For the night.

9 Q For the night?

10 MR. SINKIN: Mr. Chairman, I am at a breaking

11 point and I see that it's a few minutes after 6:00. I

12 can do ei'tner way.

. ( ('' (;

'> 13 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: I tnink this would be a

14 good time to break.

15 Anything oefore we break that --

16 MR. GUTTERMAN: Two things, Mr. Cnairman. One

17 is I had mentioned earlier that we were trying to

18 prepare a written motion to quash subpoenas and we have

19 that now and we're distributing it to the parties and

20 have copies f or the Board.

21 The other thing is I gathered earlier in the

|
22 day the prognosis was that we would not get to another

i 23 witness tomorrow. Is that still the prognosis?

- b 24 JUDGE BECHHOEFER: Tnat's correct.

25 Well, let's go off the record.

!
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1 (Discussion off the record. )

2 (Hearing recessed at 6:10 p.m.)

3
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